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FOREWARD

This Is volume III of six volumes of training materia l prepared for an
experimenta l course of . :iaintenance instruction on the AAFCS M33. This
materia l was developed during research conducted by the U. S. Army Air
Defense Human Resea rch Unit at Fort Bliss, Texas, In cooperation with the
U. S. Arm y Air Defense School. A detailed account of the research, the
results and recommendations emerging from the experiment , and the ration-
ale by which this materia l was prepared and used, Is Included In HumRRO
Technica l Report 46, “Development and Eva luation of an Experimental
Program of Instruction for Fire Control Technicians. ” It is recommended
tha t readers ~ milIar1ze themselves with the contents of this report before
attempting to use the training materials contained In these volumes. A copy
of this report may be obtained by writing to the Director , Human Resources
Research Office, The George Washington University, Washington 7, D. C.
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INTRODUCTION

This volume contains instructiona l materia l for the Acquisition Radar
subcourae of a program of fire control radar Instruction 4which consists of
the following subcourses:

I Operation Or ientat ion
II Electronic Fundamentals

III Acquisition Radar
IV Track Rada r
V Compute r

VI Maintenance and Supf)ly

It includes lesson plans and pracUcal exercises designed to be covered in
195 peri ods : 105 periods .ofconierenc e and 90 periods oX practical exercise.
Each ins t ructional period was approximately 50 minutes in length. A
detailed breakd own of Instructiona l topics and time allotment Is presented
in table 1, page 3.

~~~This subcourse is designed to provide the student with the Information
and skills necessa ry to mainta in, repair , and adjust the acquisition rada r
subsystem of the AAFCS M33.

c’instructiona i materia l contained herein Is tha t issued to Instructors .
Material issued t~ students was identica l with two exceptions: (I) copies
of practical exercises were not issued, and (2) instructor’s notes , su~~ested
explanations , and problems (shown in boxes In the lesson plans) were
deleted .

A difference in format exists between materia l in this volume and tha t
used during the research, in tha t the experimental lesson plans were printed
only on the left-hand pages of the volumes. This arrangement provided
student and instructor with convenient and appropriate space foi notes.

Instruction in the configuration and operat ion of several circuits whic h
we normally covered in the Electronic Fundamentals (Ba sic Electronics)
subcourse is included in this volume so that these circuits may be discussed
in conjunction with the specific portions of the AAFCS M33 of which they are
a part. To insure proper Instructional coverage of these circuits as thea
are encountered in the text of this volume, the initial reference to each
circuit is indicated by means of an arrow placed in the margin. The presence
of an arrow indicates to the instructor tha t the circuit In question is new to
the student and will require introduc tory coverage .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ - - -. .
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It will be noted that each page of lesson plans and prac tica l exercises
is coded at the top of the page . This code is interpreted as follows: the
first letter “r ’ indicates that these are instructor mater ials , the second
letter indicates the volume (in this case, “A” for Acquisition Radar), and
the number following the dash Indicates the number of the lesson plan in the
volume. The code found on practical exercises Is simIla r except that “P
precedes the number following the dash.

Experience gained during the course of an experi ment frequentl y enables
researchers to suggest modifications in design and/or material that should
lead to significa nt improvement of the product. Such modifications have been
incorporated into these volumes to the possible benefit of the user and are
indicated in two ways:

1. Changes relating to content are described in the introduc tion
to each volume. No such changes have been recommended
for volume III.

2. Changes relating to topic time allotments are indicated In
table 1. Numbers indicate recommended hours of instruction
for each topic. Where recommended time differs from time
actually allotted during the experiment, actua l time consumed
during the experiment is indicated in parentheses .

A1thoi~ h materials in this volume have been carefully prepared , imperfections
may still exist. Your cooperation in eliminating them is requeste d . Notifi-
cation of error s and suggestions for improvem ent should be forwarded to the
Director of Research, U. S. Arm y Air Defense Human Research Unit ,
Fort Bliss, Texas.

2 
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Table 1

SUMMARY OF INSTRUCTIO NAL PER iODS ALLOTFED TO TOPICS
INCLUDED IN THE ACQUISITION RADAR SUBCOURSE

TO PI C CONFER ENCE PRACTICA L EXERCISI

AAFCS M33 Bloc k 3 3

AC Distribution 4 3

Delay Timers and Power
Supplies 11 (12) 9 ( 10)

Synchronizer 2 (4) 2 (3)

Test Amplifier 2 (4) 2 (3)

Acquisition Radar Bloc k 3 (4) 3

Acquisition Transmitter 3 6

Acquisition RF System 4 3

Acquisition Receive r Block 4 3

Acquisition Receive r 8 6

Acquisition AFC 8 6

MTI 8 6

PP I 8 6
Target Designator Block 4 3

Ta rget Designator 16 12

Designation- Precision Indicator 4 3

Acquisition Radar RevIew 4 3

Exam Ina tions 6 9

CrItiques 3 2
Tota l 1(15 (I l l )  90 (93)

Dees not Include 36 periods of nonacademic time:
Commander ’s time, physical training, etc.

3
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LESSON PLA N

AAFCS M33 BLOCK DIAGRAM

OBJECTIVE:

To expla in the function , operation , and location of the component parts
of the AAFCS M33 fire control system on a block level.

PRESENTATION:

1. Use of the Schematic Diagrams.

a. The Index Is shown on pages 3 through 8.

b. Schematic symbols and their explanations follow the index.

c. The location diagrams (figs XVI through XXiI).~” show the
physical location of each chassis in the system.

2. AAFCS M33 Simplifi ed Block Diagram.

a. The hea rt of the AA FCS M33 system is the pulse synchronizer.

1) There are two outputs , the preknock pulse and the sync
pulse.

a) The preknock pulse Initiates the action of all the
sweep and range circuits in both the acquisition and
the track radar.

b) The sync pulse synchronizes both the track and
acquisition radars.

2/ Figures are direct references to the Antiaircraft Fire Control
System M33 Schematic Diagrams, the Antiaircraft and Guided Missile School,
Fort Bliss, Texas.

4
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2) The prf for both the preknock and sync pulses is approxi-
mately 930 pulses per second (pps) when the synchron izer
is free running and 1, 000 pps when in autosync .

3) The preknock pulse appears 5 microseconds before the
sync pulse so that the sweep and range circuits will be
ready when the transmitter fires .

4) The autosync pulse synchronizes the pulse synchronizer
at 1, 000 pps.

b. The acquisition rada r searches continuously.

1) The peak power output of the acquisition transmitter is
approximately one megawatt.

2) The transmitter when synchronized by the sync pulse has
a prf of 930 to 1, 000 pps.

3) The carrier frequency is adjustable from 3, 100 to 3, 500
megacycles.

4) The PPI display is 3600 in azimuth and either 60, 000
or 120, 000 ya rds in range.

5) The ta rget-designator system provides the means of
integrating the acquisition and track radars.

c. The track radar tracks the target automatically in azimuth,
elevation, and range .

1) The purpose of the track radar is to provide the computer
with the observed azimuth and elevation angles and the
slant range to the target.

2) The transmitter is synchronized by the sync pulse and has
a prf of 930 to 1, 000 pps.

3) The peak power output is approximately 250, 000 watts.

5
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4) The carrier frequ ency Is adjustable from 8, 500 to 9, 600
megacycles.

5) The tracking indicators when utiliz ing A-type presentat ion
show 100, 000 yards In range.

6) The track rada r furnishes tue compute r with the ta rget ’s
present azimuth angle, elevation ang le , a nd a voltage
representing the ta rget ’s slant range.

d. The computer predicts the future position of the target tha t is
being tracked .

1) The computer converts spherical-coordinate input da ta to
rectangular coordinates.

2) BallistIc and parallax corrections are set in on the
correction panel.

3) The rate of the ta rget Is computed, and, baseu on this rate ,
the future position of the target Is predicted.

4) The outputs of the computer , firing azimuth , firing elevation,
and fuse setting are fed to the guns.

e. The plotting boards provide a permanent record, in the form of
a continuous plot , of the tracking mission and target course.

1) The horizontal plotting board shows both the present and
predicted range and azimuth.

2) The present-altitude boa rd records the observed ground
range R0 and the observed altitude H0.

3) The predicted-altitude plotting board displays the future
posItion of the target in ground range R~ and firing altitude
Hf.

6
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3. AAFCS M33 Complete Block Diagram (fig 1- i).

I1~~ TRUCT0R’S NOTE: Point out the location
~ s each stage is covered.

a. Synchronizer System.

1) The synchronizer consists primarily of a blocking oscilla-
tor , two cathode followers, and a 5-microsecond delay
line.

2) The blocking oscillator provides a positive, 2-microsecond
pulse for both cathode followers.

3) The output of one cathode follower (CF) is a positive, 25v
pulse called the preknock pulse.

4) The other CF is identical to the first except that the output
is fed through a 5-microsecond delay line . This output,
the sync pulse, is 20 volts in amplitude.

5) The sync and pre knock pulses are used in the acquisition
and the track radars to provide a definite time relation
between the transmitting, range, and sweep circuits of
both radars.

b. Acquisition Radar.

1) The preknock pulse times the range and sweep circuits, and
the sync pulse initiates transmitter action.

2) The transmitter consists of a trigger generator, a modu-
lator, a pulse transformer, and the magnetron.

a) In the trigger generator, the sync pulse triggers a
blocking oscillator,

1. The output of the blocking oscillator is used to
trigger the trigger generator thyratron switch tube .

7
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2. When triggered, the swItch tube discharges a
pulse-forming network through the primary
windIng of a transformer, thereby build ing up the
output pulse.

3. The transformer steps up the 600v pulse at its
primary so tha t the output to the modulator Is a
positive, 2-microsecond , 850v pulse.

b) The modulator Is similar to the trigger generator.

1. The positive, 850v pulse triggers the thyratron
switch tube in the modulator.

2. This switch tube discha rges the pulse- forming
network through the pulse transformer.

3. The pulse at the primary of the pulse transformer
is a negatIve , 4 to 8 kv , 1. 3 microseconds in
duration.

c) The pulse transfo rmer steps up the pulse, without
polarity inversion, to approximately 38 to 45 kv and
applies it to the magnetron.

d) The magnetron is shocked into oscillation when the
high-voltage pulse is applied to Its cathode.

1. The tuning drive varies the magnetron frequency.

2. The magnetron output is fed directly into the
waveguide through a coupling window.

3) The radio-frequency (rf) system Includes the waveguide,
duplexer , rotary jo int, pilibox radiator , and reflector.

a) The waveguide conveys the rf from the magnetron to
the pilibox radiator and the return echo from the
pillbox radiator to the receiver.

8 
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b) The duplexer inc ludes the ATR tubes, the TR t ube , and
the Y-~ju nctt on .

I . The TR tube protects the receiver from the
transmitted pulse.

‘ 
2. The ATR tubes prevent the return echo from being

absorbed by the magnetron .

c) The plilbox radiator serves to focus the beam into the
reflector.

d) The reflector varies the beam pattern and elevation by
the injection of cosecant bars.

e) The directiona l coupler provides a means of checking
the frequency, power, and standing -wave ratio.

4) The receiver converts the return echo into an intermediate
frequency (if) signal , amplifies and detects the signal, and
applies the target video to the presentation system.

a) The AFC unIt maintains the if signa l at 60 megacycles
above the transmitted frequency.

b) The mixer channel mixes the return echo with the
local-oscillator output to obtain the if signal.

c) The interm ediate frequency preamplifier amplifies the
if signa l at the ba rbette to overcome cable losses and
to provide a high signal-to-noise ratio.

d) The sensitivity time control (STC) provides reduced
gain at close ranges to cut down the blossom fr om
ground clutter on the PPI .

e) The intermediate frequency amplifier amplifies and
detects the signal. applying negative bypass video to
the switcher-mixer and positive v ideo to the MTI
system.

9
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f )  The MTI system eliminates fixed ta rget echoes out to
a maximum ra nge of 35, 000 ya rds . (In system 725 and
above, M’l’l extends to 120, 000 yards.)

1. When operating , the MTI system has only moving -
target video as its output .

2. The negative MTI video is applied to the switcher-
mixer.

g) The switcher-mixer switches from MTI to bypass video
at a range determined by the setti ng of the operating
controls and mixes In the 1FF information.

h) The video-and-mark channel receives the composite
video signa l and the ma rks necessary for indicator
display.

1. The marks necessary to produce the ra nge circle,
the flashing azimuth line, and the electronic cross
are mixed with the video.

2 . The output is applied to the presentation and
ta rget designator system.

5) The presentation system amplifies and presents the video
and ma rks on a PPI type display.

a) The PPI sweep rotates in synchronism with the rotation
of the acquisition antenna .

b) The sweeps may rotate at 10, 20, or 30 rpm.

6) The target designator provides a rapid means of selecting
and designating a target .

a) The designation-control system designates the ta rget
and relays target data in order to position the tracking
system in azimuth and range.

10
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1. The acquisition - range computer generates the
ACQ range mark which appea rs as the ra nge circle
on the PPI .

2. The ACQ track range ma rk (the arc of the
electronic cross) Is compa red with the ACQ range
mark to posItion the track range unit at the
designated range.

3. The designated azimuth Is ava i lable to the track
radar antenna-positIoning system through the use
of synchros positioned by the RING DEPRESS
switch.

4. The azimuth of the track radar Is shown by the
track -azimuth mark (radia l line of the electronic
cross) generated in the track- mark generator.

b) The designation presentation system displays a 300
by 5, 000-yard segment of the PPL presentation centered
on the j unction of the range circ le and the flashing
a zimuth line or on the electronic c ross.

1. The azim uth-sweep channel fo rces the electron
beam to travel, from left to right , across the face
of the CRT.

2. The sweep Is forced from the bottom to the top of
the CRT by a signa l from the range-sweep channel.

3. There are seve ra l range sweeps during each
azimuth sweep.

c. Track Radar.

1) The preknock pulse times the ra nge and sweep circuits , and
the sync pulse initiates transmitter action .

2) The transmitte r is almost identical In circ uitry and opera-
tion to the acquisition transmitter.

11
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a) The trigger generator, timed by the sync pulse ,
gene rates a 450v, positive , 5-mic rosecond pulse which
triggers the modulator.

1. The trigger pulse is generated by a blockIng
oscillator.

2. The output of the blocking oscillator is applied to
the grid of the switch tube in the modulator through
a cathode follower.

b) The modula tor builds up a 7 to 8 kv 0. 25-microsecond
pulse for application to the primary of the pulse
transformers.

1. When the trigger pulse is applied , the switch tube
discha rges the pulse-forming network through
the pulse transformer.

2. The pulse transformer steps up the negative pulse .
without Inversion , to 25 or 30 kv.

3. The pulse is applied to the cathode of the magnetron.

c) The magnetron oscillates at 8, 500 to 9, O00 megacycles .

d) The burst of rf ene rgy is coupled into the wavegulde.

3) Essentially, the rf system consists of the waveguide,
duplexer , rota ry joint , feedhorn , a nd the antenna lens.

a) The waveguide cond ucts the transmitted energy to the
feedhorn and the return echo from the feedhorn to the
receiver.

b) The ATR tubes prevent the return echo from being
absorbed by the magnetron.

c) The TR tube prevents the transmitted pulse from
damagi ng the receiver and allows the return echo to
enter the receIver.

12
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d) The feedhorn and the antenna lens focus the rf energ y
Into a ve ry narrow bea m in azimuth and elev:uion .

4) The track receiver system receives , ampli fies , and detects
the return echo to produce video for the present atton
system .

a) The ba la nced converter m ixes the return signal wt t h
the local-oscillator output to produce the signa l
intermediate freq uency. It also mixes the loca l-
oscIl lator output with a sample of the t ra nsmit t ed
frequency to ot*aln the proper input to the AFC unit .

b) The AFC unit maintains the local-osc i llator output at
60 megacycles a bove the magnetron frequency .

c) The if preamplifier amplifies the return signa l at the
antenna to overcome cable losses and provide a h igh
signal-to-noIse ratio.

d) The if amplifier furthe r amplifies the signa l and
detects t he video component.

e) The video is amplified by video ampl ifiers on each
track indIcator unit and applied to the A-scopes .

5) The range t racking system produces one of the three outputs
of the track radar: D0, the observed slant ra nge to the
target.

a) The track- ra nge unit generates the following signals:

I . The track range mark which times the expansion-
pulse channel ,

2. The track range gate, used in the target designato r
to show the tracking range on the PPI and precision
indicators ,

3. The ACQ track range mark whic h forms the arc of
the electronic cross,

13
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4. The 500- ya rd expa nsion pulse and the 100-yard
notch, used to Indicate the tracking ra nge on the
A-scope, and

5. The 35-ya rd gate, used fo r automatic range
t racking.

b) The range-servo system positions the phase -shift
capacitor, the pip-selector potentiometer , and the
range-data potentiometer.

c) The range-data potentiometer feeds its output , a
voltage representing slant range, to the computer.

6) The track antenna positioning system position the antenna
automaticall y in azimuth and in elevation.

a) The azimuth and elevation angle detectors compare the
envelope of the modulated video signals with a reference
voltage and develop an output which is proportiona l to
the error in azimuth and elevation.

b) The azimuth and elevation servo systems drive the
antenna in azimuth and elevation in accorda nce with the
signa l obta ined fr om either the handwheels or the angle
detectors.

7) The tracking Indicators provide visua l indication of the
ta rget.

a) The indicators show range information , prima rily .
Pip matching Is employed when in the SEL SIC position.

b) The sweep on each indicator may extend to a range of
100, 000 ya rds .

8) The trial-fi re indicator.

a) The trial- fi re indicator uses a 3- inch CRT tha t permits
the display of signals which occur within 250 ya rds of
the t rack range setting .
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b) Circuits in the trial-fire indicator operate in conjunc-
tion with the time-to-burst integrator in the computer
to measure, in seconds, the exact interval between the
firing of the gun and the shell burst.

d. Computer.

1) The observed-target coordinates section receives slant
range from the track range unit and the azimuth and
elevation angles from the mechanical position of the track
antenna .

a) With this information, the rectangula r coordinates,
X0, Y0, R0, and H0, are obtained.

b) The rectangular coordinates are fed to the prediction-
coordinates section and the predicted target coordinates
section .

2) The prediction-coordinates section computes the target rate
in X, Y, and H di rections. The output is fed to the predicted
ta rget coordinates section .

3) The predicted target coordinates section computes the
fut ure position of the target.

a) The present position of the target is com bined with the
output of the pred icted target coordinates section to
provide the future position da ta .

b) Parallax corrections are also added in this section.

4) The azim uth servo furnishes the firing azimuth to the guns
through the use of a fine- and coarse- synchro system .

a) Ballistic corrections are added to the predicted position
to produce the firing azimuth.

b) The predicted ground range, another output from this
section, is fed to the ballistic-coordinates section.

15
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5) The ballistic-coordinates section computes the firing
horizontal range and altitude by adding ballistic corrections
to the predicted horizontal range and the altitude . The
output is fed to the elevation servo.

6) The elevation servo is positioned by the input from the
ballistic-coordinates sectIon.

a) The elevation servo furnishes the guns with the firing
elevation through the use of a fine- and coarse-syncbro
system like that of the azimuth servo.

b) The firing slant range is another output of the elevation
servo which Is fed to the time-of-flight~’ servo.

7) The time-of-flight servo combines the output from the
elevation servo with a correction factor from the ballistic-
synthesis section. The result, representing time to burst,
is fed to the fuze servo.

8) The fuze servo combines the time of flight with muzzle
velocity, air density, and the dead time to produce the fuze
setting. The output is fed to the guns through a synchro
transmitter.

9) The ballistic-synthesis section produces voltages to correct
for nonstandard conditions and the effects of gravity.

e. Plotting Boards.

1) The horizontal plotting board shows both the present and
predicted position of the target in range and azimuth out
to a maximum range of 40, 000 yards .

a) Range circles are provided at 5, 000-yard intervals.

I,) Azimuth lines are etched at 200-m u increments.

3/ This may be called the time-to-burst servo.

16
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c) A horizontal and vertical reference line is provided to

facilitate the use of overlays on standard military
maps.

2) The present-altitude plotting board is marked with range
circles at 5, 000-yard intervals and altitude lines at
2, 000-ya rd interva ls.

a) The range may be plotted out to 40, 000 yards.

b) The present-altitude board plots from -500 to 20, 000
yards.

4’ 3) The predicted-altitude plotting board plots range out to
14, 000 yards and altitude from -500 to 14, 260 yards.

17
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PRACTICA L EXERCISE

INT RODUCT ION TO AA FCS M33

AAFCS M33 SETUP: The equipment and generator should be turned off.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: None .

DEMONSTRATION:

1. The proper start-stop procedure for the generator should be
demonstrated.

a. Each student should have a chance to start and stop the
generator.

b. The procedure for switching from the main to the auxilia ry
gasoline tanks will be explained.

[II~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Show the students
where to adjust the throttle rod in case the
motor does not rev up when the throttle is

Lp~~hed in.

2. Show the location, with a brief explanation of function , of the
following.

a. The synchronizer.

b. The acquisition trigger generator.

c. The ACQ modulator.

d. The magnetron and rf system.

e. The receiver includi ng:

1) The intermediate frequency preamplifier,

18
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2) The AFC unit ,

3) The loca l oscillator,

4) The If amplifier ,

5) The switcher-mixer,

6) The video-and- mark mixer , and

7) The video amplifier on the PPI.

f. The PPI and precision indicators .
1

g. The monitor-control panel.

h. The track trigger generator.

I. The track modulator.

j. The track magnetron and rf system.

k. The track receiver including:

1) The trackATC ,

2) The if preamplifier,

3) The local oscillator,

4) The if amplifie r ,

5) The pulse demodulator , and

6) The video amplifier on the track indicators.

1. The antenna-positioning control inc luding:

1) The low-power servo amplifier ,

2) The high-power servo preamplifiers , and

19
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3) The high-power servo amplifiers .

m. The low-voltage and the transmitter high-voltage power supplies.

n. The computer including:

1) The power supplies,

2) The dc amplifiers ,

3) The indicators for bad dc ampli fiers, and

4) The plotting boa rds.

3. The remaining period should be utilized for equipment operation.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Students not
engaged in operating the equipment should
be learning the names of the major
components.

20 
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LESSON PLAN

AC DISTRIBITFION

OBJECTIVE:

To explain the operation of the ac distribution system.

INTRODUCTION:

The AAFCS M33 with its generator is a completely self-contained radar
system, and the many dc voltages necessary for the proper operation of the
equipment are provided by power supplies in the equipment. These power
supplies deliver dc potentials by rectifying the ac Input. The majority of the
motors in the AAFCS M33 and the filaments of the tubes require ac current
for excitation.

It is the purpose of this lesson to present the ac distribution circuits , to
point out the function and location of the various components of those circuits ,
and to provide information which will prove useful in maintaining the equip-
ment in the field.

Ilr~~TRUCTOR’s NOTE: The block diagra m 1
~(fig 1) should be used for tie-in with previousj
[instruction.

PRESENTATION:

1. Generator.

a. The primary source of ac power for the AAFCS M33 is a 400-
cycle generator.

1) The frequency of the ac power may be adjusted at the
generator.

2) The amplitude of the ac power may be cont rolled either
at the generator or from the control panel at the rada r
cabinet .

21 
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~i~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Point out that power
~s applied to the LINE VOLTAGE meter when
khe generator MAIN POWER switc h is ON.

b. The generator supplies three-phase power over a four-wire
system.

1) The potentia l between phases is 208 volts.

2) The potential between any phase and neutral is 120 volts .

2. MAIN POWER Switch (fig l9-1J.

tINSTRIJCTOR’S NOTE: Point out to the stu-
~dents that this lesson follows, step by step,
~he energizing procedure for the equipment.

a. When the MAIN POWER switch is operated, ac power is applied
to several units in the system.

kr’ETRUCTOR’S NOTE: When tracing
frli strthution, it will be easier for the stu-
Ident to see if you start at the end and work
~ack.

1) Phase A is applied to the convenience outlets inside the
van.

2) Phase C is applied to the battery charger (leads going to
fIg 19-68).

[INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Schematic error (fig
Jj 9-68): Input power should read phase C.

3) Three-phase power is applied to the PERSONNE L VENTI-
LATION switch S8.

4) Three-phase power is applied to the EQUIPMENT VENTI-
LATION switch Sb .

22
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5) Three-phase power is applied to the computer MAIN
POWER switch Si (leads going to fig 23-2).

6) Three-phase power is applied to the RA DAR POWER
switch S2.

7) Phase A is applied to the ceiling lights (fig 14-95).

b. Each circuit is fused and provided with a red indicator that
glows if the fuse overheats and opens.

3. RA DAR POWER Switch.

a. When the RADAR POWER switch Is operated, phase A is applied
to the following:

1) The ACQUISITION POWER switch (figs 19-2 , 19-6, and
19-66),

2) The TRACK FILAMENTS switch (figs 19-2 and 19- 15),

3) The barbette, radar cabinet , tracking console, track
antenna , and tactical control console for filament power,

4) Transformer T12 (fig 19-10) for servo and tach excitation,

5) The acquisit ion , high-voltage power supply through contacts
of Kb /A (fIg 19-62),

6) The track, high-voltage power supply, through contacts of
K3/A (fig 19-64), and

7) Power transformer TI, the 30-second delay timer (fig 19-60) .

b. When the RADA R POWER switch is operated , phase B is
applied to the following (fig 19-1):

1) Contacts of relay KS (fig 19-5) which is energized by
operating the LOW VOLTAGE switch (fig 19-60),

23 
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2) Transformer Tl2 (fig 19-10), for servo and tach excitation ,

3) The HP SERVOS switch (fig 19-11),

4) The TRACK FILAMENTS switch (fig 19- 15),

5) The acquisition, high-voltage power supply through contacts
of 1( 1/A (fIg 19-62),

6) The track, high-voltage power supply through contacts of
1(3/A (fIg 19-64) ,

7) The ACQUISITION POWER switch (fig 19-66), and

8) ACQUISITION MOTORS switch (fig 19-67) .

C. When the RADAR POWER switch is operated , phase C is applied
to the following (fig 19- 1):

1) The ACQUISITION POWER switch (fig 19-6),

2) Contacts of Kl5/A (figs 19-6 and 19-7),

3) Transformer T3, - 28v power supply (fIg 19-90) ,

4) Some of the low-voltage power supplies as primary and
filament power,

5) The rada r cabinet blower motors (fig 19- 14),

6) The HP SERVOS switch (fig 19-11),

7) The TRACK FILAMENTS switch (fig 19-15),

8) The acquisition , high-voltage power supply through contacts
of K 1/A (fIg 19-62),

9) The ACQUISITION POWER switch (fig 19-66), and

10) The ACQUISITION MOTORS switch (fIg 19-67).

24
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4. LOW VOLTAGE Switch (fig 19-60).

a. The LOW VOLTAGE switch, when operated after the 30-second
delay, supplies ground to energize relay KS/A.

b. When energized, K5/A supplies phase B to the following points:

1) The INDICATOR HV switch (fig 19-5),

2) The +270v power supply (fig 19-90) ,

3) The +220, +70, and - 250v power supply (fig 19- 89),

4) The +450v power and +250v regulator (fig 19-84), and

5) The +320v, +320v power supply (fig 19-88).

5. INDICATOR HV Switch (fig 19-5).

When the INDICATOR HV switch is operated, phase B is applied to
the following:

a. T2/B24, filament suppiy for the indicator, high-voltage power
supply (fig 19-5 to fig 19-53), and

b. T3/B24, high-voltage ac input to the indicator , high-voltage
power supply (fig 19-83).

6. ACQUISITION POWER Switch (fig 19-2).

a. When the ACQUISiTION POWER switch is operated, phase A Is
applied to the following:

1) ACQ, high-voltage power supply for filament power
(fig 19-53),

2) Hydraulic pump motor In the barbette (fig 19-66),

3) ACQ modulator filament supply (fig 19-57),

4) Convenience outlets in the barbette (fig 19-2),
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5) The start relay in the 15-minute delay timer (figs 19-2 to
19-62),

6) Filament supply for the ACQ local-oscillator if preamplifier ,
AFC unit , and the low-power servo ampli fier(ftg 19-2 leads
to fig 19-46), and

7) Filament supply for the resolver amplifier (fig 19-2 leads
to fig 19-52).

b. When the delay timer action has been initiated by the ACQUISI-
TION POWER switc h , relay 1(9/A energizes, applying phase A
to the local-oscillator power supply (fIg 19-2 leads to fig 6-3).

7. TRAC K FILAMENTS Switch (fig 19-2).

a. Whe n the TRACK FILAMENTS switch is operated, phase A is
applied to the following:

I) Filament of the track magnetron (fig 19-2 leads to fig 19-50),

2) The start relay and five-minute delay timer (fig 19-2 leads
to figs 19-64 and 12-4), and

3) Filaments of the local-oscillator AFC unit and the if
preamplifier (fig 19-2 leads to fIg 19-50).

b. When the delay timer has sta rted its operation , K7/A energizes
and applies phase A to the rectifier , supplying keep-alive
voltage to the TR tube and to the solenoids which extract the
shutter (fIgs 19-64 and 13-2).

8. EXCITATION Switch (fig 19-10).

a. When the EXCITATION switch Is operated, -28v is supplied to
relay 1(15/A.

b. With -28v applied, 1(15/A energizes, supplying excitation to
the following:

1) Synchroe In the track antenna positioning system,
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2) High-power servo preamplifiers (fig 19-10 leads to figs
19- 12 and 16-15),

‘ 
3) Range, azimut h, and elevation servo channels,

4) OptIcs servo (fIg 16-14 leads to figs 19-13 and 19- 10),

5) ACQ range control channel (fig 9-5), and

6) AzImuth and elevation angle detectors (fig 16-6).

c. Tach excitation is applied to the tachometers when relay K15/A
is energized (fig 19-10).

d. Motor excitation is applied, through contacts of 1(15/A, to the
following (fig 19-7) :

1) Track-azimuth drive motors (fig 16-8),

2) TRACK RANGE dia l fine- and coarse-synchros (fig 15-13),

3) ELEVATION handwheel and intermediate motors (fig 16-10),

4) AZIMUTH handwheel and intermediate motors (fIg 16-7),

5) ACQ range control channel (fig 9-5),

6) Motors in the track range servo (fIg 15-12),

7) Elevation drive motor (fig 16- 11),

8) E LEVATION dial fine- and coaree-syncbros (fig 16-12),

9) Optical servo system (fig 16- 14), and

10) Azimuth fine- and coarse-syncbros (fig 16-9).

27
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9. HP SERVOS Switch (fig 19-11).~

a. When the HP SERVOS switch is operated, phase B is applied to
the following (fIg 19-11):

1) The azimuth, high-power servo amplifiers (fig 16- 16), and

2) The elevation, high-power servo amplifier (fig 16- 16).

b. Phase C is applied, through the antenna drive SAFET Y switch,
to the following (fig 19-11):

1) The azimuth, high-power servo amplifiers (fig 16-16), and

2) The elevation, high-power servo amplifier (fig 16- 16).

10. ACQUISITION MOTORS Switch (fig 19-6Th

a. When the ACQUISITION MOTORS switch is operated, three-
phase power is applied to the following in the antenna drive:

1) The blower motors (fig 19-67),

2) Contacts of K/Fl (fig 19-67), and

3) Motor contactor 1(1/Fl, azimuth drive motor control
(fig 19-65).

b. Phase A is applied to the convenience outlet on the antenna
drive when the ACQUISITION MOTORS switch is operated.

11. COMPRESSOR MOTOR ON OFF Switch (fig 19-67).

a. Whe n the ON OFF switch is operated , solenoid K/Fl is
energized.

b. Three-phase power is applied to the compressor motor through
contacts of K/Fl.

28 
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COMMON TROUBLES:

!ymp oms Probable Cause

1. Several fuses burn out when Equipment energized too rapidly.
equipment is energized. (Often , when the equipm ent is

cold, too great a load is placed
on the line by rapid energization.)

2. No action results when switch Incorrec t energizing procedure .
is operated. Defective switch.

3. Fuses burn out when equipment Circuit overload. (Replace
ventilation is turned on. equipment ventilation fuses with

the slo-blo type. Regula r fuses
will burn out because of surge
currents.)

29 
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PRACTICA L EXERCISE

AC DISTRIBUT ION

AA FCS M33 SETUP: The equipment should be completely deenergized .

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: Multimete r TS- 352/U.

DEMONST RATION:

I~~TRUCTOR’S NOTE: Have one of the
students energize the set and point out the
visual indications as each control is
operated. Have the students follow the
dist ribution circuits in the schematics.

The demonstration should be in the following order.

a. Line voltage check and adj ustment.

b. Turn on MAIN POWER switch and check:

I) Power to computer ,

2) Ceiling lights,

3) Sound of blower motors as equipment is energtzed ,

4) Battery charger, and

5) Convenience outlets.

c. Turn on RADAR POWER switch and check:

1) Sound of the ACQ and track motors,

2) Filament power to rada r cabinet tracking console,

3) Energizing of 30-second delay timer,
30
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4) ACQUISITION MOTORS switch S 11, and

5) ACQUISITION AZIMUTH SCAN switch.

d. Turn on LOW VOLTAGE switch and check:

1) LOW VOLTAGE ON light on control panel, and

2) RectIfier glow in low- voltage power supplies.

e. Turn on IN DICATOR 1W switch and check:

1) Sweeps on track indicators , and

2) Operating controls on indicators .

(~~STRUC TOR’S NOTE: Emphasize the ]
fimportance of the voltage checks and the~
~qse of the operating controls.

f .  Turn on ACQUISITION POWER switch and check:

1) ACQUISITION OFF light,

2) Filament power to high- voltage power suppl y and modulator,
and

3) Sweeps on PPI.

g. Turn on TRACK FILAMENTS switch and check:

1) TRACK OFF light , and

2) Filament power to high-voltage power supply and the
modulator.

h. Turn on EXCITATION switch and cbec k~.

1) Range servo, and

2) Azimuth and elevation drive motors .
31
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i. Turn on HP SERVOS switch and check:

1) Dia l jump when switc h is operated .

2) Sound of motors , and

3) Antenna SAFETY switch.

j . Turn on TRACK SCANNER switch and check:

1) Image spacing on tracking ind icators , and

2) SCAN RATE meter.

2. Show students how to locate term ina l strips from the schematic
refe rences.

3. Demonstrate the proper method of making ac voltage checks with
the mult imeter.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Make sure tha t
each student checks an ac voltage and
caution the students about the da nger
involved. Tell the students tha t there is
no need to worry about injury if they use
a few simple precautions . Place a
trouble in the ac distribut ion and demon-
strate the proper method of trouble-
shooting.

4. Show the students how to use the test lead for supplying ground as a
test for open interlocks.
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SUGG ESTED TROUBLES:

iNSTRUCTOR’S NOTi:~ While one group of stu
dents Is t roubleshooting, the other group should
be locating test points in the schematics. The
instructor should guide the students using the
schematics , showing the prope r use and making
sure that each student unde r&uuiul s th e symbols
a nd the location of the components.

Remove fuze Fl (removes power from the convenience outlets).

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Make sure that the
students know the use of the fuse Indicator
~~hts . 

_________________ __________

2. Remove termina l No. 123 tact ical  control console (TCC) (rdnmves
ceil ing light excitation) .

3. Remove LOW VO LTAGE READ Y lamp.

4. Open switches and terminale In the low-voltage interlock circu it .

5. Open termina l No. 31 rada r control van (RC) (removes excitation
to high-power servo ampli fiers).

NSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: When the students arc
~mi 1tn r with the symbols and know how to usc.’
he schematics , students not engaged In t rouble-
~hooting should ut ilize t ime for component
location . 

______
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LESSON PLAN

DELAY TIMERS AND POWER SUPPLIES
(Part I)

OBJECTIVE

To explain the operation and repair of:
1. The low-voltage interlocks and 30-second delay timer ,

2. The +450v power supply and +250v regulator,

3. The +270v, +175v, and -28v power supply.

4. Acquisition, high-voltage control circuits , and

5. The 15-minute delay timer.

INTRODUCTION:

In the AAFCS M33 rada r sets or any type of electronic equipment, a
great variety of voltages are necessary for proper operation. In this lesson,
a few of the power supplies and the control circuits for those power supplies
will be discussed.

PRESENTATION:

1. Low-Voltage Interlock Circuit (fig 19-60).

Interlocks in the tactical control console, the tracking console.
and the radar cabinet must be closed before the LOW VOLTAGE
READY light will operate.

a. All the low-voltage interlocks may be bypassed by use of the
OVERRIDE switch. The OVERRIDE switch should be used to
prevent damage to the equipment when opening or closing doors
on either the console or tP~ radar cabinet. The OVERRIDE
switch does not override the interlocks in the barbette or
tracking antenna .
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b. In addition to the low-voltage interlocks , the end relay Ki
(30- second delay timer) mus t be energized before the
LOW VOLTAG E READY light will operate.

~~~I RUCTOR’S NOTE: Conduct the student
throug h a trouble, having him suggest the
methods to be used and correcti ng continu-

[~~siy as he progresses.

2. 30-Second Delay Timer (fIg 19-60).

a. When the RADA R POWER switc h is operated , 120 volts phase A
is applied to the 30-second delay timer.

b. VI is a full-wave rect ifier.

c. V2 establishes a bias which holds V3 at cutoff.

d. The charge on Cl opposes the bias set up by V2 .

e. When the charge on Cl rises sufficiently, the cha rge over-
comes the bias set up by V2 and V3 will conduct.

f. The charge time of Cl determines the length of time V3 is held
cutoff.

g. End relay K!, in the plate circuit of V3, energizes when V3
conducts.

h. When K! is energized, the LOW VOLTAGE READY light comes
on.

~ NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain the
adjustm ent of the 30-second delay timer

3. LOW VOLTAG E Switch.

a. When the LOW VOLTAGE switch Is operated, KS energizes.

b. When K5 is energized, it applies ac to the low-voltage power
supplies.
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~NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Take the
~ tudents through the control circuits

4. The +450v Power Supply and +250v Regulator (fIg 19-84).

a. Tubes Vl and V2 form a fu ll-wave rectifier.

I) The grid voltage controls the time at which Vi and V2
sta rt to conduct.

2) There are two voltages applied to the grids: The dc control
voltage and an ac voltage which rides on the dc level.

3) The tubes conduct when the combined effects of the two
voltages bring the grids sufficiently positive.

4) Once the tube is Ionized , the plate circuit has control. The
tube cuts off when the plate drops below the ionizing
potential.

INSTR UCTOR’S NOTE: Explain the phase
relationships existing between the ac voltages
applied to the plate and grid of one of the
thyratron rectifiers.

5) Filament voltage is supplied by transformer T3.

6) C6, C7 , C8, and C9 are fi lter capacitors .

b. Drive r V3 controls the dc voltage to the grids of Vi and V2,
thus controlling the conduction of the rectifiers.

1) Should the +450v tend to become more positive, the grid
(pin 7 of V3) alao rises.

a) V3 then increases conduction with a resulting drop in
plate voltage.

b) The d rop at the plate of V3 (pin 9) is felt at the grids
of Vi and V2 through transformer T2.
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c) Since the grids are more negative, the rectifiers
decrease in cond uction .

d) The decrease in rectifier conduction results in a
decrease in the charge across the filter capacitors,
thus returning the output voltage to 450 volts.

e) If the output tends to drop, the reverse action is true.

ILNSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Go over conditions 1[of the output decrease. ]
4 - 2) The output level is set by adjusting the grid potential of

V3A.

a) If the wiper arm of R7 is moved to pin 3, the grid of
V3A is more positive.

b) V3A inc reases conduction causing the cathode of V3A
to become more positive.

c) A corresponding rise is felt at the plate of V3B.

d) The grids of the rectifiers become more positive , and
the output voltage becomes more positive.

3) Plate voltage for V3B is supplied by full-wave rectifier
CR! and CR2.

fr~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Have students explain
fthe effects of a change in output voltage and
~ dJustment of R7. Caution students not to
~~move V3 while the low voltage is on.

c. V4 maintains the output at pin M at +250 volts .

I) If the +250v output attempts to rise, the grids of V4
become positive.

2) The effective resistance of V4 decreases.
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3) The plate voltage (and the output) drops back to +250 volts,

4) The reverse is true if the output attempts to decrease.

[I~~ TRuCToR’s NOTE: Conduct classrooml
[~~~ubleshooting on the power supply.

5. The +270v, +175v, and -28v Power Supply (fIg 19-90).

a. VI and V2 form a full-wave rectifier.

I) The grids are tied to the cathodes through filament
transformer T2.

2) The output is +270 volts with no filtering provided .

b. V3 Is connected In series with the load.

1) There is a constant, 75v drop across V3.

2) The output is therefore +175 volts.

c. CR1 is a metallic-oxide, full-wave bridge rectifier.

1) The output is -28 volts unfiltered .

2) If the output drops to a value which causes the relays to
be inoperative or to chatter, it may be stepped up by
changing the tap on the secondary of T3.

6. Acquisition High- Voltage Control Circuits and . 15-Minute Delay
Timer.

a. The ACQUISITION POWER switch (fig 19-2) applies 120 volts
phase A to the barbette, the acquisition, high-voltage power
supply, filament transformer, and the acquisition, high-voltage
control circuits.

1) The ACQ high-voltage control circuits are shown in figures
19-61 and 19-62.
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2) When the ACQUISiTION POWER switch is operated, the
start relay 1(1/All located on the l5-mtnute delay timer,
is energized.

3) When Kl/A 17 is energized, contacts 9 and 2 apply ground to
the escape relay and to motor B!. In addition, contacts 5
and 11 apply ground (through interlocks) to relays 1(8 and 1(9.

4) When 1(8 is supplied with ground, Contacts 2 and- 9 supply
ground to the ACQUISITION OFF light.

~~~TRUCTOR’S NOTE: Cover the interloc~Jçjrcuit. I

5) This condition exists until the end of the 15-minute delay
when end relay K2/A 17 energizes and supplies ground to the
amber READY light .

6) The acquisition transmitter is now ready for operation.

b. When the ACQUISITION ON button Is depressed, relays 1(1/A and
K2/A are energized .

1) 1(1/A applies three-phase power to the ACQ high-voltage
power supply and phase A to the ON light .

2) 1(2/A provides a holding contact for itself and 1(1/A and
removes ground from the OFF and READY lights.

c. As mentioned previously, when the start re lay energizes, ground
is applied to the escape relay and to timer motor Vl/Al7.

I) The shaft of the motor turns , winding a spri ng mechanism.
At the end of the 15-minute period, an arm on the shaft
operates switc h Sl/A17.

2) When S1/Al7 is opera ted, ground is applied to the READY
light and removes ground from motor B1/A 17.

3) Escape relay 1(3 prevents the spring mec hanism from
unwinding .
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4) Should ground he removed from K3 which then deenergizes ,
the spring mechanism unwinds , and SI/A 17 returns to the
position shown in figure 19-62.

COMMON TROUBLES:

Symptoms Probable Cause

1. PI’I and A-scopes have Power supplies are over-
u ttering sweep . heating (open doors to

power supplies) .

2. LOW VOLTAGE READY Doors on rada r cabinet,
light will not light, tracking console, or tactical

control console not tight.

Plunger on interloc k bent.

3. ACQUISITION READY light Cover on barbette loose.
will not light.

4. ACQUiSITiON ON light does Variac not turned to lower
not come on when ON button limit.
is depressed.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

DELAY TIMERS AND POWER SUPPLIES
(Pa l)

AAFCS M33 SETUP: The equipment should be deenergized.

EQUIPMEt~,TF NECESSARY: Multimeter.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE:
0

Place a trouble in the low- voltage interlock circuit.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The students should fin~
the symptom and trouble while energizing the
equipment . At the start of each succeeding
practical exercise, turn all operating controls
to minimum.

DEMONSTRAT’ON:

1. Point out the location and give a brief explanation of the function of
the following:

a. The 30-second delay timer ,

b. The 5-minute delay timer,

c. The 15-minute delay ttmer,

d. The +450v power supply and +250v regulator, and

e. The +270v, +l7Sv , and -28v power supply.

2. Demonstrate the following adjustments:

a. The 30-second delay timer , and

b. The +450v power supply. .
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3. Remove the covers of the 5- and 15-minute delay timers and point
out the operation when the ACQUISITION POW ER and TRACK
FILAMENTS switches arc ope rated .

IINSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Have the students per-
worm delay-timer adjustments.

4. Replace one of the rectifier tubes in the power supply with a bad
tube .

ILNSTR UCTOR’S NOTE: Have the students note
~~~ diff erence in the glow of good and bad tubes.

5. Unground terminal No. 25 of E45.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: This trouble is designed to —
~lve the student an idea of circuit action resulting from

the remova l of ground . The symptoms for this trouble
~re as follows :

1. When the RADAR POW ER switch is operated,
both the acquisition and track OFF lights
come on.

a. Phase A is applied to transformer Ti In
the 30-second delay timer.

b. The electron path for the acquisition
control circuits is as follows:

1) Start relay 1(1, 15-minute delay
timer (controls ACQUISITION OFF
light) ,

2) Transformer T2 (fig 19-57), and

3) Inductance LI (fig 19-95) to ground .
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IN STRUCTOR - S NOT E (continued) :

c. The elec t ron path for the track control
‘circuits is as follows:

1) Start relay 1(1, 5-minute delay
timer (controls TRACK OFF
light), and

2) Transformer T2 (fig 19-50) to
ground .

2. Whe n the ACQUISITION POWER switch is
operated , the ACQUISITION OFF light goes
off.

a. The l2Ov input from the 30-second delay
timer is applied to one termina l of the
relay coil.

b. The ACQUISITION POWER switch applies
120 volts to the other termina l of the
relay coil.

c. A difference in potential no longer exists
across the coil, and the relay deene rgizes.

3. When the FILAMENTS switch is operated, the
TRACK green light goes off.

a. The l2Qv input from the 30-second delay
timer is applied to one terminal of the
relay coil.

b. The TRAC K FILAMENT S switch applies
120 volts to the other termina l of the
rela y coil.

c. A difference in potential no longer exists
across the coil, and the relay deenergizes.

6. Show the students how to localize troubles in the green light circuits
quickly.
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INSTRUCTOR S NOT E: A fairly accurate
test , tha t wilL Localize the trouble in two
checks , ~s sugj~ested below .

1. Ground 158 RC. If the ligh t
comes on , the t rouble is in the
line contaIning 158. If the
light does not come on , the
t rouble is in the line above
(on schematic) or the line below .

2. Check termina l No. 159 RC for
l 2() volts. 11 120 volts are
present , the tr ouble is in the
lower string . If the voltage is
missing , the trouble is in the
lead containing the start relay.

3. The student should know tha t
interchanging the two OFF lights
is a simple check on the lamp
itself.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

INSTRUCTOR S NOTE: Caution students
thout the da mage tha t can result if the
regulator tube in the power supp ly is removed
Explain that the neon tubes will  not function in
the LOW VOLT AG E or OFF light ~i r  cu lts.

Primary .

a. Misadjust the +450v power supply.

b. Defec tive 393A in the +4SOv power supply.

c. Defective 5687 in the 30-second delay tin er.

d. Remove one termina l of slide switch S12.
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e. Remove one of the OFF light bulbs .

f. Remove terminal No. 158 RC.

g. Remove termina l No. 155 RC.

h. Open interlock in track blower motor.

i. Remove fuse F31 and the associated lamp ( t rack filaments).

j. Remove the 15-minute delay timer.

k. Remove the ACQ trigger generator.

2. Review.

~~STRUcTOR’S NOTE: Each practical exerctse~~
Icontains a list of review activities. The review is
~esigned to give the maximum of instruction to the
[students not engaged on the primary troubles.

a. No review troubles will be placed in the equipment.

b. The students not engaged in troubleshooting should ana ly ze the
troubles by using the schematics.

c. Some time should be spent on component location.
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LESSON PLA N

DELA Y TIMERS AND POWER SUPPLIES
(Part 11)

OBJECTIVE: To explain the operation and repair of:

1. The +320v , +320v power supply,

2. The +250v series regulator, and

3. The +150v series regulator.

INTRODUCTION:

This lesson is a continuation of study on the power supplies used in the
AAFCS M33. It is very important that the correct potentials be available.
To insure that these potentials are constant , it is necessary to regulate the
output of the power supplies . in the AAFCS M33, all power supp lies which
have a heavy work load or supp ly critical circuitry are regulated . In this
lesson, additional power supplies will be studied, and the method of regulation
in the AAFCS M33 will be discussed.

PRESENTATION:

1. The +320v, +320v Power Supply (fig 19- 88).

a . The function of rectifiers Vi0 and Vii  is identical to that of the
rectifiers in the +450v power supply.

1) The major differences between the +320v and the +450v
power supplies are the power transformer and minor
changes in the driver circuit.

2) Transformer Ti supplies 450 volts, each side of the center
tap, to the plates of rectifiers V10 and Vii .

a) The amount of conduction for both tubes is controlled
by the grid potential.
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1. The dc control voltage is applied throug h the
seconda ry wind in g of transformer T2.

2. Rid ing on the dc control voltage is an ac cont rol
signa l supplied by tran sformer T2.

b) Fi lame nt voltage is supplied by transformer r3.

c) Once the grid has allowed the tubi~ to conduct , the p late
gains cont rol .

d) L 13, C14, and C17 , a ca pacitiv e-input f i l ter , smooths
out the ripple .

3) Driver V 12 controls the tic control voltage to the grids of
Vl O and V I I .

a) Plate voltage for Vl2 is supplied by the full-wave
crystal rectifier CRlOand CR11.

b) The act ion of V 12 is dependent upo n the voltage picked
off the voltage divider in the grid circuit.

c) If the +320v output attempts to go more positive , the
grid of V 12 becomes more positive.

I. Tube current increases , and t he plate voltage d rops.

2. The drop in plate voltage is fed to the grids of VlO
and Vii through the secondary of T2.

3. With a lowe r voltage on the grids , V 10 and V II
dcc rease conduction.

4. The decreased conduction of VlO and V I I  results
In the output voltage ’s d ropping bac k to +320 volts.

[iNSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Ta ke students througi~the operation of a decrease in output and the
a~ju stment of R22.
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b. Rectifiers V30 and V3l are identical in operation and circuitry
to VI0 and VII .

1) DrIver V32 functions the same as driver V 12.

2) Referenc e t ube V33 does not function when the power supply
is strapped to prov ide the +320v and +320v output.

1INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain straPPin~.~

c. The output of the +320v and +320v power supply is applied to the
+250v series regulators.

2. The +250 v, +150v Series Regulator (fig l9-87.~

a. It is much easier to understa nd the ope ration of the series
regulator if it is throught of as simpl y a voltage divider composed
of two resistors connected in series.

I) The voltage divide r contains a fixed resistor grounded on
one end and a variable resistor with one end tied to the
positive supply.

2) The output is taken from the Junction of the two resistors.

3) The desired output voltage can be obtained by va rying the
resistance of one resistor.

4) If the load changes, causing the output voltage to cha nge,
adjustment of the variable resistor brings the voltage back
to its normal value.

5) The series regulator replaces the two resistors mentioned
above and automatically adjusts the variable resistor when-
ever the output tends to change .

b. Tubes Vi , V2, V3, and the associated circuitry for these t ubes
function as the fixed resistor and provide the automatic control
for the section tha t replaces the va riable resistor used in the
above expla nation.
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1) The output of the regulator is taken from across the plate
circuits of these stages and ground.

2) If the output voltage attempts to cha nge, the change has its
largest effect on the cathod e of VI .

a) Reference tube V2 maintains the voltage bctwcen the
cathode and plate circuit  of VI at a constant pote ntial.

b) Any change in the output voltage therefore has to
appea r across the cathode resistors.

3) A cha nge in the output also appears at the grid of V I .

a) The grid does not control the tube because a muc h
la rger portion of the voltage cha nge is fe lt at the
cathode than at the grid. The cathode therefore controls
tube conduction.

b) The grid circuit should not be completely ignored
because with different strapping the grid circuit  does’
have control.

LI~~ TRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain tha t this will
Ibe covered in more detail in the lesson on the
E 2SOV series n~g~lator.

4) If the output attempts to become more positive, the cathotie
of Vi  also becomes more positive.

a) With a rise in cathode potential, t ube conduction
decreases .

b~ The plate voltage of Vi increases as a result of the
decreased conduction , and this Inc rease in voltage is
coupled to the grid of V3.

c) Tube conduction inc reases , resulting in a drop in
plate voltage, when the grid of V3 goes more positive.
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d) The drop in plate voltage of V3 is applied to the grids
of V4 and VS causing the output of the regulator to
return to norma l (+250 volts).

c. Tubes V4 and V5, with their associated circuitry, form the
section which replaces the variable resistor mentioned in the
simplified regulator discussion.

1) The output of V3 is applied to the grids of V4 and VS.

2) The potential at the grids of V4 and VS controls the
conduction of these two tubes.

3) If the conduction of V4 and V5 decreases, the output of the
regulator drops .

4) As explained before if the output of the regulator attempts
to inc rease, the voltage applied to the grids of V4 and VS
decreases .

a) When the grids of V4 and VS become more negative
with respect to the cathode, tube conduction decreases.

b) The tube resistance has increased under these
conditions , and more voltage is dropped across the two
tubes.

c) Less voltage is supplied to the load since V4 and V5
are in series with the load.

d) The resistors in the cathod e circuits of V4 and V5
serve as fuses in case of an over load and could be
replaced with fuses without affecting circuit operation.

~~LSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Relate information on
~~~~~ 47-ohm fuses.

d. Regulator action when the output voltage attempt s to decrease.

1) The drop in output voltage is felt immediately at the cathode
of Vi.
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a) The drop in cathode voltage inc reases tube conduction.

b) The plate voltage drops because of the increased
conduction .

c) The drop in plate voltage is coupled to the grid of V3.

2) As a result of the negative swing at the grid, V3 decreases
conduction.

a) The plate voltage of V3 increases because of the
decreased conduction.

I,
b) The rise in plate voltage is applied to the grids of V4

and VS.

3) V4 and VS increase conduction when the grid voltage
Increases.

a) As a result of the decreased tube resistance, less of
the supply voltage is dropped across V4 and VS.

b) The regulator output voltage therefore Increases to its
normal value .

3. The +150v Regulator (fig 19-86).

a. The +150v regulator and the +250v regulator are identical and
Interchangeable.

1) There are ten regulator chassis located in the rada r
cabinet Just above the control panel.

2) The Jones plug connections (on frame of rada r cabinet)
are wired differently depending upon the use intended for
the regulator.

3) Any of the regulator chassis may be used as a +250v, +l5Ov ,
or a - 250v regulator merely by plugging the chassis into
the designated receptacle.

I
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b. The +150v series regulator is identica l in operation to the
+250v series regulator.

1) The only difference between the two is the input voltage.

2) The +lSOv regulator has +220 volts applied and the +250v
regulator has an input potential of +320 volts .

COMMON TROUBLES:

Symptoms Probable Cause
Rada r low-voltage check Rectifier tubes and +320v supply
shows insufficient voltage , not conducting or conducting very

weakly.
Amplifier Vi , in the se ries
regulator , bad .

Reference tube V2 , in the series
regu lator , bad .

2. Screens flicker and Power supp 1L~s ove rheating .
operation is erratic . (Open the doors to power supplies

and regulators).

3. Volrrqe check shows no 47-oh m resistors open In one of
voL.8e output. the series regulators .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain the method of
finding a bad regulator. Caution the students
not to pull out driver t ube V l2 or V32 while
the set is on.
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PRACTICA L EXERCIS E

DELA Y TIMERS AND POWER SUPPLIES
(Part II)

AAFCS M33 SETUP: The equipment should be deenergized .

EQUIPME~ff NEC ESSARY: Multimeter.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE:

Ij~ISTR UCTOR’S NOTE: The students should 1
find the symptom and trouble while energizing
~he equipment.

1. Open low-voltage interlock.

2. Open interlock in barbette.

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Locate and give a brief explanation of the function of the follow ing:

a. The +320v , +320v power supply.

b. The +250v series regulator, and

c. The +lSOv series regulator.
2. Demonstrate the adjustment of the +320v, +320v power supply.
3. Each student will adjust the +320v, +320v power supply.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The students can make
adjustments on the computer power supplies . The
operation of the computer power supplies will be
covered in the computer portion of the course.
Make sure that the students realize that it is not
necessa ry to know the circuit operation when making
field adjustments. Tell the students which power
supplies are Interchangeable.
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4. Show the students the different strappings .

SUGGEST ED TROUBLES:

Primary.

a. Defective 6AU6 Vi in any series regulator.

IINSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Emphasize tha t the
Isertes regulators are identical and inter-
~changeable.

b. Misadjust the +320v power supply.

• c. Misadjust the +450v power supply.

d. Place bad rectifier In the +320v power supply.

INSTR UCTOR’S NOTE: Caution students about
removing the driver tubes V12 and V32. To
revent damage to the equipment, these tubes

should be removed only when the low voltage
is turned off.

2. Review.

a. Have the students not engaged in clearing the pr imary troubles
adjust the computer power supplies.

b. Some time should be spent on clearing the systen . of troubles
in the delay timer circuits.

c. Explain the daily computer static teats to the group not working
on primary troubles.

d. Use any of the primary troubles listed in practical exercise 3,
“Delay Timers and Power Supplies (Part I).”
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LESSON PLA N

DELAY TIMERS AND POWER SUPPLIES
(Part UI)

OBJECTiVE:

1. To explain the location , operation, and repair of:

a. The +220v and the +70v , -250v power supply, and

b. The -250v series regulator.

2. To familiarize the student with the dc distribution system .

INTRODUCTION:

This conference concludes the study of the low-voltage power supplies
associated with the ACQ and track radars . Those power supplies used with
the computer will be presented during the computer portion of the course.
In addition to the remaining power supplies used In the rada rs, the distribu-
tion of the dc power will be discussed. It is extremely important not only to
know the operation of the supplies and regulators but also to be able to trace
through the distribution circuits in order to locate , rapidly and efficiently ,
troubles originating in these units .

PRESE NTAT ION:

1. The +220v and the +70v, -250v Power Supply (fig 19-89).

a. The +220v Power Supp~y~

I) The rectifier circuit used with this supply is identical to
the +450v and the +320v power supplies.

a) V10 and Vii  form a full-wave rectifier.

b) The power- supply output is controlled by varying the
conduction of the rectifiers.
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c) The rectifier conduction may be varied by adjusting
the control voltage applied to the grids.

1. A dc voltage is applied to the grids through the
center-tapped secondary of transformer T2.

2. Riding on the dc level is the ac control voltage.

2) Driver V12 controls the dc level of the signal applied to
the grids of the rectifiers.

a) If the output voltage tends to rise, the grid of V 12
swings in a positive direction.

1. Tube conduction increases.

2. The plate voltage drops , and the drop is coupled
to the grids of the rectifiers.

3. The decreased grid voltage results in a drop of
plate current , and the output voltage returns to its
normal value.

b) If the output tends to drop, circuit action Is the reverse
of the above.

c) Resistor R22 is adjusted for the desired output level.

1. If the wiper arm of R22 Is moved up to pin 1, the
output voltage decreases .

2. If the wiper arm of R22 is moved down to pin 3,
the ou tput voltage inc reases .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Explain action when
the output level tends to drop. Go over field
adjustment. Caution students not to remove
driver tube Vi2 while radar is energized.
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b. The +70v, -250v Power Supply.

i) The +70v , - 250v power supply develops 320 volts between
its output terminals.

a) The power supply must be used with the -250v series
regulator tha t supplies the ground reference point.

b) The reference point Is placed in the circuit so that
the 320v output is divided into two parts : 70 volts
above ground and 250 volts below ground .

2) When studying the operation of this power supply, it is best
to consider only the fact that 320 volts are desired between
the output term inals.

a) V30 and V31 form a grid-controlled, full-wave
rectifier circuit identical to those discussed previously.

1. If the grids of the rectifiers swing positive , the
output voltage inc reases .

2. If the control voltage on the rectifiers swings in a
negative direction, the output voltage decreases .

b) The A-section of driver V32 establishes the operating
bias for the B-section.

1. The bias is developed by the tube current of the
A-section flowing through the common cathode
resistance.

2. The A-section sets the operating level of the B-
section and has no further effect on the circuit.

3. The VR tube V33 in the grid circuit of V32A keeps
the voltage between the cathode and grid Constant.

4. V33 insures that the B-section will be provided
with a steady fixed bias.
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c) The B-section of V32 is the control tube for the
rectifiers .

1. The conduction of the B-section is controlled by
the bias supplied by the A-section and by the
voltage picked off the voltage divide r consisting
of R 41, R42 , R43, and R44.

2. If the 320v output tends to rise, the grid of the
B-section becomes more positive.

3. The plate voltage of V32B drops because of this
increased conduction , and this drop is coupled
to the grids of the rectifiers.

4. The rectifiers decrease conduction, and the
voltage between the output terminals return to
normal.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain the operation when
the output attempts to decrease. Explain the field
adj ustment.

5. The output voltage is applied to the -250v regulator.

2. The -250v Series Regulator (fig 19-85).

The regulator provides the ground refere nce point for the output of
the +70v, -250v power supply.

~~~TRUCTOR’S NOTE: Use a simplified
Iintroduct ion to this regulator as outlined
D~~1ow (d~~gram 1).

a. The action of this regulator can easily be understood by
replacing the components with two resistors .
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1) When studying the +250v regulator, two resistors with
the total voltage applied across the voltage divider and
the output taken across the junct ion of the resistors
were used.

-— -- —0
+10~,

320v 
—

I
- 250v —

—
~~~~

Diagram 1. The -250v regulator action.

2) In the - 250v regulator, the same two resistors can be used
but with the supply voltage applied across the two resistors
and ground placed at the junction of thc esistors .

3) Electrons flow up through the bottom resistor, the
grounded Junction , and the top resistor back to the supply
(diagra m 1).

4) The voltage across the bottom resistor is negative with
respect to ground .

5) If the top resistor is variable and the supply voltage is
320 volts, the top resistor can be varied until 70 volts are
dropped across it.

6) This leaves 250 volts dropped across the bottom resistor
which is negative with respec t to ground.
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b. The -250v series regulator functions much like the +250v
regulator , dropping +70 volts across one section and dropping
-250 volts across the other section.

c. In this regulator, any output cha nge has its greatest effect on
the grid of Vi .

1) If the output attempts to become more negative tha n - 250
volts, the grid of Vi also becomes negative.

2) VI decreases conduction , and less voltage is dropped
across the plate resistor.

3) It should be noted that the plate resistor is tied to ground.

4) The bias on V3, the refore , decreases, and conduction
increases.

5) The increased conduction of V3 results in a greater drop
across the plate resistance,

6) The voltage drop across the plate resistance of V3 is the
bias of V4 and V5.

7) As a result of the greater bias on the grids , the internal
resistance of V4 and VS increases, and a greater portion
of the supply voltage is dropped across the two tubes.

8) Since less of the supply voltage remains to be dropped
across the lower portion of the circuit , the output voltage
returns to normal value .

fr~STRUCTOR’S NOT E: Go over a condition
~ here the output decreases . Also, cover
Ithe numbering of regulators and trouble-
~~ooti ng by interc hanging chassis.
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3. DC Distribution.

a. The output distribution of the +450v power supply and +2 SOv
regulator is shown in figure 19- 18.

b. The +150v , A-distribution is shown on figure 19-31.

c. The +150v , B-distribution is shown on figure 19- 32.

d. The +150v , C-distribution is show n on figure 19- 34.

e. The +250v , A- and B-distribution s are shown on figure 19-23.

f. The +250v , C- and D-distrtbut ions art! shown on figure 19-24.

g. The +250v , E-distribution is shown on figure 19-25 .

h. The +250v , F-dI~ t r 1bution is shown on figure 19-26.

i. The +270v , d Istribu t ion is shown on figure 19-22.

j . The +I7Sv , dist ribution is shown on figure 19- 22.

k. The -28v distribution is shown on figu res 19-35, 19- 3t~, ~nd
19-37.

COMMON TROUB LES:

~ymptoms Proba ble Cause

Scopes flickering. Power supplies overheating.

2. Most supply voltages Open 47-ohm resistors in the - 250v
read incorrect, series regulator.
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PRACTICAL EXERCIS E

DELAY TIMERS AND POWER SUPPLIES
(Part UI)

AAFCS M33 SETUP: The equipment should be completely deenergtzed .

EqUIPMENT NECESSARY: Multimeter.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLES:

Misadjust the +320v power supply.

~t~ TRUCTOR’S NOTE: The students should find
he symptom and the trouble during the energizing

~ rocedure.

DEMONSTRATfO’:~

1. Point out the location and give a brief explanation of the following:

a. The +220v , +70v, and -250v power supply,

b. The - 250v series regulator, and the

c. DC distribution termina l check points.

2. Remove Vi from the -250v regula tor to demonstrate the importance
of the -250v reference voltage .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Be sure tha t each student
has noted all the voltages and the changes indicated
on the meter. Explain that the meter will indicate
any change in the -250 voltage in the opposite
lirection. That is, for an increased output, the
meter will show a decreased output, etc.

3. L~ monstrate the adjustment of the +220v, +70v, and -250v power
supply.
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[~~ TRUCTOR’S NOTE: Each student should have (
(an opportunity to make the field adjustment
~~~~onst rated.

4. Ground terminal No. 304 in the tracking console and have students
watch for indications .

ft~~ FRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Fuse F44 will burn out
Iwh en the TRACK FILAMENTS switch is operated.

5. Open terminal No. 74 in the rada r cabinet and show the students the
proper method of troubleshooting.

~~ STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Indication will be]~~~ft~~0v output.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

Primary.

[~~~ FRUCTOR S NOTE: Caution students about
~~~~oval of driver tubes in the power supply.

a. Ml, the voltage-check meter , shorted across the termina ls .

b. Defective rectifier in the +220v power supply.

c. Misadjust the -250v supply.

j 2. Review.

a. Use any of the primary troubles listed in practical exercises
3 and 4.

b. Students not troubleshooting should review chassis location.

c. Have students perfo rm the daily checks on the computer.

d. Place a bad t ube in one of the dc amplifiers in the computer.
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~NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The student will be
(expected, wherever possible, to clea r the
It rouble by changing chassis and changing
j tubes.

e. Check student knowledge of schematic symbols and ability to
trace from one schematic to another.
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LESSON PLA N

PU LSE SYNCHRONIZER

~~ JECTIVE: To present the operation and troubleshooting of the:

1. Pulse synchronizer,

2. Sync-pulse distribution, and

3. Preknock-pulse distribution.

INTRODUCTION:

Rada r ranging in pulse-type radar is accomplished by measuring the
time interva l between the transmitt ed pulse and the return echo. The trans-
mitter and range circuits must be started at the same instant for accura te
range determination. Cathode - ray tubes are used to displa y the target video .
The indicator sweeps must be sta rted at the same time the transmitter fires.
The pulse synchronizer Is the source of the timing pulses for the transmitter,
ranging, and sweep circuits of both radars .

PRESENTATION:

1. ~ynchronizer System (fig 2- 1).

a. The pulse synchronizer provides the following outputs:

1) The sync pulse which occurs 5 microseconds after the
preknock pulse and synchron izes both transmitters, and

2) The preknock pulse which initiates the action of the range
and sweep circuits just before the transmitters fire.

3) A third output of the pulse synchronizer chassis is the test
pulse used for alinement of the MTI system.
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~NSTRUCTOR’S N~JI’E: Explain tha t the test -
(pulse channel will ~~ covered in the st udy of
[~~ MTI system.

b. ~chronizer Block Diagram 1)iscussion.

1) Blocking oscillator V2 has an output frequency of 1, 000 pps
when in autosync operation and approximatel y 930 pps when
free- running.

2) The AUTO- II’ff switch mus t be in the A UTO position, and
the MTI system must be on before the autosync pulse will
be applied to the synchronizer.

3) The output of the blocking oscillator is applied to the grids
of cathode followers V4 and VS.

4) Cathode followers V4 and VS are normally cut off.

a) The strong positive pulse from the blocking oscillator
overcomes the negative bias and allows the cathode
followers to conduct.

• b) The output of both cathode followers is developed ac ross
an inductance in each cathode circuit .

c) V4 and VS are dua l triodes connected in pa rallel to
provide sufficient power for the output.

5) V4 is the prckn ock cathode follower.

a) The preknock pulse , taken from the cathode inductance,
occurs at the same time as the output of the blocking
oscillator.

b) The output of V4 is applied to the preknock distribution
ci rcuit.
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6) VS is the sync-pulse cathode follower.

a) The pulse taken from the cathode circuit V5 is in time
coinc idence with the pulse at the cathode of V4.

b) Stages V4 and VS are identical circuits.

c) The pulse taken from the cathode inductance of VS is
fed into a five-microsecond delay line.

d) The output of the delay line, the sync-pulse , is applied
to the sync-pulse distribution circuits .

f~~~FRUCTOR’S NOTE: Tell students tha t capacitiv~(coupling exists between the grid and cathode circuits
(of the cathode followers even when the plate circuits

I c. Blockln& Oscillator V2.

1) Blocking oscillator V2 is a dua l triode connected in pa rallel.

2) V2 may be free running or synchronized by the autosync
pulse .

11~~TRUCTOR’S NOTE: Cover the operation of V2
j~~~roughly.

a) The blocking oscillator is stable enough to provide
sa isfactory conditions when in the free- running mode
of operation.

b) The ranging circuits remain timed with the transmitter ,
even in the event of small deviations in the synchroniz-
Ing frequency.

c) The synchronize r must be extremely sta ble for proper
MTI operation.
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INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Stress the fact that there
~ iTbe no autosync pulse applied to V2 unless the
pulse synchronizer switch is in the AUTO position
m d  there are no troubles in the MTI system . The
MTI must be turned on.

3) Operation of blocking oscillator V2 in the free-running
condition.

a) When the low voltage is turned on, electrons flow
through the tube and the plate inductance.

b) A voltage is induced in the grid winding of the trans-
fo rmer which causes the grid to swing positive.

c) The tube current further inc reases and amplifies the
the pulse applied to the grid .

d) This action continues until the tube is saturated.

e) Meanwh i le back at the capacitors in the grid circuit,
C12, C4, and C5 cha rge because of grid current.

f) The charge on the capacitors is negative on the grid
side and positive on the cathode side.

g) At tube saturation , the positive pulse on the grid
disappears , and tube conduction decreases.

it) The polarity across the plate winding of the trans-
fo rmer reverses , and a negative pulse is applied to
the grid.

i )  The pulse on the grid adds to the charge on the
capacitor , and the tube is cut off.

j )  The tube is held cut off by the cha rge on the capacitors
in the grid circuit.

k) V2 will stay cutoff until the capacitors discharge
sufficiently to bring the grid potential to the conduction
level. 
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1) The discharge path is through R12, Ru , R6, R5, and
the power supply .

m) When the tube is allowed to conduc t , the operation is
repea ted .

n) The tube conduction builds up a sharp pulse across the
cat hode resistor.

o) The pulse ac ross the cathode resistor is coupled by
-capacitors C9 and ClO to V4 and V5.

p) The repetition rate can be varied by adjusting R6 and
switching to various points along the series resistance
tha t is made up of R3l , R7 , R8 , R9, and RiO.

4) The blocking oscillator, when In autosync, will operate the
same as when free running except that the repetition rate
will be faster.

a) The autosync pulse, applied to the winding (pins 1 and 2),
is negative.

b) The pulse is coupled to the grid winding which is wired
to give pola rity inversion .

c) The positive pulse at the grid overcomes the negative
bias , and the tube goes into conduction.

d) Circuit action following the pulse is the same as for
the free-running condition except that the next pulse
triggers the tube before the capacitors have discha rged
to the conduction level of the tube.

d. Preknoc k Cathod e Follower V4.

1) The positive pulse taken from the cathode circuit of V2 is
coupled to the control grid of V4 through capacitor C9.
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2) V4 is normally held cutoff by the negative bias developed
across voltage divider R25 and R27.

3) The positive pulse at the grid of V4 raises the tube above
cutoff.

4) As the grid voltage increases, the tube current inc reases .

5) A positive, 25v, 2-microsecond pulse is developed across
the cathode inductance as a result of the increased tube
current.

6) The output is fed directly to the coaxial preknoc k distribution
circuit.

[~NSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Tell students about
(the plate resistor’s opening and the signal’s
(getting through the tube owing to capacitive
}coupling.

e. Sync-Pulse Cathode Follower V5.

1) VS is identical to V4.

2) Resistors R25 and R27 provide the cutoff bias for VS.

3) The pulse developed across the cathode inductance is
applied to the five-microsecond delay li ne Zi.

4) The pulse at the cathode of VS is in time coincidence with
the pulse at the cathode of V4.

S) The output of the delay line, a 20v, positive pulse delayed
five microseconds, is applied directly to the sync-pulse
dist ribution circuit.

I1~~1RUCT0R’S NOTE: Remlnd students tha t the
pulse must have the correct amplitude in the
Iequipment in order to function proper~y.
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2. Sync-Pulse Distribution.

The sync pulse is applied to:

a. The acquisition trigger generator through the arc-suppressor
relay contacts ,

b. The 1FF unit , and

c. The track trigger generator.

3 e  Preknock-Pulse Distribution.

The preknock is applied to:

a. The carrier generator (where it is mixed with MTI video and
later appears as the autosync pulse),

b. The switcher-mixer (to initiate the multivibrator or phantastron
action for switching fr om MTI to bypass video),

c. The track range computer (as a timing reference),

d. The relay amplifier (a~ a timing reference),

e. The acquisition range unit ( to start the phantastron action),

f. The STC circuit (as a tim ing reference),

g. The tracking indicators (to start the sweeps), and

h. The plan-position and precision indicators (to sta rt the sweeps).

SUMMARY:

The synchronizer provides a means of timing the transmitters, the range,
and the indicator circuits of both radars. It would be Impossible to integrate
the two systems if they did not receive the same timing reference.
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COMMON TROUBLES

Symptoms Probable Cause
I. No sweeps on indicators . Fra yed shielding on the coaxial

jack at the output of the
synchronizer to the preknock
distribution.

2. No sweeps on indicators and Open plate resistor in theabnorma l operation of preknock cathode-followerrange circuits, circuit V4.

3. Transmitters do not fire Open plate resistor in theorfire erratically. sync-pulse cathode - follower V5.

I
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

PULSE SYNCHRONiZER

AAFCS M33 SETUP: The equipment should be completely deenergized.

EQUIPMi~NT NECESSARY: Multimeter, test amplifier, and synchroscope.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE:

1. Misadjust one of the power supplies in the rada r cabinet and one in
the computer.

2. Open the low-voltage interlock.

3. Open one of the OFF light circuit interlocks.

~~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Symptoms should be noticed
(by students as they energize the equipment . Have
(the students finding the symptoms locate and remove
[~~~troub1e.

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Point out and review the function of the following:

a. The pulse synchronizer,

b. Test amplifier ,

c. Test amplifier test-probe housing, and

d. Sync- and preknock-distributj on circuits .

2. Demonstrate the method used for calthration of the test amplifier.
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INST RUCTOR’S NOTE: Each student will calibrate
the test amplifier. Be sure the student is aware of
the importance of accurate calibration.

3. Remove V2 from the pulse synchronizer.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Have students list all
symptoms . Point out tha t by assembling all the
symptoms synchronizer troubles are made very
simple to find and to correct.

4. Show the students now to adjust the pulse-repetition rate (prr).

S. Place a short in the preknock distribution and demonstrate procedure
for removal.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Demonstrate the method
of determining whether the trouble is a short in the
dist ribution or if the pulse is not present at the
output of the cathode follower. Remove the output
~ack.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

Primary.

a. Short terminals No. 1 and No. 2 of T4 in the synchronizer.

b. Replace V2 with a bad tube.

c. Replace V4 with a bad tube.

d. Short the preknoc k test jack located under the control drawer
of the tracking console .

e. Open the cable which conveys sync pulse from the rf coupler
to the modulator of the barbette.
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2. Review.

a. Have the students perfo rm the dail y checks on the computer .

b. Misadjust the compute r power supp lies.

c. Locate various chassis in the ba rbette and the tracking antenna.

INSTR UCTOR’S NOTE: Caution the students not
to place a t ube with the grid pin clipped in either
the sync or preknock-pul se cathode followers . This
Nould remove the bias from the cathod e followers
~nd cause excessive plate current  to flow , possibl y
burning ut~ the platc resistor. 

_______

d. If time permits , the instructor should place troubles from his
own list In the equipment or use primary troubles from previous
practical exercises .

[

~~

STRUCTOR’S NOT E: 1k sun. rtie stud~nts kno w
~~e importa nce of ~~~~er1~g ~jj the symptoms.
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LESSON PLAN

TEST AMPLIFIER

1. To explain the operation, use , and troubleshooting of the testamplifier, and

2. To present troubleshooting procedures using the test amplifier.

II’ffRODUCTION

The test amplifier is one of the most frequently used test instruments.Proper use of the test amplifier will save many hours of needless trouble-shooting.

PRESENTATION

1. ~pçration of the Test Amplifier (fig 19-91).

a. The test amplifier is used with the track indicators as a built-in
oscilloscope.

1) The test probe, when not in use, is housed in the lower
right door of the rada r cabinet.

2) The test amplifier is readied for use as follows:

a) The test probe is removed from the door and plugged
into the test-amplifier chassis ,

b) The test amplifier AMP ON-OFF switch is placed in
the ON posi tion, and

c) The track video cable is removed from the OPERAT Eposition and placed on TEST .
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3) The stepped attenuator reduces the amplitude of the signal
to prevent the video channel from being saturated.

4) The gain control provides a fine adjustment of the signal
amplitud e -

5) The CALIB ON-OFF switch applies plate and filament
voltages to multivibrator V3.

a) The amplitude of the output signal of V3 is 10 volts
peak-to-peak.

b) The output of V3, available at TPI , is used to calibrate
the A-scopes.

c) Calibration of the test scope is important when testing
ci rcuit s where a few volts difference in the signa l
strength may cause erratic operation.

~NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Tell the students about somel
j of the odd effects of a low preknock or sync pulse. j

b. The test probe contains a built- in , 20-db attenuator -

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Tell the students that db is
simply a measure of gain or loss and will be covered
more completely later. —

1) The ground clip on the probe is seldom used in the field
since the cable shielding is grounded at the test-amplifier
connection.

2) If the probe becomes defective , the synchro-scope probe
may be used with the test amplifier.

c. The stepped attenuator at the input to the test amplifier contains
variable capacitors for frequency compensation.

d. Vi is a video amplifier.

1) Li in the plate circuit provides high-frequency compensation.
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2) R l2  and C8A form a plate-decoupling network .

3) The variable cathode resistance controls the gain of the
stage.

4) A fixed bias is developed by resistors Rl4 and Rl5.

e. Cathode follower V2 matches the high-output impedanc e of Vi
to the low impedance of the coaxial cable.

1) The output is developed across cathode resistor R16.

2) R20 and C8B form a plate-decoupling network.

3) Fixed bias is supplied by resistors R 14 and Rl5.

f .  The output of the test amplifier is further amplified by the
video amp lifiers in each track indicator.

~NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Tell the students that in
(troubleshooting the PPI or F! at the TCC, they may
(turn the RANGE indicator around so tha t the
Itechnic tan can use the test ampiifier at the TCC.

2. Calibration Multivibrator V3.

a. When the CALIB ON-OFF switch is placed in the ON position,
V3 is supplied with plate and filament voltages.

b. V3 is a free- running multivibrator.

~FNSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: This is the first encounter

~with the free-running multivibrator in the equipment
Iport ion of the course.

I) One of the sections of V3 will conduct slightly harder
than the other when plate voltage is applied.

2) For the purpose of discussion , it will be assumed that the
A- section starts conducting more then the B- section.
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3) The plate voltage of V3A will drop because of the increa sed
conduction.

4) The negative swing at the plate will be coupled to the grid
of V3B through capacitor C12.

5) V3B will dec rease conduction , and the plate voltage will
increase .

6) The jump in plate voltage of the B-section will be coupled
to the A-section through CII .

7) The A-section will conduct even harder and produc e an
increased d rop in plate voltage .

8) The above action will continue until the A-section saturates,
and the B-section is cut off.

9) Cli then builds up enough of a cha rge to decrease the
conduction of the A-section .

10) The plate voltage of the A-section will Increase, and this
increase will be coupled to the grid of the B-section .

11) The B-section will sta rt conducting, and the drop in plate
voltage will be felt at the grid of the A-section.

12) The A-section will further decrease conduction, and
circuit action will continue until V3A is cut off , and V3B
is saturated .

13) The initiation of the next switching action depends on the
BC charge of C12 and the discha rge of Cli .

c. CR1 clamps the output of the multivibrator at ground potential.

d. CR2 limits the positive output to 10 volts.

e. The lOv limit is established by voltage divider R28 and R29.

f. The calibration signal is monitored at TPI .
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3. Troubleshooting with the Test Amplifier.

a. The test amplifier can be set up for use very quickl y.

b. The sweeps of the indicators used with the test amplifier are
synch ronized with the rest of the radar.

c . The test amplifier may be used to troubleshoot preknoc k
t roubles even though there is no sweep on the indicator.

1) A dot will be present on the A-scope when the preknoc k is
lost.

2) When a test point where the prekn ock is present is
monitored, the pulse appea rs at the position of the dot.

d . The test amplifier is easily overdriven.

1) Caution should be used to prevent this condition .

2) The upper portion of the waveform will be clipped and will
not appear on the indicator if the test amplifier is over-
driven.

e. The test amplifier may be used to troubleshoot in the barbette
if the synchroscope is Inope rative. This is accomplished by
using the test video jack on the meter panel to bring the
monitored signal into the van.

ILNSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain how this is
laccomplished.

COMMON TROUB LES:
The test amplifier causes very little trouble in the field .

Symptoms Probable Cause
No signa l appears on the A-scope Brea k in cable because sliding
when the test point is monitored . test amplifier rack has been

pushed in with cable attached.

An open in the probe end of the
test cable.
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PRACTICA L EXERCISE

TEST AMPLIFIER

AA FCS M33 SETUP: The equipment should be completel y deenergized .

EQUIPM ENT NECESSARY: Multimeter, test amplifier , and synchroscope .

PRELIMINARY TROUBLE:

I. Open the low-voltage interlock.

2. Misadjust one of the power supplies.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Symptoms should be noticed
by students as they energize the equipment . Have
students finding the symptoms locate and remove the
trouble. The rest of the students should follow the
t rouble in the schematic diagrams.

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Select a student from the group and have him demonstra te the
proper troubleshooting procedure for the test amplifier as you
guide him through It.

2. The following Is troubleshooting p rocedure for the test amplifier.

a. Measure TPI with the DC meter.

1) The meter should read 4 to 5 volts.

2) If voltage at TP1 is not 4 to 5 volts , check the plate
voltage of V3 which should be 85 volts. If it checks out ,
continue with step 2b.

b. If the signal Is present at TPI , place a jump er from the junction
of Cl3 and R27 to the grids of V2.
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1) This will place a IOOv peak signal on the grids.

2) If V2 is operating , a large deflection will be noticed on the
track indicators.

c. The signal at TPI can be used to chec k out the test probe,
attenuator , and Vi.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The students should be
thoroughly familiar with the method of signal
substitution. Tell them that signal substitution
will be used in many other circuits throughout the
course.

3. Have another student calibrate the test amplifier and monitor the
following points on the pulse synchronizer.

a. Pin 4 of V2 (+100 to -60 volts).

b. Pin 3 of V2 (-50 volts).

c. Pin 8 of V2 (-90 volts).

d. Pin 7 of V4 and V5 (-85 volts).

e. Pin 6 of V4 and VS (-75 volts).

IINSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The voltages are approx-
~4p~ate and may vary slightly from system to system. I

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

Prima ry.

a. Open term ina l No. 58 RC—no calibra tinn signal.

b. Short R l2  in the cathode circuit of V2 in the pulse synchronizer—
no sync or preknock pulses.

c. Open te rmina l No. 71 BC—no sync or preknock pulses .
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d. Short C6 in the attenuator of the test amplifier.

2. Review.

a. Misadjust one of the computer power supplies.

b. Place a bad tube in one of the dc amplifiers in the computer.

c. Much time should be utilized for component location .

d. Using spare chassis, have students trace out wirings.

~N~TRUCTOR’S NOTE: Be sure tha t the students
~now how to find the tube number from the underside
(of the chassis. They should also be able to fi nd
~~ ferent pins on the Jones plugs.

e. Have the students perform the daily checks on the computer.

I
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ACQUISITION RADAR FUNCTIONA L BLOCK DIAGRAM

OBJECTIVE:

The purpose of this lesson is to give the student an over-all picture of
the function and location of the entire acquisition radar.

INTRODUCTIO~~

One of the advantages of the AA FCS M33 over older systems is tts
ability to continuously search even while tracking a target. The sur round-
ing area is continuously scanned, providing the operators with a picture of
all ta rgets within the range of the system. It is the acquisition rada r that
provides the plan-position info rmation of all ta rgets within the limits of the
system .

The acquisition radar is timed with the track radar because of the
common sync and preknock pulses received from the pulse synchronizer
(fig 1). This exacting time relationship, along with the target designator ,
makes Integration of the two radars possible.

PRESENTATION:

1. Acquisition Rada r, Simplified Block Diagram (fig 3).

a. The timing pulses from the synchronizer initiate the action of
the acquisition radar.

1) The sync pulse is applied to the trigger generator .

2) The preknoc k pulse is applied to the ranging and sweep
circ uits.

b. The transmitter generates a high-power burst of rf energy .

1) The peak power output is approximately one megawatt .
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2) The pulse width is 1. 3 microseconds.

3) The prf is 1, 000 pulses per second when the system is in
AUTO.

4) The frequency range of the acquisition magnetron is from
3, 100 to 3, 500 megacycles per second .

c. The rf system conveys the rf energy to the antenna where the
energy is radiated. The return echo is picked up and fed to the
receiver.

d. The receiver boosts the small return echo to a usable level.

1) The return signal is converted into an if signal.

2) Automatic frequency control is employed to maintain the
intermediate frequency at 60 megacycles above the trans-
mitter frequency. —

3) The intermediate frequency is amplified and detected in
the receiver system.

4) The moving- target indicator portion of the receive r allows
only moving-target video to be displayed on the indicators.

e. The acquisition presentation system includes two plan-position
indicators .

1) The resolver channel converts the mechanical rotation of
the antenna into an electrical signal which is used to rotate
the sweep on the FF1 in synchronism with the antenna.

2) The PPI (when the switch Is at 120 , 000) show s all targets
in the surrounding area to a maximum ra nge of 120, 000
yards . The RANG E switch on the PPI may be operated to
select the center 60, 000-ya rd portion of the presentation.

f. The ta rget designator provides a means of integrating the
acquisition and track radars .
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1) The designator produces the necessary marks and gates
tha t are used to designate the target in aximuth and range
and show the position of the track antenna in azimuth and
range .

2) The precision indicator shows an enlarged view of a 5, 000-
yard by 30° segment PPI presentation.

2. Acquisition Radar Functional Block Diagram (fig 3-1).

a. Function and Use of the Transmitter.

1) The trigger generator , t riggered by the sync pulse from
the synchronizer, has an output pulse of sufficient ampli-
tude to t rigger the modulator.

2) The modulator at the time of the sync pulse allows the
pulse-forming network to discharge through the pulse
transfo rmer.

3) The pulse trans-former steps up the pulse , without polarity
inversion , to an amplitude of from 38 to 45 kv.

4) The magnetron oscillates during pulse time and feeds the
rf ene rgy to the rf system.

b. Function of the RF System.

1) The waveguide couples the rf energy to the pillbox radiator.

2) The automatic frequency contro l (AFC) sampler couples a
sample of the radiated pulse to the AFC mixer.

3) The ATR tubes prevent the return echo from being absorbed
by the magnetron.

4) The TR tube prevents the transmitted pulse from satura t-
ing the receiver and damaging the crystals.

5) The directiona l coupler is used for making power,
frequency, and standing-wave ratio measurements.
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6) The rotary joint permits transfe r of energy throug h the
waveguide while the antenna is rotating.

7) The pillbox radiator forms the rf energy into a bea m
which is na r row in azimuth and broad in elevation.

8) The reflector lens focuses the beam and radiates the energy
into space.

c. Function of the Receiver System.

1) The return echo is applied to the preselector which passes
the desired frequenc y while attenuating all othe r fr eqencies .

2) The signa l m ixer mixes the return signa l with the input
from the local oscillator to produce the 60-megacycle if
signal.

3) The intermediate frequenc y amplifier channel amplifies
and detects the if signal.

a) The intermediate frequency preamplifier boosts the
signa l strength to overcome cable losses and establish
a high signal-to-noise ratio.

— 1. The preamplifier consists of five stages of
voltage amplification .

2. The first two stages are grounded grid ampl i fiers.

b) The attenuator compensates for gain variations in the
receiver system.

1. As the set ages, the receiver gain will drop off.

2. Compensation for the reduced gain is made by
reducing the amount of attenuation applied to the
signal.
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3. The attenuator is variable from 20 to 40 db in
steps of 5 db.

c) The if amplifier has a gain of approximately
1, 000, 000 db.

1. The final stage of the if amplifier is a dual-diode
detector which furnishes both positive and negative
video at the output.

2. The positive video is applied to the MTI channel.

3. The negative bypass video is applied directl y to
the switcher-mixer.

4) The MTI system cancels video from stationary ta rgets and
passes moving-target video.

a) The MTI modulator cha nnel modulates the 15-megacycle
-; carrier with the video and the preknock pulse.

1. The 15-megacycle carrier is generated by a
Hartley oscillator.

2. The output of the modulator channel is applied to
the delay and nondelay channels.

b) The MTI delay channel delays the signal for 1, 000
microseconds .

I. The delay signal is detected at the output of the
delay channel.

2. The video is negative and the preknock is positive
at the output.

c) The nondelay channel attenuates and amplifies the
signal by an amount eq’~aI to that received in the delay
channel.
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1. The nondelay signal Is detected at the output of the
nondelay channel.

2. The video is positive and the preknock is negative
at the output of the nondelay channel.

d) The outputs of the delay and nondelay channels are
compared in the MTI video channel.

1. Video returns from fixed targets will cancel at
the Input .

2. MovIng-target video will not cancel and will be
amplified by the video channel.

3. The negative, MTI video output is fed to the
switcher-mixer.

e) The autosync channel also receives the output of tbe
delay channel.

1. The positive preknock pulse is passed while the
negative video Is blocked by the first stage which
Is biased at cutoff.

2. The output of the autosync channel triggers the
synchronizer.

5) The switcher-mixer selects either the MTI or bypass video
for eventual application to the scopes.

a) Moving-target video may be displayed from 0 to 35, 000
yards. (On systems 726 and above the MTI range may
be advanced to 120, 000 yards.)

b) Bypass video is presented at the end of the MTI display.

c) 1FF Information Is mixed with the MTI and liypass
video at the output of the switcher-mixer.
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d) The output of the switcher-mixer is applied to the
video-and-mark channel.

6) The video-and-mark channel mixes the video with the marks
necessary for the complete PVPI display.

7) The AFC unit tunes the local oscillator to a frequency 60
megacycles above the transmitter frequency .

8) The STC (sensitivity time control) reduces the receiver
gain for close-in targets and reduces the blossoming effect
at the center of the PPI’s.

d. Function of the Acquisition Presentation System.

1) The acquisition-azimuth resolver provides an electrical
signal which causes the PPI sweeps to rotate in synchronism
with the antenna .

2) Each PPI tube has Its own associated circuits for the
amplification of the video and marks, the generation and
amplification of sweep voltages, and the generation of
unblanklng voltages.

3) The sweep voltages are gated by the range gate produced
In the video amplifier chassis, resulting in a sweep range
of 60, 000 or 120, 000 yards.

e. Target Des~gnator.

1) The precision indicators perm it coordinated action between
the acquisition and track radars.

a) The point about which the sector of display is centered
depends upon the position of the associated TRACK ACQ
switch.

1. When the switch Is In the TRACK position, the
display will be centered around the electronic
cross.
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2. When the switch is in the ACQ position, the display 
V

will be centered around the intersection of the
range circle and the flashing azimuth line .

b) The video presented by the precision indicators is
acquisition video.

2) The outputs of the ACQ range compute r are the ACQ range
mark and gate.

a) The ACQ ran~~ mark appears as the range circ le.

b) The ACQ range gate unbianks the precision indicators
for 5, 000 yards range when the TRACK ACQ switch is
in the ACQ position.

3) The resolver-channel outputs determine the position of the
flashing and steady steerable-azimuth lines and the azimuth
of the electronic cross.

4) The two mark generators .

a) The acquisition-mark generator has two outputs.

i. The acquisition- azimuth mark appears as the
flashing azimuth line .

2. The acquisition-azimuth gate is used to unblank
the precision indicators when the TRACK ACQ
switch is In the ACQ position.

b) The track-mark generator is identical to , and inter-
changeable with, the acquisition-mark generator.

1. The track-azimuth mark appears as the radial line
of the electronic cross.

2. The track-azimuth gate gates the ACQ track range
mark to produce the arc of the electronic cross.
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3. The track azimuth gate is also used for unblankin~gof the precision Indicators when the TRAC K ACQ 
Vswitch Is In the TRACK position.

5) Video-and-mark cha nnel. 
V

a) The azimuth ma rks and the track-azi muth gate from
the mark generators , the range mark and gate from the

V ACQ ra nge computer , and the ACQ track range mark
and range gate from the track- range unit are combined
in the mixer channel to produce the signals necessa ry
for the PPI and precision indicator display.

b) The output of the mark- mixer channel is then com bined
with the acquisition video In the fi na l stages of the video-
and-mark channel and fed to the PPI and precision
Indicators .
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

ACQUISITION RADA R FUNCTIONA L BLOCK DIAGRA M

AAFCS M33 SETUP: The equipment should be completel y deenergized .

EQUIPMEI~.fl’ NECESSARY: Test amplifier and synchroscope .

PRELIM INARY TROUBLES:

1. Replace Vi In any series regulator with a bad tube.

2. Replace V4 In the pulse synchronize r with a bad tube (do not clip
grid pins of V4).

IE NSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Students should i~~i1
~symptoms and rem ove troubles during the
~energIzlng procedure.

DEMOt’STRATION:

I . The Inputs and the outputs of the various chassis will be monitored
during the exercise.

LINSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: While monitoring signals
each chassis , remove the output , and have the

~ tudents note the symptoms. The students should
Iknow the proper readings for all meters.

2. Locate and give a brief expla nation of the following items.

a. Acquisition Transmitter.

I) Sync-pulse distribution out to the trigger generator.

2) Input and outpu t of the trigger generator.

3) Grid of the modulator switch tube.
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[t~~ TRuC1oR S NOTE Caution students shout tht l
~cere to be taken to avoid inj ury from the high vo Ltagr~

the ci rcuit. 
_____ ______ J V

4) CANULE VO LTAGE meter and adjustment .

5) AEC gate.

6) AFC sampler.

h. ~~~~~ii sit ton . Receiver.

1) Keep-alive voltage to the TR t ube .

2) Local-oscillator power supply.

3) AEC and signal-nuxer cr stats and meter.

4) IF preampLifier .

5) A FC u nit .

r~) LPSA.

~
) IF signa l into the van and input to the if attenua tor.

8) IF amplifier .

Q) Switcher-mixer.

10) Video-and-mark mixer .

11) Video amplifiers on the Pl’L and precision indicator.

12) Follow the MTI signa l from the if amplifier to the switcher-
mixer.

S~k t3EST ED TROUBLES:

No troubles arc recommended for this exercise.

2. Location , function , and measurement of the inputs and outputs of the
different chassis should requ~r

4
e the tota l time allotted . 
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LhSSON PLA N

ACQU ISIt iON T R AN S M~1 F1’ R
(k~lt I)

L~1L’ C I V I V I ~ V

t o  p resent the toLLowing~

I V Complete block diagram exp l.i nation of the t r ausnutt er ,

.‘ - IX ’tai led peration ot the t t’i~~~t’r generator , and

3 Sum ma I V  ~t the decibel and its use.

INTROnU C LiON .

The purpose of the acquisLIj on r.ula r is to present an indi~’at ion of .i II
ta rgets wU h in I 2t’~. 00t1 ya rds. -\ high - power burst of ~ energy must be
t ransnutted before i’~~ u’n echoes ~-~in be received . It is the p~~pu~e of thts
lesson to provide a complete picture of the transm itt er  that generates the
ri ene rgy .

The performs nec of the t ran snn tter must be checked pe riodics I lv to
mainta in max imum e t t i~-t e n e v .  In rada r , the decibe l is used ~s a unit of
ulea su rt’ (or P~we r and sta ndin 1~ - w~ v e t.u io chet’ ks

PR ESENTATION:

Complete lUock 1~~~ r~in~ l~\IlI~ln~it ton of the A u~s~_t~oi~ Vl~r a1% simt t t ,t

~ I! ~g&!.!’ tV ksI I e  t a t o t

1) The positive sync pulse is amplified by ampl it tet  V IA .

2) Blocking os~’ ills to r V LB is t ri~gt’ red by the outpu t of V LA.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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a) The blocking oscillator generates a positive ,
S-rn  ic roses. on~I, 230v pulse.

h) V 1 he pulse is applied to the control g rid of switch t ube
V2.

3) Thvr a t ron switch tube V 2 is norni. i ll~’ cutoff .

.i) V2 will  conduct only whe n the pulse troni the blocking
oscil lator is applied to the grid.

b) When V2 conducts , pulse-forming network ZL is
~llow etl todiacha rge through the pr imary of the pulse
trans fo m i  er.

4) Pulse-forming network Zl  charges to app roximately twice
the supply voltage .

5) The rapid disc ha rge of Z 1 through the pvim~i r v of the pulse
t ransfo rmer results in a positive, 2-microsecond , 8SI.~pulse at the secondary.

6) Tube V3 shunts any reflected energy to ground insuring
tha t  Z 1 will  always start charging f rom the same level.

h. The mod u lator operates on the same basic principle as the
trigger generator.

I) Pulse-fo rm i ng network Z6 cha rges to app roximately twice 
V

the suppl y voltage because of the action of cha rging
ind ucta nce L2 .

2) Rev ‘rse -current thyrati ’on VS acts as a low-impedance path
to ground for reflect ed energy resulting (rum an impeda nce
nllsrnatc h .

3) Meter Ml permits the fi lament voltage of the hydrogen
th yra t ron capsule. .is well as the reverse current , to be
monitored .

LVV ~~~~ 
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4) Hydrogen thyratron V4 acts as a switch to allow Z6 to
discharge through the pulse transfo rmer.

a) There is an RLC network in the plate c i rcui t  of V4
which causes a step in the leading and trailing edges
of the mod u lator-output pulse.

b) To prevent arc-over in the magnetron cavity , the step
shocks the magnetron into oscillation an instant before
the full power is applied.

c. Pulse transformer Ti steps up the 1.3-microsecond pulse from
the modulator to an amplitude of 38 to 45 kilovolts and applies
it to the cathode of the magnetron.

d. Acquisition magnetron VI has a rated pea k power of 1 megawatt
operating with a frequency range of 3, 100 to 3, 500 megacycles.

1) Magnetron tuning drive motor B2 cha nges the magnetron
frequency by moving tuning slugs in or out of the cavity.

2) The meter in the lower right corner of the rf coupler in the
barhette, as well as the meter on the control pane l at the
rada r cabinet , indicates the average magnetron current.

e. The acquisition , high-voltage power supply provides the trans-
mitte r with four to eight kilovolts dc.

1) The input to the power supply is 3-phase, 208v, 400-cycle
power applied to saturable reactor Li.

2) The satu rable reactor , cont rolled by di rect current ,
determ ines the amplitude of the ac applied to high-voltage
transformer Ti .

3) The control current is obtained from selenium rectifier
CR! whose input is an ac voltage controlled by the acquisi-
tion HV ADJ variac.
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4) The seconda ry of the h igh-vo ltag e tran sformer delivers the
three-phase a l t ern a t .~g cur r en t  to a three-phase , fu l l -wave .
bri dge rectifie i~.

5) The rectifier develops the high potentia l  required for prope r
operation of the mod ulator Section.

2. ~~ erat ion of the Trigge r Generator (fig 4-2) .

a. Sync - pulse ampl i f ie r  VIA amplifies and inverts the positive
sync pulse.

1) Resistor Rb ma tches the impedance of the coaxial line.

2) V I A  conducts continuousl y .

3) When the sync pulse is applied , V i A  increases conduction
with  a result ing drop in plate voltage.

4) The negative pulse at the plate of VIA is coupled through
C4 to the plate of VIB.

5) Resistors R4 and R5 are the plate load.

b. Sing le-swing, blocking oscillator V I B is norma lly cutoff.

1) VIB is held cutoff by the negative v3ltage developed across
voltage divider R i  and R2.

2) The negative input pulse causes a magnetic field to build up
a round winding 3-4 of TI .

3) The magnetic field cuts winding 1-2 and appears as a
positive pulse at the grid of VIB thereby allowing V 1B to
conduct.

4) Tube VIB quickly saturates because of the regenerative
action of the circui t .
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5) When VIB reaches saturation , the lines of flux around
w i n~~;-~ ~ .~ -4 of TI become stationa ry, and the grid of V I  B
got’s n eg at ive .

iN SlV RU CTOR SN O Tt ~ Exp la in that when VIII
sa tu ra t e s , the voltage ind uc ed in wind angs 1-2
if 1 1  wi l l  disa ppea r , and the grid will then
reel the negative 27~ f rom th e junct ion of R 1
‘and R2. _____________________ ______________

ci) The resulting dec rease in plate current causes a negative
voltage to be induced in the grid winding of T 1 which
results in V III  being cut off .  V

~
) The output pulse is developed across wind i ng 5— ca of TI  and

applied to the grid of \‘2.

c V Hydrogen thy rat ron V2 functions as an elec t rome switch

1) The grid contro ls the ionizat ion of the thyra t ron gas wi th in
the tube .

2) Th~ posiuve pulse at the grid of the switch tube causes the
gas to ionize.

3) V2 when ionized allows pulse— forming network Z I to
discha rge thro ugh pulse transformer T3.

4) V2 will cut oft when ZI has discharged.

d. Because of the action of i nductance Li . pulse-forming network
Z 1 cha rges to approxim ate l y  twi ce the supply voltage during the
period between sync pulses.

I) A pulse- forming network is a combination of cap a c itance
and inductance tha t is used to develop a high-voltage pulse.

2) The cha rge path of 2 1 Is from ground through the pulse
transfo rmer 21 and through Li to the power supply.

3) While ZI as cha rging, Li builds up a magnetic field.

~ 
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4) When the cha rge on 2 1 equa ls the supp l y voltage , current
flow in the c i rcu i t  tends to cease V

S) Vrhe field a round Li  collapses causing current  to cont inue
in the same direction , and the cha rge on ZI  cont inu es to
build up.

h) Switch tube V2 allows ZI  to discha rge when the p otent ia l
across Z i  has at tained its maximum value .

e. Pulse t r ans former T3 steps up and inverts the pulse that isV 

developed across its p r imary  when Zi discharges.

Reverse-cur ren t  diode V3 shorts any reverse current  to ground .

~~ STRLJcTOR’S NOTE: Briefl y explain reverse
L~~r rent.

I ) A mismatch of the line and load impedance may cause a
voltage of opposite polarity to appea r ac ross ZI  after the
pulse.

2) The voltage reflec ted by this mismatch can build up to an
ampli tude high enough to break down the thyratron.

g. The output of the trigger generator may be monitored at TP2.

I) A comparison of the trigger pulse with the sync pulse will
give an indication of the trigger-generator perfo rmance.

2) The trigger pulse Is applied to the thyratron switc h tube in
the modulator.

3. The Decibel and Its Use in Radar Performance Checks.

[I N STRUCTOR’S NOT E: Tell the students tha t the
~term decibel will be used many times in radar.
tGive a few examples . The purpose of this lesson is
ko give the student only an idea of what is meant by

~the term decibel; not more than twenty minutes will
Ibe devoted to the expla nation.
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a. The dec ibel (db) is the unit used to express power ratio.

b. The formula for computing the decibel gain or loss is:

db = 10 iogi~LP2

c. The power reading taken from the frequency power meter will
be in milliwatts and is later converted to dbm or decibels above
one milliwatt.

d. Table 2 illustrates one of the uses of the decibel.
Table 2

RA DAR PERFORMANC E VERSUS RADA R RANGE

db down for maximum over-all Percentage of maximum range
system perfo rmance. available .

-5db 76
- 10db 58
- 15db 43
-20db 32
- 25db 24

COMMON TROUBLES :

Symptoms Probable Cause

1. Meter on the control panel at Ind uctor Ll/Fl3 open because of
the radar cabinet indicates overheating . (Sets that are
high voltage and no current equipped with the fuze lamp in
for acquisition , high-voltage series with the inductance will
power supply. need a replacement lamp. )

2. Acquisition transmitter m di- Thyratron switch tube V2 not
cates erratic operation, firing consistently.
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PRACTICAL EXERCIS h
k V

ACQUISITION TRANSMITT ER
(Flirt I)

AA FCS M33 SETUP: The equipment shou l’l be completel y deenergized.

I~QULPMErn NECESSARY:

I .  Mu lt im eter ,

2. Test ampl if ier ,

3. Synchroscope , and

4. Frequency power meter 1’S ME-SI.

PRE LIMINARY TROUBLES:

1. MisadJust the +320v(B) power supply.

2. Replace V2 in the pulse synchronizer  wi th  a bad tube .

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Locate and review the function of the components of the acquisition
trigge r gene rator.

2. Calibrate the synchroscope .

3. Measure the amplitude of the t rigger-generator output.

LINSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Have each student set up~Icalibrate , and use the synchroscope in measure-
~~~~~~ of the t r t~~er-generator output.

4. Replace V3 with a faulty tube .
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INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Have the students notice
the indications at the barbette and at the radar
cabinet.

5. Demonstrate the use of the frequency power meter for frequency
measurements .

INSTRUCTOR ’NOTE: Each student should ma~~~]
the frequency measurement.

•1 103
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LESSON PLA N

ACQUISITION TRANS M iTTER
(Part II )

OBJECTIVE:

To present the deta i led ope ration and troubleshooting procedures of the:

I . Acquisition modulator,

2. AcquisitIon magnetron and control circuits ,

3. Acquisition-az Imuth antenna drive , and the

4. Acqu isItion , high-voltage power supply.

INTRODUCTiON:

The trigger generator develops a pulse with an amplitude sufficient to
trigge r the modulator. This lesson will show wha t happens as a result of
that pulse.

PRESENTATION:

I . Acquisition modulator (fig 4-2).

a. The operation of the modulator ~ muc h the same as tha t of the
trigger generator.

[INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Point out the similarity
[~ç~tween the trigger generator and the modulator.

b. Pulse-forming network Z6 Is charged to approximately 12, 000
volts between pulses. The charge bu ilds up to approximately
twice the input voltage supplied by the acquisition, high-voltage
power supply.
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1) The charge path for Z6 is up through the primary of the
pulse former Ti, through the charging choke, and back to
the high-voltage power supply.

2) A magnetic field is built up around the charging choke while
Z6 is cha rging .

3) When the cha rge on Z6 equa ls the supply voltage, the field
around the charging choke collapses and current continues
in the same direction .

4) The charge on Z6 will continue to build up until it is
approximately twice the supply voltage.

5) The network is discha rged at the maximum cha rge .

c. Hydrogen thyratron V4 contains a gas capsule which supplies
hydrogen at the rate necessary to maintain a constant pressure
in the tube.

1) The capsule filament voltage is adjusted by va r iac T2.

2) The trigger pulse is developed across R9 and applied through
Li to the grid of V4.

3) Inductor Li isolates the trigger generator from the grid of
V4 which swings highly positive when the gas ionizes.

4) When V4 starts to conduct , the current passes through the
tank circuit of C2 and L3.

5) The circuit is shocked into oscillation for about one-quarter
cycle. Further oscillation is damped by R 18.

6) The output pulse of the modulator has a step in its leading
and trailing edges because of the action of C2, L3, and Ri8 .

7) The step in the leading edge of the pulse starts the magnetron
oscillating before full power is applied.

8) The step prevents arc-over in the magnetron.
ios
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ci . Rever se-current thyra t roit VS p ievents voltage build-up result-
ing from reverse current V

1) ExcessIve reverse energy could damage the c i rcu i t .

2) In case of excessive reverse current , rela y KI energizes 
V 

V

and removes the high voltage.

3) With switch S2 in position 1, meter Ml reads the amount
of reverse current.

Caution: The metallic base of the reverse current thyratron Is connected tothe pulse-forming network , and serious injury (possibly death) can resultf rom touching the base while the high voltage is applied .

2. Operation of the magnetron and associated circuits (fig 4-4) .

a. Pulse transformer Ti is located in the rf coupler of the
acquisitj on .ant~n~~ assem bly.

I) Ti is a step-up transformer with a 1:6 turns ratio.

2) The bifila r seconda ry wind ings are connected directly to the
cathod e of the magnetron . 

V

3) There is no polarity inversion in the transfo rmer.

b. Acquisition magnetron VI is located in the rf coupler of the
antenna assembly. I1) The magnetron operates the S-band over a frequency range

of 3, 100 to 3,500 megacycles.

2) The cathode of the magnetron receives the pulse while the
anode is grounded.

3) The anode contains a number of resonant cavities.

4) The coupling bewteen the resona tors Is increased by con-V 

ducting bars or straps which connect alte rnate anode
segments.
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5) The rf energy generated by the magnetron is coupled into
the waveguide.

c. The magnetron tuning drive motor B2 can be cont rolled from the
acquis ition receiver control and the meter panel.

1) Motor B2 tunes the magnetron by cha nging the size of the
resona nt cavity .

2) A meter at the ACQ receiver control and a mic rometer dia l
on the magnetron give relative indications of the frequency

- - of operation.

d. The magnetron fi lament voltage is applied through the pulse-
transfo rmer secondary windings .

1) Filament voltage Is applied to the magnetron when the
acquisition power is turned on.

2) The heater current is adjusted by variac T4.

3) The heater current is monitored by meter M3 (fig 19-57) .

4) Meter M31’F6 will not show heater current until the magne-
tron draws current .

5) Meters M~~A15 and Ml/ F6 (in position ~ show avera ge
magnetron current.

6) Tubes V6 through V9 provide a grou nd path for magnetron
current in case the meter circuit opens.

7) When the magnetron draws sufficient current , relay K4/F7
energizes, allowing control of magnetron heater current and
applying power to the receiver tuner motor.

3. The acquisition , high-voltage power supply provides dc power to the
modulator to cha rge the pulse-forming network ( fIg 4-3) .

a. Satu r*ble reacto r Li receives a three-phase, 208v, 400-cycle
inpu t when the acqu isition transmitter is turned on.
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1) Bot h the ac and dc windings are wound on common iron cores.
2) If the direct current is increased, the stationa ry magnetic

fie ld Increases.
3) The direct current can be Increased until the magnetic field

saturateS the core .

4) When satura t ion is approached , the current throug h the ac
windings produces t’ery few lines of fo rce.

5) Since there are , at saturation, very few lines of force
produced by the ac windings, inductive reactanc e is minimum ,
and the amount of alternating current applied to Ti Is
maximum .

b. Selenium rectifier CR! rectiftes the ac Input to provide the dc
control current for the saturable reactor.

1) Rectifier CR! is a bridge-type selenium rectifier. 
V

2) Va riac T 1. adjusted by the ACQUISITION MIN MAX knob on
the cont rol panel, cont rols the amplitude of the ac applied to
CR1. 

—

3) By adjusting variac Ti, the output amplitude of the high-
voltage power supply is controlled.

Caution: A toxic gas is emitted from defective selenium rectifiers . Serious
injury or death could result from overexposure.

c. The three-phase rectifier receives its input from the seconda ry
windings of the delta-to-wye transformer Tb .

1) During the part of the cycle that phase A is positive with
respect to phase B, VI and V4 conduct.

a) Electrons flow from the plate of VI through V4, K 1,
and R4 up through R3, R2, RI, L2B, and L2A to the
cathode of Vi .

b) The output voltage Is positive with respect to ground.

2) Electron flow, in all cases, follows the same path described
in 1)a) with the exception ol the tubes and secondary windings
of Ti.

a) When phase A is negative with respec t to phase B, tubes
V2 and V6 operate.
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b) Whe n phase B is positive with respect to phase C, tubes

V2 and VS operate.

c) When phase A is positive with respect to phase C, t ubes V

VI and VS operate.

d) When phase A is negative with respect to phase C, tubes
V3 and V6 operate.

3) FilterIng is accomplished by L2A, L2B, CIA , and C1B.

4) Filament power is supplied by transformer T2 (fig 19-35).

a) Tubes Vi , V2, a nd V3 are at the same dc potential and
have a common fi lament winding.

b) Tubes V4, VS. and ‘/6 are at different & potentials and
have sepa rate filament windings .

d. Relay KI , spark gaps TYI and TY2, and switch Si are protec-
tiv e devices.

1) Relay K I energizes when there is excessive .~urr ent in the
power supply and causes the ac input to the power supply to
be removed .

2) Spark gaps TYI and TY2 protect the current meter and the
voltmeter , respectively , from damage by any sudden surge
of cu rrent.

3) Switch Si closes when the door to the power supp ly is
opened and shorts the output to ground .

4. The ACQUISITION AZIMUT H SCAN switc h at the tracking console
does not have control of the antenna rotation unless the ACQUISITION
AZIMUTH SCAN switch at the tactical-control console is in REMOTE .

a. When SI3A/C13 is in position 1, ground Is applied to the 10- rpm
relay.

1) The -28 volts are removed from the 20- and 30- rpm relays .

2) Three-phase power is applied to the 10-rpm winding of BI / F i .
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b. When S13AJC 13 is in posItion 2. ground is applied to the 20- rpm
relay.

1) When the 20- rpm relay Is operated . -28 volts are removed
from the 10-rpm winding.

2) Three-phase power Is applied to the 20- rpm winding of Bi/Fi .

c. Whe n SI3A/C 13 is in poattion 3, the 30- rpm relay operates.

1) The -28 volts are removed from the 10- and 20-rpm re lays .

• 2) Three-phase power is applied to the 30-rpm winding of BI/FI.

d. The antenna drive SAFETY switch Si/Fl removes the -28 volts

V 

- from the 10- , 20- , and 30-rpm relays.

V 

e. Operation of S3A/B3 1 is Identical to tha t of S13A/C13.

SUMMARY:

1. The modulator has a negative 4 to 6. 5 kv output applied to the pr imary
of the pulse trans former.

2. If the capsule voltage is too low, the modulator will not fire.

V 3. Excessive reverse current Is a result of an Impedance mismatch
usually caused by a bad magnetron or a bad ATR or TR tube . V

4. The pulse transfo rmer steps up the pulse from the modulator and
applies it to the magnetron .

5. The magnetron has a peak power output of one megawatt.

6. The magnetron frequenc y is changed by the magnetron tuning drive
motor.

7. The tuning drive motor can be controlled from the meter panel or
the ACQ control.

110
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8) The h igh-voltage power suppl y p rov ides a p o sitive four to
eight kilovolts to charge the Pulse-fo rming network in themod ulato r.

COMMON TROUB LES:

~y~pptoms Probable Cause

Transmitter will not fi re . Low capsule voltage.

2. Tran snutter shows erratic Bad magnetron.
Operation .

.4- b

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Tell the student~~that the high-voltage dc cable to the
modulator can be checked for high-voltage
breakdown by disconnecting it at the
ba rbette and then attempting to fire the
t ransmitter. Go through the procedure
for isolating a short to the modulator ,
:able, or high-voltage power supply.

ill
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PRACTICA L EXERCISE

AcQuj SrrloN TRA~~M~~ -ER
(~~rt)~~

AA FCS M33 SE~~~p.

The equipm~~t will be completely energized with the iS-minute delay 
V

timer ready for transmitter operation .

~~~ RUCTOR’S NOTE: This setup will ~~ve thechance to recognize normal operating

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY:

1. Frequency power meter,

2. Synchroecope

3. Muft i~~~ c~
.

4. Test amplifier , and

5. Acqu tion power and frequency measurement forms . 
VPRELIMINARY TROUBLES

1. No trouble will be Inserted In the equipment because of the timeneeded to complete this lesson.

2. The students will perform the preoperatlonal checks.
P~MOt’.L5TRATION.

1. Locate and give a brief explanation of the function of the following:a. The trigger generator
b. The modulator ,
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c. The pulse transfo rmer ,

d. The magnetron , and

e. The high-voltage power supply.

2. Demonstrate the method used for checking voltages in the high -
voltage power supply.

LNSTRUCTOR~S NOTE: The multimeter should be
~sed to perform the voltage checks in the h igh-
voltage power supply. Caution must be used when
naklng the checks. The variac should be turned
rully CCW , and the meter should be connected
befo re the high voltage is applied . The students
should not touch the meter while the voltage is
ipplied.

3. The adjustment and function of the capsule voltage will be explained.

a. Outline the causes of reverse current.

b. Demonstrate the method for checking the meter circuit.

4. Demonstrate the method of checking the h igh voltage at the plate of
the modulator switch tube.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The procedure outlined for 
-

hecking out the high-voltage power supply will be
ollowed when checking the modulator. Extreme
aution will be used . The students must realize

that the voltage can be checked easily without harm
of injury if the proper procedure is followed. They
must also realize that death can result from improper
testing procedures.

5. Use frequency power meter to measure the power output .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Each student will have~~~
opportunity to make the power and standing-wave
ratio measurements.
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6 . Ha ve the students compute the power and standing -wave ratio using
the fo rms provided.

7. Demonstrate the removal and replacement of the magnetron and the
modulator switch tube .

~4STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Split the class into two group~~Have one group remove and replace the magnetron
while the other group is replacing the modulator switch
tube. When both groups have finished, they will change
)OSttions and repea t the process.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

No troubles will be placed in the equipment. The entire period will be
utilized for the activities listed above.

I

V 
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LESSON PLAN

ACQUISITION RF SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE:

To explain the function and operation of the:

1. Waveguide ,

- 2. Duplexer ,

3. Directiona l coupler ,

4. Rotary joint,

5. Ptllbox radiator,

6. Reflector , and

7. ElevatIon-coverage system .

INrRODUCT ION:

The transmitter develops a high-power pulse of rf energy . To ma ke use
of the pulse, the rf system is employed to radiate the transmitter pulse and
to receive and couple the return echo to the receiver. The rf system also
provides a means of switching so that a single antenna can be used for
transmission and reception. The elevation-coverage system will also be
discussed in this lesson.

I
1. Acquisition RF System Complete Block Diagram (fig 5-a.

a. The waveguide delivers the rf energy to the antenna and couples
the return echo to the receiver.
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b. The dup lexer is a switching device that includes the Y-j unction ,
the TR t ube , and two ATR tubes.

1) During the period when the magnetron is ope rating, the TR
tube prevents the rf energy from entering the receiver.

2) The ATR tubes prevent Lhe return echo from being absorbed
by the magnetron.

c . The directional coupler samples a portion of the transmitted
energy and makes it possible to measure power, frequency , and
standing-wave ratio.

d. The rotary joint change s the shape of the waveguide from
rectangular to circula r and allows the antenna to rotate on a
fi xed base while maintaining electrical continuity during rotation.

e. The pilibox radiato r focuses the beam and feeds it to the reflector.

f. The bar reflector forms the rf energy into either a needle or
cosecant-squared pattern.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Show’the students the difference
between the patterns, and tell them that it is not impor-
tant tha t they remember the names of the different
atterns . It is impo rtant that they know what the pattern
looks like for the various elevations. They should know
what to do if a target In the midrange of the PPI display

4 Itsappears .

g. The elevation scan is changed by tilting the complete bar reflec-
V 

tor and moving the injector bars in or out of the bar reflector.

1) Power for tilting the bar reflector is furnished by a
hydraulic system.

2) The hydraulic system can physically tilt the reflector up to
90
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3) Power is applied to the hydraulic pump motor upon
application of the acquisition radar power so that pressure
is kept up at all times.

4) The nose of the beam is tilted over a range of 20° (plus 20
to plus 220) when the reflector is tilted over its range of 0°
to plus 9° .

5) In automatic scanning, the beam traverses the 200 in
approximately 20 seconds.

6) The ACQUISITION ELEVATION COVERAGE dials are
calibrated in degrees and read from plus 2° to plus 20°.

7) A reading of 20° on the ACQUISITION ELEVATION
COVERAGE dials corresponds to a beam elevation of 22°.

2. The Waveguide.

a. A rectangular waveguide is used to transfer the rf energy from
V the magnetron to the antenna and to return target information

back to the receiver.

b. Arc-suppressor relay KS is placed in the circuit to protect the
magnetron in case of arc-over in the waveguide.

3. The Duplexer.

a. The use of a common antenna for transmitting and receiving
requires a fast-acting switching device to disconnect the
receiver during the transmitter pulse and to disconnect the
magnetron during the period when signals may be received.

b. This switching device usually uses a TR tube and two ATR tubes.

c. The TR and ATR tubes are resonant cavities whose frequency
corresponds to the transmitter frequency,

1) They are filled with gas at low pressure.
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2) Spark gaps shorten the time for ion ization of the TR tube
and give maximum protection to the receiver.

3) The TR box Is made up of three cavities sepa ra ted by
qua rter- wavelengths .

4) The spark gap nea rest the recetver has applied to it a keep-
alive voltage of -800 volts .

5) Some of the energy from the transmitter enters the TR tube
and causes it to fire.

6) The keep-alive voltage keeps the gas in the TR tube pa rtially
ionized so that it brea ks down immediately when the rf
energy from the magnetron enters the cavity.

7) The TR tube functions as a short across the waveguide at
the receiver input section of the Y-junction, and, as a
result , the transmitter energy has a high impedance toward
the receiver section and a matched Imped ance towa rd the
antenna .

8) Two ATR tubes are used to insure broad band operation.

[INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Tell the students about
Ifield troubles with the TR and ATR tubes.

d. Received signals enter the waveguide at the plithox radiator and
travel down the wavegulde to the Y-junction.

1) The received signa l does not have enough energy to Ionize
the TR or ATR tubes.

2) The ATR tubes act as an open line, and no energy enters
the magnetron.

3) The TR tube presents a low-impedance path for the received
energy where the signals see a matched line.

4) As a result, the maximum received signal strength is
delivered to the signal mixer.
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4. The Directional Coupler.

a. The acquisition directiona l couple r is a bidirectional coupler
tha t samples the rf output and provides a means for measuring
freq uency, power output , and standing-wave ratio.

b. Energy is fed Into the directional coupler by three coupling
irises.

c. Two pickup points are located within the coupler.

I) A pickup probe is Inserted in the directional coupler on the
right side to measure power and frequency.

2) A probe made of power-absorbing material is inserted on
the left side.

3) The absorbing material is used to dissipate unwanted energy
in order to prevent erroneous indications on the power-
measuring device.

4) The positions of the two probes are reversed when measur-
ing reflected power.

5. The Rotary Joint.

a. To transfer power from a fIx ed base to a rotating antenna, a
rotating joint is used.

b. The rota ry join t provides for mechanical and electrical continuity
during antenna rotation.

c. Energy is fed from the rectangula r waveguide to a circular
coaxial transmission line .

d. Energy may be coupled out of the coax ial line into the waveguide
without regard to the angle between the waveguide and the
coax ial transmission line.
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e. When the energy has passed through the rota ry joint, it leaves
the coa x ial line and enters the waveguide leading to the pilthox
radiator.

f. Later systems are equipped with pressurized waveguide to
V prevent arcing.

I) It is not necessary to use the compressor at all times .

2) Should arcing occur in the waveguide, the arc ing may be
reduced or elimina ted by turning the compressor on.

6. The Pillbox RadIator.

a. The pilibox contains a cavity that focuses the rf energy Into a
narrow beam in the horizontal plane.

b. The waveguide feeding the pilthox is offset from center.

[~~ TRUCTOR S NOTE: The waveguide is offset because
Jenergy losses occurred as a result of standing waves
twhen energy was fed into the cavity at the exact focal
~point during original production tests,

c. The energy leaving the waveguide spreads over a broad area
towa rd the parabolically curv ed, na rrow wall which is located
di rectly below the bar reflector.

1) The rf energy Is fo rmed into a stra ight-plane phase front
by the parabolically curv ed wa ll and directed towa rd the
front of the pilibox .

2) A tilted fla t flap reflects the rf energy up Into the bar
reflector.

IINSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Illustrate the energy flow
khrough the antenna.
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7. The Bar Reflector.

a. The reflector is a grating made up of many evenly spaced bars.
b. In the lower portion of the reflector, there is an auxilia rygrating of separately mounted bars situated within the spacesbetween the bars of the main reflector grating.

c. The spread of the beam radiated from the bar xeflector is largein elevation but narrow in azimuth.

d. The beam pattern will change as the reflector is tilted and theauxiliary reflector is injected or retracted.

e. The technician, as well as the operator, should know the beampatterns for the various scan conditions.

f. The scan Condition is changed by making two adjustments at thehydraulic control unit of the antenna .

1) One adjustment governs the point at which the auxiliaryreflec tor grating is injected .

2) The second adjustment sets the upper limit of automaticscan.

3) It is possible to override the upper limit for automaticoperation by means of the ACQUISITION ELEVATION SCANswitch and to scan manually between the extreme limits.

4) The beam has a pencil pattern when the auxiliary reflectorbars are retracted.

5) The beam has a cosecant pattern when the auxiliary barsare Injected.

[INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Tell the- students that t h e]
Jbeam pattern is changing during the injection of thel
~~~çiliary grating. .1
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g. There are a number of scan modes possible; four of these modes
cover the complete range of operation.

I) Scan condition 1.

a) In automatic scanning, the beam will traverse between
2° and 22° .

b) The beam has a pencil pattern at 2° .

c) The bar injection begins at 2° and is complete at 6° .

d) The beam remains in a co8ecant pa ttern from 6° to the
upper limit.

2) Scan condition 2.

a) The beam will traverse between 2° and 13° in automatic
scan.

b) The beam will have a pencil pattern from 2° to 60 at
which time the bar injection begins.

c) The change to a cosecant beam pattern is complete at
10°.

d) The beam retains the cosecant pattern to the upper
limit.

3) Scan condition 3.

a) in automatic scan , coverage is between 2° and 17° .

b) The beam has a pencil pattern up to 10° at which point
the auxilia ry bar injection begins.

c) The injection is complete at 14° .

d) The beam Is cosecant in pattern from 14° to 17°.
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4) Scan condition 4.

a) in automatic scan , the bea m covers the entire ra nge
from 2° to 22° .

b) Bar Inj ection begi ns at 14°.

c) Bar inj ection is complete at 18°.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Show the students wha t the
pane-rn looks like at the limits and change-over
points for each scan mode, and cove r the adjust-
ments for various sca n modes. Tell the students

Ithat targets may not be visible at the uppe r limits.
~~void discussion of trigonometry.

h. Scan condition 2 is the preferred mode of operation.

I. The factory adjusts every antenna sent into the field for scan
condition 2.

8. The Hydraulic Control Sv~tem.

a. A motor-driven pump and va rious control valves are contained
In the hydraulic control unit which is located in the lower rea r
center section of the antenna just below the plilbox .

b. Hydraulic cylinders control the tilting and auxilia ry grating
Injection .

c. The two hydraulic valves up and down are operated by solenoids.

d. The ACQUISITION AZIMUTH SCAN switch must be in one of the
three speed positions before elevation scanning is possible.

e. When one of the ACQUISITION ELE VATION SCAN switches is
placed in the UP position, a ground is applied to one side of the
up solenoid.

f. As the upper limit is reached , the scan stops and remains in 
V
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g. Automatic scan will occur when one of the ACQUISITION
ELEVATIO N SCAN switches is in the DOWN position.

h. Whe n one of the ACQUISITION ELEVATION SCAN switches is
placed in the DOWN position, a ground is applied to the down
solenoid through contacts 1 and 3 of K l/F l5 .

1) When the lower limit is reached, the lower-limit switch
operates applying ground to K1/F15.

2) The K1/F 15 operates and is held energized through its own V

contacts 4 and 5 and contacts A and C of the upper-limit
switch.

3) Ground is applied, through contacts 2 and 3 of Ki/Fl5 , to
the up solenoid.

4) The down solenoid is released when contacts 1 and 3 of V

Kl/F 15 open.

5) At the upper limit, Si opens releasing Kl/F 15 and the up
solenoid.

6) The down solenoid is energized through contacts 1 and 3 of
Kl/F 15, and the circuit continues to scan between the two
limit switches.

JOGGING switch S3 is located on the hydraulic control unit.

1) Switch S3 is a grounding control for the up and down
solenoids.

2) It provides elevation scan without azimuth scan and enables
the operator to check the mechanical functioning of the
reflector.

9. ~~ eratton of the Hy~draulic System.

a. When acquisition power is applied, the pump develops low
pressure In the line.
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1) Pressure is applied through the relief valve and the fitting
assembly to the solenoid valve.

2) With LIA and LIB deenergized, fluid flows from P to R
(fig 19-97) and back to the reservoir.

b. Operation with the up solenoid energized .

1) Fluid no longer flows from P to R, and pressure builds up.

2) This pressure is applied to the relief valve where any
excess above 250 pounds per square inch is bypassed to the
return line.

3) The pressure line continues to the distribution assembly.

4) Pressure is applied to the brakes releasing them .

5) With the up solenoid energized, the valve will move in the
associated direction, and pressure will be applied to the
primary actuator.

6) The check va lves regulate the flow of fluid in the pressure
lines to the primary actuator.

7) Pressure is applied to the actuator piston which moves to
tilt the reflecto r up.

8) The action for the follow-up valve assembly is the same for V

the secondary actuator except that no check valves are
needed for the lighter reflector grating.

c. The complete process Is reversed when the down solenoid is
operated.

d. To prevent erratic operation , air must be kept out of the
hydra ulic lines.
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SUMMARY:

1. The wave-guide conveys the rf energy to the antenna when the trans-
mitter is operating and brings ta rget returns to the receiver.

2. The TR and ATR tubes allow one antenna system to be used for both
transmission and reception.

3. The directional coupler provides a means for measuring power,
frequency, and standing- wave ratio.

4. The rotary joint maintains electrical and mechanical continuity
during antenna rotation.

5. The p illbox radiator focuses the beam narrow in azimuth and broad
in elevation .

6. Elevation scanning is accomplished by tilting the bar reflector.

7. The beam pattern is changed by injecting the auxiliary reflector.

8. Power for tilting the bar reflector and injecting the auxiliary grating
is furnished by the hydraulic system .

9. Automatic elevation scanning is possthle only with the ACQUISITION
ELEVATION SCAN switch In the DOW N position.

COMMON TROUBLES:
Symptoms Probable Cause

1. Arcing in the barbette. Bad TR or ATR.

2. Meter for transmitter h igh Bad ATR.
voltage, located on the control
panel, indicates erratic trans-
mitter operation.

3. Reflector will not tilt when Defective hydraulic system;
ACQUISITION ELEVATION call ordnance.
SCAN switch is operated. -
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PRACTICAL EXERC ISE

ACQUISITION RF SYSTEM

A.AFCS M33 SETUP: The equipment will be completely deenergized.

EQUIPMENT NEC ESSAR’I~

1. Multimete r,

2. Synchroscope, and

3. Frequency power meter.

PRELIMI NARY TROUBLES:

1. Lower the capsule voltage.

2. Turn the ACQ blower motors OFF.

(iNSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: The students will energize the
~equipment . They should find the symptoms and correcti
~he malfunctions during the ene rgizing proc edure. -j

DEMONSTRATIO N:

1. Locate and give a brief explanation of the function of the following:

a. The wave-guide,

b. TR and ATR tubes,

c. Rotating Joint ,

d. Antenna (pilthox radiator , bar reflector , etc.),

e. Hydraulic system ,
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f. Arc-suppressor relay circuit ,

g. Elevation-scan control circuits , and

h. Azimuth drive.

2. Demonstrate the proper method of cha nging the scan mode of theelevation -coverage system.

3. The remaining time should be used for making frequency, power, andsta nding- wave ratio measurements.
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LESSON PLA N

ACQUISITION RECEIV ER FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

OBJECTIVE:

To explain the function of the acquisition receiver on a blo ck -diagra m
level.

INTRODUCT ION:

The synchronize r , as previously st udied , gene rates pulses which are
used to time the transmitter and the ranging circuits .  The t ran smi t t e r
develops a high-power pulse of rf energy. The receiver converts the return
echo into usable Information. Prom this lesson the student should gain an
ove r-all  picture of the function and ope ration of the receiver on a block-
dia gra m level. Circui t ry of the receiver w il l  Lw covered In future lessons .

PRES ENTATION:

1. Acquisition ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

a. The mixer channel mixes the rf echo with the loca i-oscil lator
out put to prod uce the if s ignal.

b. The local oscillator generates a cw signal at a frequency t~()

megacyc les a hove the magnet run frequency.

c. The local-oscillator power supply provides the keep-alive
voltage to the TR tube, dc voltages to the loca l oscillator , and
fila ment voltage for the loca l oscillator , A FC un i t , and the i f
p reamplif ier.

d. The if preampl ifier boosts the signa l strength to ove rcome cable
V losses and provide a high signal-to-noise ratio.

e. The If attenuator compensates for the gain var iation s re sulting
from aging receiver components.
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f. The if amplifier cha nnel amplifies the if signa l and develops
both positive MTI and negat ive bypass video.

g. The MTI modulator channel genera tes a 15-mc carrier which
Is modulated by the MTI video and the preknoc k pulse.

h. The nondela y channel attenuates the intut from the MTI modulator
by an amount equa l to the attenuation oi the delay cell. The
signa l is amplified , detected, and sent to the MTI video channel.

i . Video from the MTI modulator is also applied to the delay
cha nnel where it passes through the 1, 0(X)-microsecond dela y
cell.

I) The signa l is then amplified and detected in a manner almost
identical to that in the nondela y channel.

2) The output is sent to the MTI video channel and the autosync
channel.

j .  The autosync channel elimina tes the negative, delay video and
passes the positive , preknock pulse which is sha ped and sent to
the synchronizer as the autos’ync pulse.

k. The MTI video cha nnel compa res the negative, dela y video with
the positive , nondelay video .

1) Echoes from fixed ta rgets will almost or completely cancel.

2) Signals from moving targets will va ry In amplitude and time
relationship and appear at the output as negative MTI video .

3) The output is applied to the switcher-mixer.

1. The switcher-mixer selects either MT1 or bypass video.

I) The M1’l video is replaced by bypass video at a ra nge
determined by the operator.
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2) The 1FF Information is mixed with the video and may appea r
at any time regardless of the type of ta rget video.

3) The negative output is applied to the video-and- mark cha nnel.

m. The video-and-mark channel mixes the video and marks which
are sent as a composite signal to the PPI and precision indicators.

n. The AFC channel provides continuous frequency correction for
the preselector and local oscillator thereby maintaining the
60-megacycle intermed iate frequency.

o. The sensitivity time control lowers the amplitude of strong
nea rby signals while allowing maximum amplification for
distant target echoes.

2. Acquisition Receiver Complete Block Diagram (figs 6-1 and 6-2) .

a. Mixer Channel.

1) The preselector presents a low- Impedance path to the
transmitter frequency and attenuates all other frequencies.

a) There is maximum attenuation at the image fr equency.

b) The preselector is a cylindrical resonant cavity tunable
over the entire frequency range of the magnetron .

2) The signal mixer mixes the local-oscillator output with the
return echo and extracts the intermediate frequency.

a) The rf echo is fed into the mixer by a ma tching iris In
the wave-guide.

b) Local-oscillator energy Is int roduced by coaxial cable.

c) Crysta l CR2 detects the signal.

d ) A  concentri c, polyiron core acts as an rf choke to
filter the rf energy .
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b. Local Oscillator.

1) The loca l oscillator Is a reflex klystron with an external
resonant cavity.

2) It is tuned by va rying the physical size of the resonant cavity
and the negative repeller-plate voltage.

3) The output is fed to the signa l mixer and the AFC mixer.

c. Local-Oscillator Power Supply.

I) It Is located at the right rea r of the acquisition rf coupler.

2) It uses a conventional full-wave rectifier.

3) Tubes V2 through V7 regulate the output voltages.

4) The output voltages are:

a) A -800v direct current for use as keep-alive voltage for
the TR tube ,

b) A -625 volts and -400 volts for use as repeller-plate
voltage for the local-oscillator tube,

c) A -325 volts to the cathode of the local oscillator , and

d) A 6. 3v alte rnating current to the local-oscillator tube,
AFC unit , and If preamplifier for filament voltage .

d. The IF Preamplifier.

1) It is mounted at the right side of the tuning-drive gear box
in the acquisition rf coupler.

2) The first two stages are grounded-grid triode amplifiers
to reduce noise.

3) The fina l three stages are high-gain pentode amplifiers
which are transformer coupled .
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4) The if preamplifier Is given a broad bandpass by loading
resistors across the coupling transformers.

5) The output is coupled by coaxial cable to the if attenuator. V

e. The IF Attenuator.
V 1) It matc hes the 75-ohm impeda nce of the cable from the If

preamplifier. —

2) Attenuation is variable from 20 decibels to 40 decibels in
steps of 5 decibels.

f. The IF Amplifier Channel.

1) The first six stages are medium-gain circuits employing
back bias to prevent overloading as a result of strong
signals.

2) The back bias reduces clutter on the PPI’s and is one of the
antijam features of the receiver.

3) Broad-tuned transformers couple the signa l between stages.

4) The seventh stage is a high-gain power amplifier.

5) The final stage is a dual diode which detects the signal to
produce the negative bypass and positive, MTI video.

g. The MTI Modulator Channel.

1) It receives the positive,MTI video and the preknock pulse.

2) The test pulse is used to aline the MTI circuits , a nd It does
not enter the modulator channel under normal operating
conditions .

3) A 15-megacycle carrier is generated and modulated by the
positive, MTI video and the negative preknock pulse.
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4) The output Is fed to the MTI delay and nondelay cha nnels .

h. Nondelay Channel.

1) Video from the MTI modula tor undergoes approximately
65 decibels of attenuation.

2) The- signal is then amplified by four stages of voltage
amplification and one stage of power amplification.

3) Crysta ls CR1 and CR2 detect the output.

4) The output rides at a positive four-volt level.

a) The output level is equal in amplitude and opposite in
polarity to the output level of the delay channel.

b) Shou ld a diffe rence occur between the two levels , a
voltage is fed through the nondelay AGC amplifier
to vary the gain of the nondelay channel so tha t the two
dc levels are equal.

Delay Channel.

I) The delay line delays the signal from the MTI modulator
channel 1, 000 microseconds; a 60 db attenuation is
experienced by the signal.

2) The- signal is amplified and fed through a cathode follower,
for impedance matching purposes , to the 0- to 20-decibel
attenuator.

3) The 0- to 20-decibel attenuator provide-s a means for keeping
the output amplitude of the delay and nondelay channels
equal.

4) The signal then undergoes four stages of voltage amplification
followed by one stage of power amplification .
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5) Crystals CR! and CR2 detect the signa l and the output ,
rid ing at a negative four-volt level , fed to the autosync
pulse channel and delay Line ZI.

a) Delay line Zl provides a means for adjusting the time - -

relationship of the signal from the dela y and nondelay
V channels.

b) Should the four-volt leveL change, the output of the
delay AGC amplifie r causes the gain of the delay
amplifier to cha nge so that the four-volt level is
maintained .

j. Autosync Channel.

1) The negative video is eliminated , and the positive preknock
pulse is passed through the channel.

2) Three stages are used to shape the pulse.

3) The output is the autosync pulse tha t triggers the synchron-
V izer so tha t action in the transmitte r and sweep circuits is

initiated at concurrent intervals.

k. The MTl Vtdeo Channel.

1) Delay and nondelay video are compa red across a resistive
network at the input.

2) Echoes from fixed targets cancel while moving-ta rget video
does not cancel.

3) The circuit is arranged so tha t the output will always be
negattve

4) The negative, MTI video is sent to the switcher-mixer
channel.

V 
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Switcher-Mixer Cha nnel.

1) It receives as inputs the preknoc k pulse, bypass video,
Ml’! video, and 1FF video.

2) The preknock pulse starts a multiv ibr ator the output of
which gates the switch tubes and allows eithe r MTI or bypass
video to appea r on the PPI’ s.

t!~NSTR1JCTOR’S NOTE: Inform the students that on
~systems 726 and above , the mult ivibrato r has been
fr~piaced by a phantastron . 

________________

3) The range of the MTI presentation is dependent on the bias
of the nuil t iv~hrator which is controlled by the ope rator.

a) When the mult ivibrato r tube s reverse operation , MTI
video I:. replaced by bypass video.

b) The MTI switch in the OFF position removes the bias
voltage to the multtvlbrator rendering it Inope rative ,
and on ly bypass video appea rs on the PPI’ s.

4) The 1FF information ~s mixed with the video at the output of
the switcher-mixer.

5) The output video is sent to the video-and-mark cha nnel.

m. Video-and-Ma rk Channel.

1) The positive , video inpu t passes through one stage of
amp lification where it is inve rted .

2) The video and ma rks are mixed at the input network to the
fi nal stage.

3) The output is sent to the P1’! and p recision indicators each
of which inc ludes Its own video amplifier.
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n. The AFC Channel.

1) The AFC mixes the local -osci lLato r output with a sample
of the t ransmit ted  pulse to produc e an inte rmed iate fre quen cy.

2) Should the interme diat e frequency deviate from c~0 mega—
cyc les , a volta ge Is developed that causes the tuning motor
to d rive and al ter  the loca l—osc i llator frequency so th at the
ti~te rmedtatt ’ freq uency returns to t~0 g~cyc L’s.

a) When a change in frequency occurra , the dLscr t I ~ii na t ot
develops a series of pulses at its output .

h) The pulse stretcher receives the pulses anti converts
them to a dc voltage.

c) The tic voltage is fed to the modulator which has .i
4(kI— cycle’ output when a tic input is received .

ti) The phase ~ iid a mplitud e of the 400-c yc it’ output c or
apond to the poia rity and magnitude ’ of the tic input.

e) The’ 400—cwle voltage . a mp1 iftt~1 by the UV~~A , c.iuses

th e tuning n~oto r to turn in a dl ret’tion dete rmined by
the phase of the signal.

3) If the intermediat e frequency is out of the biandpass of the
if amplifier , the autosea rch circu its  lake control.

a) Relay circuits apply a dc voltage to the uwdulator and
cause the Local oscillator to tune throug h its f requency
range .

b) With the ’ dc voltage applied to th e modulator , c i rcu i t
action Is the same’ as for slight frequenc y variations .

o. The STC Chsnnt ’~

I) The preknt~ k In put Initiat es the ’ action of muUt vi t ’r ator  V i .
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2) The multivibrator output is applied through cathode follower
V2A , and CR4 and CR I , to cathode follower V3A .

3) A capacitor in the input circuit to V3A causes the pulse to
have a sloping trailing edge.

4) The signal Is amplified by V2B and presented to cathod e
follower V3B.

5) The output of V3B, a negative wavesha pe riding on a dc level
determined by the acquisition receiver gain control , is
delivered to the last three stages of the if preamplifier.

SUMMARY:

1. The intermediate frequency of the acquisitIon receiver system is
60 megacycles.

2. The if amplifie r produces bypass and MTI video.

3. The 15-megacycle carrier , produced in the Ml’! mod ulator cha nnel,
is used to carry the Ml’! video through the 1, 000-microsecond delay 

Vline.

4. The MTI video channel compares delay and nondelay video to yield
an output from which fixed-target video has been elim inated .

5. The switcher-mixer mixes 1FF information with either MTI or bypass
video.

6. Continuous frequency compensation is provided by the AFC channel. 
V

7. The STC channel allows reduced gain for close-in ta rget echoes.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

ACQUISflION RECEIVER FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAG RAM

AA FCS M33 SETUP: The equipment will be completely deenergized .

EQUIPM ENT NECESSARY: Test amplifier , multimeter , and synchroscope .

PRELIMI NARY TROUBLES:

1. Open interlock in track or ACQ green-light circuit.

2. Lower capsule voltage.

IINST RLJCTOR’S NOTE: The students will recognize
~symptoms and find and correct troubles during the

~ nergizing procedu res.

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Locate and review the function of the following:

a. Preselector ,

b. Local oscillator ,

c. Local-oscillator power supply,

d. Signal mixer ,

e. AFC mixer ,

f. IF preamplifier ,

g. IF amplifier ,

h. Sensitivity time control ,
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i. Switcher-mixer, and

j .  Video amplifier channel (to face of PPI).

[i~ STRUCTOR S NOTE: Stress importance and
show use of meter Ml (voltages used at barbette)

~~ d the CRYSTA L CURRENT meter.

2. At the tracking console, demonstrate the operation of the RECEIVER
GAIN and STC control.

3. Disconnect the input cable to the if amplifier , and illustrate the use
of receiver noise in troubleshooting.

I INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Show the students the
effects of using a screw driver to short out the
in t cable.

4. Follow the video, using the test amplifier , th rough the switcher-
mixer , the video-and-mark m ixer, and the PPI video amplifiers.

[NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Each student should
wave an opportunity to monitor the video.

5. Disable one PPI video amplifier and show tha t it does not affect the
other.

6. Locate cable changes necessary to make preselector adjustments .
Have students set up synchroscope and monitor video at the test
jack at the barbette.

hINSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Make certain the
~ tudents understand the importance of the
~~tting of the receiver operating controls.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary .

There will be no primary troubles for this exercise.
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2. Review.

a. Uave students perform the computer dail y checks .

b. Results should be recorded in the log book.

c. Misadjust the 320v power suppl y.
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LESSON PLA N

ACQUISITION RECEIVER
(Part I)

OBJ ECTIVE:

To presen t the function and operation of the :

I . Preselector ,

- 2 . Local oscillator ,

3. Local-oscillator power suppl y,

4. Signal mixer ,

5. IF preamplifier , and

6. Sensitivity time control.

INTRODUCTION:

In the preceding lesson, the block diagram of the acquisition receiver
system was covered. The block diagram gave a good over-all picture of the
function of the receiver. This lesson will dea l with the method used for
accomplishing tha t function . The student will learn exactly what happens to
the target-return echoes in the first pa rt or the “f ront end” of the receiver.

PRESENTATION:

1. Receiver Block Diagram.

III~ STRUCTOR’S NOTE: The complete receiver 7
V I(Iess the AFC and the Ml’!) will be covered briefly

Ion a block-diagra m level. It is essentia l that the
[~~udent know the function of the entire system.

V a. The preselector cavity provides high selectivi ty .
142
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I) ‘ lh e ~. . iv  t ty is t LII *a hk ’ OV C ’t t he’ c- it t I re f requenc v range of the
magnet ron (3 , 100 to 1 , MX) mc) .

2) l’he re sonant ft’ t ’qt iency of the’ cav i t y  is  va n e d  by d i n  ugi ng
the physIc al ~~~~~ of th e cav i t y .

3) l i i  is is  done by t h e  receive I - t une r  niot or which is control  It’d
by the A I C.

4) The outpu t of th e presek ’ctor is led to  th e’ sigu~i I in ixe  i .

h . The local osci l la tor  provides Li i’w s iguLl I tha t is mixed w i t h  the
receive ;V echo to produce the m t  ernie dma t e’ frequency .

I ) ‘l’he frequency of the’ local usc l i la to n  is ititie d to t~() t i l egLi

eve It ’s above I he magnet non 1re4~ueI1cy iw ti lt ’ .‘t FC

2) l iii’ si ~‘-~~‘ oh t ht ’ t t ’sonant  ~~ v i i  -
~ ~ nil th e ;t ,peI let  p1~ te ’

voltage is LI Ii ered to c hut uge the frequency of th e out put

3) The output is sent to the siglia I i i i  xc r .

c . I h i ~ Iot a I - ~~~5~~V I In t o r powe I supply furn i shes I he de v
necessa ry t on  the b e n  — usc lIla for  opt’ rat Io n o tid supplie s the
keep — a live vu bInge (ti the ’ ‘l’R tube’ and li la nient voltage to th e ’
loe’a I use II  hit oi. t nbc . the A FC uni t , and the’ i i  pi ca nipl i  fit’ i

d. ‘the signa l mixer detects the intermed iate ’ frequency and sends
it to the if pr eamp li l I e t .

e. Th e’ II  pre anip li fici’ st rengtht ’ns the if  signa l to overcome cable ’
losses a nil prov ide a hig h signa l — t o  — noise’ i~d t ie ) .

I ) l’he’ fi rst two stages a i c  ground ed—g rId t rtot k a mp h fit ’ rs
use’tl to reduce rando m tube noises to ii iii liii tnufl~.

2) The trLxl e amplif ier s  provide ’ good frequency stabi l i ty
fo r further amplif ic at ion .

3) The three fin al stages a re’ h igh—g ain pentotle 11mph lie’ rs.

4) The signa l Is coup led k ’tween stage’s by transformers which
ar e heavily losded to give the desired hintlpnss.
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5) The STC and receiver-gain control potentials are applied
to the grid circuits of the fina l three stages.

f. The if attenuator , which is variable from 20 decibels to 40
decibels in steps of 5 decibels , compensates for tube and
ci rcuit aging in the receiver.

g. The if amplifier amplifies the if signal and detects the video.

1) The first six stages are identica l voltage amplifiers.

2) Transformer coupling Is used throughout .

3) The transformers have loading resistors across the
windings to give the necessary bandpass.

4) The V7 is a conventiona l, high-gain power amp lifier.

5) The final stage Is a dua l diode connected in a manner tha t
will produce both a negative and positive output .

6) The negative , bypass video is applied to the switcher-
mixer.

7) The positive , MTI video is sent to the MTI mod ulator
channel.

h. The switcher-mixer provides a means for presenting MTI
video during the initial portion of the sweep and bypass video
for the remainder of the sweep.

1) Tube VI is a conventiona l, one-shot , cathode-coupled
multivibrator with a positive, output pulse.

1~~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Remind the students that
JVl is replaced by a phantastron in systems 726
~ nd above.

2) The duration of the pulse is determined by setting the
MTI RANGE knob.
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3) The pos itive pulse allow s V5 to conduc t , and MTI video
is presented at the output.

4) The output of V I is inverted by V2 and sent to sw itchi
t ube V3.

5) The negative output of V2 cuts off V3.

6) At the end of the pulse, VS cuts off because of the
negative bias on the suppressor grid.

7) Tube V3, which has no fi xed bias on the suppressor grid ,
conducts at the end of the pulse, and bypass video is
presented for the remainder of the sweep.

8) Clamper V4 establishes the operating level for suppressor
grids of V3 and V5.

9) Mixer V6 unites the Ml’I, bypass video with the 1FF
Info rmation .

The video-and-ma rk channel provides a means of mixin g the
V video with the marks necessa ry for proper PPI and preci sion-

Indicato r display.

1) Video amplifier VS amplifies and inverts the negative
video input.

2) The v ideo is mixed with the positive ma rks at the input
to V7.

3) Tube V7 Is a conventional cathode follower that matches
the impedance of the coaxial line.

j. The PPI video amplifier V4 amplifies and inverts the video
and ma rks and applies the composite signa l to the cathode of
the PPI tube .

k. The precision-indicator video amplifier V2 is conventionally
designed and functions the same as the PP! video amplifier ,
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2. Preselector Operation.

a. The preselector contains a tuna ble cavity,  a coupling post,
and two coupling windows.

[1~~ rRUCTOR’S NOTE: Use training aid tol
~~~strate the cavity.

b. The cavity is tuned by changing its phys ical size.

1) The cavity Is geared to the receiver tuner motor.

2) If the size of the cavity is increased , the resonant
frequency is decreased .

3) If the size of the cavity is decrea sed, the resonant
frequency is inc reased.

c. The coupling windows couple the return echo into the cavity
a nd out of the cavity to the signal mixer.

d. The coupling post increases the attenuation of unwanted
signals, pa rticularly the image fr equency.

e. A damping ring is incorporated to prevent spurious oscillations.

3. Local-Oscillator Operation.

a. A reflex klystron Is used as the local oscillator.

[~~~TRUCTOR’S NOTE: This is the fi rs t klystron
~the students are exposed to in the equipment
Iportion of the course. Briefly explain the ope rat lo

~~~ klystron.

b. The external cavity and the repeller-voltage potentiomete r
are geared to the tune r motor.

c. Electrons flow from the cathode towa rd the resonator grids
and cause a slight oscillation in the resonant cavity .
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I) Most of the electrons pass on to the repeller plate where
they are repelled toward the grids.

2) The electrons tend to bunc h because of the a l ternat i n g
field a round the grids .

3) Oscillations may be sustained by causing the electrons
to ret urn to the grids at the proper time.

4) This is done by changing the size of the cavity and the
repeller-plate voltage.

4. Local-Oscillator Power Supply and Circuit Operation (fIg 6- 3).

a. Tube Vi is a full-wave rectifier with the cathode grounded to
give a negative output.

b. A negative, 800v , keep-alive voltage for the TR tube is
developed across regu lator tubes V2 through V6 and
resistors R3 through R8.

~~ STRUCTOR ’S NOT E: Review the operation of
~ o1tage- regulator tubes.

c. A -625 volts tapped from the junction of R3 and R4 and -400
volts from pin 2 of V7 are applied , th rough the spread and
level controls , to the repeller pot .

1) Tube VID maintains a potential difference of 108 volts
between the junction of R3OA and 1(28 and the junction of
R3OB and R29.

2) Spread control R31 and level control R30 provide a means
of adjusting the repeller for proper operation throughout
the frequency range of the local oscillator.

3) Tube V7 insures a minimum difference of 75 volts between
the cathode and plate voltage of the local oscillator.

V d. The 6.3-filament voltage Is available at the seconda ry of T2.
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5. Signal-Mixer Ope ration (fig 6-3).

a. The local-oscillator signal and the received echo are mixed
ac ross a m ixer loop.

1) One end of the mixer loop Is terminated by crystal diode
CR2 which detects the if signal.

2) The input signals , sum , and harmonic frequencies are
eliminated by an rf filter located at the output point of
the signa l mixer.

b. The intermediate frequency is conveyed to the if preamplifier
(fi g 6-7) by coaxial cable .

6. The IF Preamplifier and Its Circuit Operation (fig 6-7).

a. The if signa l is applied to the cathode of VI.

~~~ FRUCTOR’S NOTE: This Is the first the
I~ tudents have hea rd of a grounded-grid
~ mplifler. Its operation and advantages
j~j~ould be covered in detail.

1) The prope r input impeda nce Is provided by ZI .

2) Resistor RI and capacitor CS provide bias for VI.

3) The output is coupled to V2 by transformer Ti.

4) Transformer TI Is ove rcoupled to broaden the bandpass.

b. Tube V2 amplifies the signal and presents It to V3.

1) Resistor R4 detunes inductance LS to broaden the bandpass
of V2.

2) The signa l is coupled to V3 through C9.

c. The last three stages are conventiona l, high -gaIn voltage
amplifiers.
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7. The STC and Acquisition Receiver Gain Control Circuit Operat ion.

a. Multivibrator Vi is triggered by the preknoc k pulse.

1) Tube Vi i sa  one- shot , cathode-coupled multivibrator
with the A-section normall y cutoff.

~~~ TRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Vi will be covered
in detail since this Is the fIrst one-shot

( multivibrator covered in the equipment
tportion of the course.

2) When the pre knock Is applied, V 1A starts conducting,
and the resulting drop in p late voltage sta rts the cutoff
action of VIB.

3) The period tha t VIB is cutoff depends upon the length of
ti me needed for C3 to discha rge through R9 to a potentia l
which will allow the grid to rise to a level sufficientl y
positive to allow V 1B to conduct.

4) When the B-section conducts , the A -section cuts off and
remains In that state until the next preknoc k pulse .

5) The output is a positive pulse approximately 35 volts in
amplitude.

6) The length of the pulse, which is variable from 10 to 30
mIc roseconds, is determined by the setting of potentio-
meter R2.

b. The positive output of the mul ivibrator is applied to cathode
follower V2A.

1) A positive wavefo rm , approximatel y 15 volts in amplitud e,
is developed across R I l .

2) CapacItor CS cha rges to this level through CR1 and CR4.

3) At the end of the pulse, CS discha rges through R 13 and
R 14.
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4) The setting of R 13 determines the length of time it takes
for C5 to discha rge.

5) The discha rge time of C5 may be varied from 30 to 100
microseconds.

c. Tube V3A is a conveuttona l cathode follower with an output of
rough ly 17 volts .

d . The input to V2B Is coupled through Cb and rides on a negative ,
8v bias applied through CR2.

1) The output amplitude is controlled by Rb , the STC control.

2) The amplitude may be va ried from 0 volts to 19 volts.

e. Cathode follower V3B is biased at a high -positive potentia l
with its ou tput approximately the same amplitude as the input.

f. The STC signal Is clamped at a voltage determined by the
sett ing of 1(5, the acquisition receiver gain control.

1) ResIstors R4 and 1(5 constitute the voltage divider for the
acquisi tion receiver gain control voltage.

2) With the STC knob fully countercloc kwise, only the manua l
gain control voltage has effec t on the receiver.

SI. J MMA R Y

The preselector passes the desired frequenc y and attenuates all
othe rs.

2 . The signa l mix er  mixes the return echo with the local-oscIllator
output to produce an intermediate freq uency.

.3. The if preamplifier is used to overcome cable losses and to provide
a high signal-to-noise ratio.

4. The local-oscillator output Is mixed with the return signal to
produce an if signal.
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5. The local-oscillator power supply prov ides voltages for the
local oscillator and TR t ube, and filament supply for the AFC ,
the local oscillato r , and the if preamplifier.

COMMON TRO UBLES:

$ymptoms Probable Cause

Wea kness or complete loss Bad crystal in the signal
of acquisition video, mixer.

Pickup probe to the local
oscillator pulled out by
equipment vibration.

15i
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

ACQUISITION RECEIVER
(Part I)

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

1. The equipment will be deenergized .

2. The students will find and correc t troubles during the energizing
procedure.

~Q~J IP M EIn ’ NECESSARY: Multimeter , test amplifier , and synchroscope .

PREUMINARY TROUBLES:

1. Open sync pulse distribution between the rf and modulator unit s.

2. Replace the magnetron with a bad one if available.

DEMOPISTRATION:

1. Locate and rev iew the function of the following:

a. TR tube and keep-alive voltage ,

b. Preselector ,

c. Signal mixer ,

d. AFC mixer ,

e. Meter panel,

~~~ FRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain the use of th~J
~~er panel as a troubleshooting aid.

V 

f. Local oscillator,
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g. Receiver tuner motor ,

it . Repeller-plate pot ,

I. Local-oscillator power supply,

j .  IF preamplifier , and

k. IF amplifier and attenuator.

2. Demonstrate the preselector adjustments.

~~~TRUCTOR’S NOTE: Have each student per-
[~~ m the adjustment,

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary.

a. Faulty V6 in the switcher-mixer.

b. Faulty V7 in the video-and-mark mixer.

c. Replace signal mixer crystal with a bad one ,

d. Replace 6BL6 with a bad tube .

e. Replace V2 in the if amplifier.

f. Replace V3 in the if preamplifier.

2. RevIew.

a. Have students perform and record the daily computer checks .

b. Some time should be spent on chassis location.
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LESSON PLAN

ACQUISITION RECEIVER
(Part II)

~~~ECTIVE:

To present the detailed function and operation of the:

1. IF amplifier ,

2. Switcher-mixer , and

3. Video amplifier channel .

INTRODUCTION

The preceding lesson showed the deta iled operation of the circuitry which
converts the return echo into an if signal and transfers that signa l to the van.
This lesson will pick up the if signal from the preamplifier and carry it all
the way to the face of the cathode-ray tubes.

PRESENTATION:

1. Bloc k- Diagra m Review of the Receiver.

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Continuous review of the
fu nction of the units contained in the receiver will
insure a sound over-all knowledge on the part of
the student. It will not be necessa ry to spend too
rruc h time on this block discussion.

a. The mixer cha nnel passes the desired signal.

I) All other frequencies are attenuated.

2) The return echo is converted into a frequency which is in a
more usable range .
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b. The if amplifier channel amplifies and detects the signa l contain-
ing target information .

c . The switcher-n. ixer switches the MI’I to bypass video and
combines it with the 1FF information.

d . The video-and-mark channe l adds to the video the marks which
complete the PPI and presentation display.

e. Each PPI and precision indicator conta ins a sepa rate video
amplifier.

!,, - 
2. The IF Attenuator (gig 6-7).

~ NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: This is the first attenuation
~ietwork of this type that the students have encountered .
lEach student should have a good knowledge of this type
~f network by the end of the class.

a. A fixed attenuation of 20 decibels is presented by R32 , R33 , and
R34.

b. Switch Si/A50 provides an additional 0- to 20-decibel deviation
in attenuation in steps of 5 decibels.

3. The IF Amplifier and Its Circuit Operation ( fig 6-8).

a. The first six stages are identical voltage amplifiers .

1) Transformer TI coup1e~ ~he signa l to the grid of V i .

2) Resistor R I  loads Ti to broaden the ba ndpass.

[INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Explain the need fo r a broad
~~ ndpass.

3) Resistor R2 and capacitor C3 provide bias for V I .

4) Resistor R3 loads the primary of T2 for a broad bandpass.

1 155
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5) Operation of tubes V2 through V6 is identica l to the
ope ration of Vi .

b. Power amplifier V7 amplifies the signa l and presents it to
detecto r V8.

1) BIa s fo,r V7 is provided by R 49 and C39 .

2) The broad bandpass is maintain ed by R48 and R50.

c . Detector V8 provides two video outputs of oppostte polarity.

1) Positive , MTI video is taken off the A-section, and negative ,
b~~ass video is detected by the B- section.

2) The LC networks in the output circuits of both sections
filter the intermediate (60 mc) Lequency.

4. The Switcher-Mixer and Its Circuit Operation ( fig 6-9).

a. The preknock pulse is coupled through Cl to Vi , a one-shot ,
cathode -coupled multivibrator,

~NSTRUCTOR’s NOTE: Remind the students that
Ithis multiv ibrator is replaced by a phantastron
Lc~rcuit in systems 726 and above.

I) Normally, the A-section is cutoff , and the B- section is
conducting heavil y.

2) When the prekn ock pulse is applied , the A -section conducts ,
and because of the resulting circuit action , the B-section
cuts off.

3) The sharp rise in plate voltage of the B-section is coupled
th rough CS to the control grid of V2 and the suppressor
grid of VS.

4) The duration of the output wavefo rm is controlled by the
setting of R2/B7, the MTI range potentiometer.
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5) CR3 allows C I I  to chu rgt’ qu ickl y ~i nd nut I in a in  t he dc k ’vt ’ I
constant at the grid of ViA.

b. The posit ive output of V I  is inv e tied by V2 and appi ted to V t .

I) Resistor R I 2 dete rut m i’s the a mp h t ode of t he ~ni INc a ppt it’d
to V3.

2) Resistor R I  2 is adjusted to ciii of t  V3 and .i IltiW Ii 10 Slit ii
conduction the instant VS is cut o f f

3) 11 V3 and VS were cut off at  t 1w same I usia in , a ri i~~ wou ld
appea r on the PPI.

L~ ir1ng the absence of a gate pulse , VS is heki cutoff  Lw the
tiega live pot entia l front voltage dividei~ 1(23 and 1(24. —

I) The positive gate pulse oveivomes the bias on the
suppresso F grid , and VS i oflduct s .

2) The M1’L video applied to ttw cont vol grid wil l  lx’ present
at the output for I tie dora lion of I 1w pulse.

3) Tube V4A c lamps the suppressor grid at ground level.

ii. By~x~ss video is coupled to the grid of V3 through C~ .

1) The ampl i tude  of the vidco is cont rolled by 1( 13.

2) The negative pulse from V2 applied to the sot ressor gri t i
causes pl ate curr ent  to be cut o f f .

3) At the end of the pulse , V3 conducts and bypass video
replaces MTI video in f lit’ common plate c i r cu i t  of V3 and
VS.

4) ResIstor R lb is adju sted so tha t the in t ensi ty  of the bypass
and MTI portio ns of the sweep a r e  the same.

5) The suppressor gt’id of V3 is clampeti at groun d by V4 13.
V 157
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6) If the MTI switch is in the OFF position , there is no
multivibrator action , and bypass video is presented for the
entire length of the sweep.

e . The video is coupled thmugh C8 to the control grid of V6A .

1) Bias for V6A and V68 is provided by voltage divide r R27
and R29 .

2) The 1FF information is applied to the grid of V6B.

3) The bypass and MTI video are mixed with 1FF info rmation
In the common plate circuit for both sections .

[~NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Point out tha t the plate
froita ge for V6 comes from the video-and-mark
Lmixer. The coaxia l cable is therefore hot.

f. The output is conveyed to the video-and-mark mixer by coaxial
cable .

5. Video-and -Mark Channel Circuit Operation (fig 6- 10).

a . The negative video is coup led th rough C15 to the grid of V5.

1) Crystal CR7 clamps the signal at a negative level determined
by voltage divider R44 and R46.

2) The positive signa l is coupled th rough R53, C20, and R57
to the grid of V7.

3) The video and marks are m ixed at the junction of R52 and
R53.

b. Tube V7 is dual-triod e connected with both sections in parallel
to opera te as a cathoVde follower.

1) The voltage divider of R56 and R58 provides a -5. 8v fixed
bias.
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2) Crystal CR9 clamps the signa l at the bias level.

3) ‘t he output is fed throug h coaxia l cable to the precision
indicators and PPI.

c. Ml’! meter Ml when in the ML position is connected to read
the average dc voltage on the ACQ vIdeo cable.

1) A bias , controlled by MTR set cont rol R~~V ’A 2 ~ , is provided
(through the meter) to ba lance out most of the dc voltage on
the v ideo cable.

2) Wheti the FiNE BAL switch is ope rated, sonic of the
resistance is shorted and makes the circuit more sensitive.

3) l’he mete r can be used as an ind ication of lztsclinc step.

4) OptImum balance Is reached when the meter set is adjusted
for m in imum re~~ling on the M1’L mete r with the MON ML
switch in the ML position.

6. The P L V i d e o  Amj~~ Ier~tnd Its Circuit Qperat ion (fig 7-.~~~

NOTE: Tell the students tha t there 1
~ re two PPI video amplifiers , one for each PPI , which

~~~~Id~~tica 1 and Inter~~~~~~ab1e.

a. The video is applied to the grid of V4 throug h contacts I and 9
of K i , R5 , and C8.

1) Fixed bias is developed by voltage divider R18 and 1(20.

2) Crysta l CR 1 clamps the signa l at the level of the bias
volta ge.

3) Resistor R5 Is varied by the GAIN control knob on the face
of the PPI.

b. The output , negative video and marks , is applied di rectly to
the cathode of the PPI.
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7. Precision-Indicator Video Amplifier and Its Circuit Operation
~fig 10-3).

INSTR UCTOR ’S NOTE: Tell the students that there
are two precision indicators, each with its own video
amplifier , which are identical and interchangeable.
The individua l v ideo amplifiers are also inter-
changeable.

a. The video is applied to video amplifier V2 through R9 and C5.

1) Fixed bias Is developed by voltage divider R8 and R b .

2) Crysta l CR! clamps the signa l at the bias voltage level,

3) The setting of R9 is varied by the GAIN control knob on the
front of the precision indicator.

b. The output is applied to the cathode of the Pt tube.

SUMMARY:

The if attenuator compensates for aging of components.

2. Two outputs are obtained from the if amplifier: bypass video and MTI
video.

3. The switcher-mixer provides a means of switching from MT! to
bypass video and of mixing the video with 1FF information.

4 . The video is mixed with the marks in the video-and-mark channel.

5. Negative video and marks are applied to the cathodes of the PPI and
P1 tubes by their respective video amplifiers .

I NSTRUCTOR’S NOT E: Inform the students that the
ACQ receiver control units b r  systems 726 and above
are not Interc ha ngeable with the control units for
~reced1ng systems. Should an interc ha nge be attempted,
the MTI range would increase when the operator tried
to decrease the range, etc.
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COMMON TROUB LES:

Symptoms Probable Cause

No video or marks on PPI or V7, video-and-mark mixer,
precision indicators. bad.

Note: Compa ratively few troubles occur in this portion of the receiver
channel.

161
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PRACT ICA L EXERCIS E

ACQUISITION RECEIVER
~~~~~l1)

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

The equi pment will be completel y deenergized .

~~~UtPMENF NECESSARY:

I. Multimeter ,

2. Test amplifier , and

3. Frequency power meter.

PREUMINARY TROUBLES:

1. Replace the local-oscillator tube with a bad one.

2. Turn GAIN and INTENSI TY controls to minimum .

~~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: The students should fi nd ila nd correct the trouble during the energizing
j~ rocedure.

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Using the test amplifier , follow the video from the input of the
switcher-mixer to the face of the PPI .

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Each student should]
h~~nitor the video along this channel. 

______

2. EXir ing the demonstration of the video stages , review the function of
each unit.

162 1
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3. Demonstrate the switcher-mixer adj ustments.

frNSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Each student will performj

~~ adjustments. I
4. Demonstrate the sensitivity time control adjustment.

f~NSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Each student will performj
~~~ adjustment . 

— J
SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary. Place the following troubles in the equipment .

a. Defective VI In STC.

b. Defective V3 in the switcher-mixer.

c. Filament to cathode short V6 (pin 3 to 8) in the switcher-mixer.

d. Open terminal No. 97/ A (Bf to if preamplifier).

e. Bad tube in Pt’! video amplifier.

2. Review.

a. Have students perform computer daily checks and fill in log book.

b. Measure the ACQ frequency and power.

c. The remaining time should be spent in the location of various
units inc luding those not yet covered .

I
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LESSON PLA N

AC~~UISflION A IJTOMATIC FREQUE NC Y CONTROL
(Pa rt I)

~~~ECTIVE:

To present the fu nction and the operation of the:

I. AFC mixer ,

2. IF amplifiers ,

3. Limiter ,

4. Discriminator ,

5. Video amplifier , and

6. Pulse stretc her.

INTRODUCTION:

Up to this point in the course, a pulse of rf energy has been developedand transmitted, and the target reflections have been received and displayedon the cathode-ray indicators . To insure receiver operation at the trans-mitter frequency, AFC is employed . If the transmitter changes frequency,the AFC detects the cha nge and tunes the receiver automatically to the newfrequency.

PRESENTATION:

1. The AFC Channel Block Diagram (fig 6- 1).

a. The AFC mixer combines the local-oscillator output and a
sample of the transmitted pulse to produce an intermediate
frequency.
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[INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Point out the similarity
lbe~~een the AFC and the signa l mixers. Explain
the effects of inse rting one of the pickup probes

~oo far into the local-oscillator cavity .

1) The m ixer filters the radio- frequency energy and passes the
intermediate frequency to the intermediate amplifier.

2) The Intermediate frequency is detected by crysta l diod e
CR1 .

b. The if amplifiers VI, V2, and V3 are conventional transformer-
coupled if stages.

I) The handpass of the if amplifiers is 10 megacycles .

2) The amplifiers are given a broad bandpass by loading
resistors across the transformer windings.

c. Limiter V4 amplifies wea k signals and clips strong signals so
that the discriminator receives a signal tha t is constant in
amplitude.

1) The plate is held at a low potential so tha t strong signals
saturate the tube.

2) GrId-leak bias as well as cathode bias is used.

3) The amount of grid current is shown on meter M2/ F6 and
indicates the operation of the first four stages.

d. The discriminator senses any change in frequenc y and converts
the shift into a series of pulses.

1) The amplitude of the pulses is proportional to the amount
of frequency deviation.

2) The polarity of the pulses is determined by the direction of
frequency shift .
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3) Positive pulses are developed if the interm ediate frequency
drops below 60 megacycles.

4) If the input frequency goes above 60 megacycles, the
output pulses are negative.

e. Video amplifier V6A , which is conventional In design , amplifies
the discrIminator output and sends it to the center tap of the
seconda ry of transfo rmer T6.

f. The pulse stretcher converts the positive or negative pulses to
a dc voltage for use in the ba lanced modulator.

1) A positive pulse is obtained from the pulse transformer to
gate the pulse stretcher for the desired period only.

2) A crystal in the grid circuit of cathode follower V6B clips
the ragged top of the gate pulse,

3) The pulse stretcher may be considered as a capacitor that
has a short charge time and a very long discha rge time.

4) The dc level to which the capacitor charges during the
input pulse is maintained relatively constant during the
period between pulses .

5) As a result , the output is an almost constant dc potential. 
—

g. The balanced modulator provides a 400-cycle output whose
phase and amplitude correspond to the polarity and magnitude
of the dc input.

1) In the absence of a dc contro l voltage, there Is no output .

2) When the control voltage is present , a n unbalance is c reated,
and a 400-cycle voltage is developed.

L 3) The ac output from the modulator determines the amount
and direction of rotation of the receiver-tuner motor.
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h. Inverter amplifier V10 converts the push-puU output of the
balanced mod ulator to a single-ended signa l and feed s it to the
LPSA .

Two low-power servo amplifier boosts the signa l strength to a
level sufficient to operate the tune r motor.

I) The first two stages are voltage amplifiers.

2) The signal from the second stage is converted to a push-pull
voltage by a pa raphase amplifier.

3) The final output stage is a push-pull power amplifier feed ing
a transformer tha t converts the signal to a single-ended
voltage.

j. The receiver-tuner motor is a two-phase ac motor.

1) When the output from the LPSA is applied , the motor turns
in a direc tion determined by the phase of the signal.

2) When the intermediate frequency returns to 60 megacycles ,
the LPSA no longer has an output , and the motor stops .

3) The tuner motor drives the repeller-plate potentiometer,
the local-oscillator runing piston , the preselector tuning
piston , and switch S13/F2.

k. When the input to the if amplifier varies more than five mega-
cycles above or below the intermediate frequency, the signal
cannot pass through the if amplifier. At this point , the auto-
search circuits take control.

1) The action of the balanccd modulator and the circuits which
follow is the same as in normal operation.

2) A relay deenergizes and applies a dc voltage to the balanced
modulator through the pulse stretcher.
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3) A negative, 15 volts are applied to cause the tuner to sea rch
up through its frequency range at a very fast rate.

4) The relay while deenergized prevents the AFC from locking
on the lower sideband while searching up.

5) At the upper-fr equency limit , S13 is operated energizing a
relay.

6) The relay switches the autosea rch voltage to a pos itive
5 volts .

7) The tuner searches down through its frequency range and
locks on the intermediate frequency.

2. The AFC Mixer Operation (fig 6-3).

a. A sample of the transmitter pulse is taken from the waveguide
between the magnetron and the ATR tubes through a coupling
window.

b. Energy is extracted from the local oscillator by a pickup probe
in the resonant cavity.

c. A directional coupler feeds energy from the local oscillator into
the mixer line.

1) A powdered iron core at the termination of the coupler
attenuates the local-oscillator energy .

2) Matching is obtained by using dielectric rings .

d. The crysta l mounted in one wall of the mixer at the end of the
mixing line detects the if signal.

e. The input frequencies , sum, and harmonic frequencies are
filtered out by the rf filter at the if output line.
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3. The IF Amplifier ~~ era -tj on (fi~~6-4) .

a . The input from the AFC mixer ~s applied to Vl th rough trans-former TI .

I) The AFC crystal current flows from ground through meterM2/ Fô or R25 and R 15 , the pr imary of TI , and backthro ugh the c rystal to ground.

2) Resistors R28 and R5 prov ide a broad bandpass.

3) Resistor RI  and capacitor C6 provide cathode bias for V i .
4) The signal is coupled to V2 through T2.

b. The operation of V2 and V3 is the same as tha t of Vi .
4. LimIter V4 a nd ts Circuit ~~eraUon

a. Tube V4 is opera ted at a low-plate voltage so tha t the tube iseasily saturated .

b . Grid-lea k bia s is developed by R22 and C4.

I) Grid current flows from the grid throtigh the seconda ry ofT4, R22, R17, and R26.

2) The limiter current is read on the meter M2/F6 andi ndicates the performance of the first four stages.
c. Wea k signals are amplifi ed, while strong signals overdrive V4and a re limited .

— ) 5. Discriminator VS and Its Circuit Operation

a. The secondary of TS ~s a series resonant circu it  tuned to 60megacycies.

1) When the input signal is 60 megacycles, the ci rcuitreacta nces are equa l, and V5A and V5B conduct equally .
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2) Therefore , the cha rges on C18 and C19 are equal, and
there is no output.

3) If the input is not 60 megacycles, the inductive and
capacitive reactances are unequal, and the resultant
voltages at opposite ends of the circuit are different
in amplitude and phase.

4) Tubes VSA and VSB will not have equal conduction.

5) Capacitors C18 and C19 will not charge to the same amount ,
and a series of pulses will result.

6) The magnitude of the pulses is dependent upon the amount
of frequency deviation.

7) The polarity of the pulses is determined by the di rection
of frequency deviation .

b. The output is taken from the junction of R14 and R67 and
applied to V6A.

6. Video ~~~plifier V6A.

a. Tube V6A is a straightforward video amplifier using degeneration
to retain the pulse shape.

b. The output is coupled through C20 to the center tap of T6 in the
pulse stretcher.

7. Cathode Follower V6B (fig 6-5).

a. Gate pulses from the pulse-transformer circuit are applied
through R24 to the control grid.

I) The ragged tops of the pulses are clipped by CR!.

2) The bottom of CR! is held at +26 volts by the voltage
divider Rl9 , R60, and R62. I
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3) If the pulse goes above 20 volts , CR I conducts , and the
resulting current throug h R24 holds the ump i it ud c at
20 volts.

b. The output, a posit ive pulse on the orde r of 20 volts, is coupled
through C3O to the prima ry of To.

8. Pulse Stretcher V7A and V7 13 and Its Circuit  Operat ion.

a. The gate pulses at the primary of TO appea r as negative pulses
at the top of the secondary and as positive pulses at the bottom
of the seconda ry .

1) The pulses cause V7A and V7B to conduct an equa l amount.

2) The r esistor—ca p acitor combinations In the plate c i rcui t s
develop a bias tha t holds the tube s cutoff between pulses.

b.- The input from th e disc r imi n ator  adds to the gate pulse at one
end of the secondary and subtracts from the gate pulse at the
other end.

1) lI the input from the discr im inator  is pos itive , the pulse
applied to V7A will be of larger amplitude than the pulse
applied to V7B.

2) Conduction of V7A is larger than V7B~ and capa c nor C23
cha rges positive.

3) Capacitor C23 holds thi s cha rge because of the long
discha rge ti me constant .

4) The dc level will cha nge with an amplitud e change of the
input from the disc riminator .

5) Operation for a negative input is the opposite.

c. The dc output is applied to the ba lanced modulator.
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SUMMARY:

1. The purpose of the AFC channel is to provid e continuous frequenc y
correction for the receiver.

2 . The AFC mixer provides an if signal.

3. The if amplifiers have a bandpass of 10 megacycles.

4 . The discriminator detects any frequency shift and provides a series
of positive or negative pulses at its output.

5. The pulse stretcher converts the pulses to a dc voltage.

COMMON TROUBLES:

~ymptoms Proba ble Causc

AFC will not lock on. Bad crystal in the AFC mixer.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Explain the method of
localizing the trouble. If there is AFC mixer
current but no limiter current , the t rouble is
proba bly in the fi rs t four stages of the AFC unit.
If there Is no AFC mixer current , and the meter
Indicates signal-mixer crystal current, the
trouble is in the pickup probe or the crystal.
If there is no AFC mixer current and no
signal-mixer crystal current , check the local
oscillator. If it is possible to get AF C cry sta l
current and limiter current , the t rouble is
b~yond the limiter stage.
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PRACTICAL EXERCIS E

ACQUISITION AFC
(Pa rt I)

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

The equipment will be completely deenergized.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: Multimeter, test amplifier, and synchroscope.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLES:

1. Defective V8 in the if amplifier.

2. Local- oscillator cavity - coupling probes withd rawn .

1I~~TRUCTOR’S NOTE: The students should findi
ta nd correct the trouble during the energizing
(procedure.

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Locate and review the following:

a. AFC mixer ,

b. Crystal-current meter M2 ,

c. A FC If amplifiers ,

d. Discriminator ,

e. Video amplifier,

f. Pulse stretcher,

g. AFC gate cathode follower,
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h. Autosea rch relays,

i. Balanced mod u lator ,

j .  Low-power serv o amplifier , and

k . Receiver tuner motor.

2. Demonstrate the use of the synchroscope in monitoring the output of
the disc riminator.

3. Show how the limiter current may be obtained through manual
tuning .

4. Remove any of the first four stages and note the effect.

~NSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Cover troubleshooting
Ip~ocedure for these stages.

5. Demonstrate the use of the HUNT indicator lamp.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary .

a. Insert probe to signal mixer all the way in and extract the AFC
probe from the local-oscillator cavity.

b. Replace V2 with a faul ty tube (AFC unit).

c. Remove AFC crysta l .

d. Open terminal No. 98/A (+250 volts to ACQ antenna).

2. Review.
a. Replace one of the if amplifier tubes with a L~ d tube .

b. Have students perform the daily checks on the computer.
c. Misadjust the 320v supply in the computer.

d. Place a bad tube In one of the computer dc amplifiers.
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LESSON PLA N

ACQUISITION AFC
(Pa rt II)

OBJ ECTIV E:

To understand the function and operation of the:

4 ,  1. Balanced modulator,

2. Inverter amplifier ,

3. Low-power servo amplifier ,

4. Tuner motor, and

5. Autosearch circuit.

INTRODUCTION: -

In the preceding lesson, any frequency deviation by the magnetron was
detected by the discriminator. The result was a series of positive or
negative pulses that were converted Into a steady dc voltage by the pulse
stretcher. This lesson will show how the dc voltage is converted into a
400-cycle control voltage tha t causes the tuner motor to tune the receiver
to the magnetron frequency.

PRESENT AT ION:

1. Acquisition AFC Block Diagram.

a. The AFC mixer beats the local-oscillator output with a sample
of the transmItt ed frequency.

b. The if amplifiers amplify the difference frequency if it La within
the 10-megacycle bsndpaae.
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c. The limiter amplifies the weak signals and limits the strongpeaks so that its output is of constant amplitude.

d. The dIscriminator detects any change in the if frequency andproduces a series of positive or negative pulses depending on 
- 

-the direction of frequency shift.

1) The amplitude of the pulses corresponds to the amoun t ofchange.

2) The output is fed to the pulse stretcher through a videoamplifier.

e. The pulse stretcher converts the pulses into a relativelyconstant dc voltage .

f. The balanced modulator converts the dc voltage Into a 400-cycleerror voltage .

1) The amplitude of the 400-cycle signal corresponcla to themagnitude of the dc voltage.

2) The phase of the error signal corresponds to the polarityof the dc voltage.

g. The low-power servo amplifier builds the signal amplitude toa level sufficient to drive the tuner motor.

h. The tuner motor tunes the preselector , local-oscillator cavity,and the repeller-plate potentiometer 80 that the receiver istuned to the correct frequency.

Should the difference fr equency go beyond the if ban dpass, theautoaea rch circuIts take con trol and drive the tuner throughoutthe entire frequency range, fina lly locking on the upper sideband .
2. Balanced Modulator and Its Circuit Operation (fig 6-5).

a. Four tubes comprise a balanced bridge circuit.
I) The dc control voltage is appl ied to the grids of V8A andV98.
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2) A fixed dc voltage is applied to the grids of V8B and V9A.

3) The cathodes receive a 400-cycle input.

b. In the absence of a dc control-voltage input , there is no output.

1) Resistor R43 is adjusted so tha t the ac output of V9A and
V8B is the same as the dc output of V9B and V8A.

2) The signals at the cathodes of V8A and WA are 180° out
of phase.

3) The plates of V8A and V9A are tied together, and , since
the signals are equal in amplitude and 180° out of phase,
they cancel.

4) Tubes V8B and V9B operate the same as V8A and V9A.

c. There will be a 400-cycle output when the dc contro l voltage isapplied.

1) If the control voltage is positive, the gain of V8A and V9B
increases.

a) Since the signal at the plate of V8A is of greater
amplitude than the signal at the plate of WA, the two
signals will not completely cancel.

b) The result is a voltage coupled through C30 to VJOA .

c) The output of V9B will be greater than the output of
V8B.

d) There will be a 180° phase difference between the
outputs of the A- and B-sections.

2) If the control voltage is negative, the gain of V8A and V9B
decreases, and circuit operation is the reverse of tha t
for a positive input.
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3. Phase Inverter Vl0 and Its Circuit Operation (fig 6-6).

a. The push-pull output of the balanced modulator is converted to
a single-ended signal by VI0.

1) The output of cathode follower VIOA is developed across
R63, the common cathode resistor for VIOA and VIOB.

2) The input to the grid of V 1OB is 180° out of phase with the
cathode signal, and the two signals aid .

b. The output , a composite of the two inputs , is coupled throughC32 to the LPSA.

)- 4. Low-Power Servo Amplifier and Its Circuit Operation (fig 16-13).

a. Tubes VIA and V1B are voltage amplifiers.

I) A degene rative feedback is taken from cathode resistor R8
of ViA and applied to the grid of VIB.

2) The purpose of the feedback is to overcome any tendency
for the circuit to oscillate.

b. Tubes V2A and V2B conve rt the signal to a push-pull voltage .

1) The output of ViA is applied to the grid of V2A .

2) Tube V2A functions as a phase splitter with one output
taken from its plate circuit and the other developed across

- 

- 

RIO , the common cathode resistor for V2A and V2B.

3) Tube V2B functions as a grounded-grid amplifier , a nd no
phase inversion takes place.

c. Power amplifiers V3 and V4 develop a signal strong enough todrIve the tuner motor.

I) Transformer Ti converts the push-pull signal to a single-
ended output.
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2) The signal is applied di rectly to terminal No. 1 of the
tuner motor.

5. Tuner Motor V3/F2 (fig 6-61.

a. Whe n acquisition power is turned on, 120 volts phase C are
applied to winding 3-4.

1) Ground is applied when K4/F7 is energized.

2) The motor turns in a direction determined by the phase of
the input from the LPSA .

b. The motor drives in a direction that tunes the local oscillator
to 60 megacycles above the magnetron frequency.

c . The preselector is tuned to the transmitter frequency.

6. Autosearch Circuits and Circuit Operation (figs 6-4 and 6-5).

a. Whe n limiter V4 is drawing grid current , V 11B ts held close
to cutoff.

I) The bias on V 11A causes it to conduct heavily and
energize K !,

2) Ground is applied to the center tap of T6, and the circuit
operates norma lly .

b. Whe n the if input strays beyond the bandpass of the if
amplifier , VII B conducts heavily .

l) The plate voltage of V I I B  drops because of its heavy
conduction.

2) As a result , the voltage at the jun ction of R~4 and R65
swings in a negative direction and cuts off V 1IA.

3) Rela y K! deenergizes . and the autosearch voltage is
applied to the center tap of T6.
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4) At the lower limit , switch S13/F2 brea ks contact , and
K3/F7 deenergizes.

5) A negative, 15 volts is applied to T6 through contacts 1
and 3 of K3 which causes the tuner to sweep up through
its range very rapidly .

6) Pins 4 and 6 of relay K3/ F7 ground the grid of VII B and
prevent the AFC from locking on during the upsweep.

7) At the upper limit , S13/ j~2 makes contact , energizing K3,
and a positive 5 volts is applied to T6 through contacts
2 and 3 of K3/F7.

8) The tuner sweeps down slowly and locks on the 60-
megacycles intermediate frequency.

c. Should the receiver lock on the lower sIdeba nd , the AFC
RELEASE switch may be operated, and the receiver will
sweep down in frequency.

1) When the AFC RELEASE switch is operated , relay K2/F7
energizes and +15 volts are applied to transformer T6.

2) When the receiver reaches its lower limit, circuit opera-
tion is the same as in 6. b. above.

7. The AFC HUNT indicators flicker continuously when the AFC is
locked on the upper sideband (fig 6-6).

a. When the AFC is locked-on the lower sideba nd , the flicke r is
slower.

b. When the AFC is not locked-on, there is no glow from the
indicators.

SUMMARY:

1. The balanced modulator converts the dc into a 400-cycle voltage.
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2. The LPSA amp lifies the 400-cycle signa l to a level tha t issufficient to drive the tuner motor.

3. The tuner motor drives the tuning plungers of the local-oscillatorand preselector cavities , the repeller plate potentiometer, andUMIT switc h S13.

4. The a utosearch circuits prevent the AFC from locking on duringthe upsweep .

5. The autosea rch circuits take control whenever the if signal fromthe AFC mixer is outside the IO-megacycle bandpass.

COMMON TROUBLES:

Probable Cause

1. AFC searches to one limit AFC unit out of adjustmentand stops . (R66) .

2. AFC continually searches Bad signal-mixer crystal.and never locks on the
correct frequency. .

3. AFC not searching. Contacts 7 and 8 of K4/ F7
stuc k in the open position.
ACQ magnetron current not
sufficient to energize K4/F7.
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PRACTICA L EXERCISE

ACQUISITION AFC
(Part II)

AA FCS M33 SETUP~

The equipment will be completely deene rgized .

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY:

1. Multimeter ,

2. Test amplifier , and

3. Null-voltage test set .

PRELIMINARY TROUBLES:

1 . Replace V2 in the pulse synchronizer with a defective tube.

2. Turn all operating controls to minimum .

DEMO~~~TRATIO N:

1. Locate and review the following:

a. Pulse synchronizer ,

b. Trigger generator,

c. Modulator ,

d. Magnetron,

e. Duplexer,

f. Mixer channel ,
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g. RF sample to AFC mixer ,

h . Local oscillator ,

I. AFC chassis,

j. AFC LPSA ,

k. Tuning motor B3/F2,

1. Linkage tuning motor , local oscillator , repeller-plate pot,
and preselector, and

m. AFC release buttons.

~NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: As each of the above is
~covered, trace the signals through the block
~j~gram.

2. Point out and demonstrate the following adjustments:

a. Spread and level,

b. RELAY AMP adjustment, and

c. Modulator balance.

~NSTRUC TOR’S NOTE: After the demonstration, I
~~ve students make the above adjustments. j

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary.

a. Misadjust RELA Y AMP adjustment.

b. Replace V6 in the AFC chassis wIth a defective tube.

C. Remove termina l No. 127 RC (fig 6-4) .
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d. Replace VII in the AFC chassis with a defective tube .

e. Remove terminal No. 237 TC (fig 6-6).

f. Remove AFC HUNT Indicator lamp.

2. Review.

a. Have students monitor computer , dc-amplifier inputs using the
null-voltage test set.

b. Review location and function of receiver components with the
students who are not engaged in troubleshooting.
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LESSON PLAN

MOVING-TARGET INDICATOR SYSTEM
(Part I)

OBJECTIVE:

To present the function and operation of the:

1. Moving-target indicator (complete block diagram),
4

2. Modulator channel,

3. I~~lay channel, and

4. Nondelay channel.

INTRO WCTION:

In the study of the main portion of the receiver, MTI video was mentioned
several times. In this lesson, the student will learn what MTI is, how it is
produced , and for what it is used . MTI video is used to its best advantage
in mountainous terrain or in congested areas where there are many tall
buildings that cause a large amount of ground clutter to appear on the PPI and
precision Indicators.

PRESENTATION:

1. MTI System Complete Block Diagram (fIg 6-2).

a. The MTI modulator generates a 15-mc carrier and modulates It
with the preknock pulse and MTI video.

1) Tube V2 is a Hartley oscillator used to generate the 15-mc
carrier.

2) Tube Vi Inverts the preknock pulse and feeds It to modulator
VS.
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• 3) It is essential that the preknock and video be opposite in
pola rity so tha t they can be sepa rated In later stages.

4) The preknock and video are applied to the suppressor grid
of V3~ the carrier Is fed to the control grid.

5) The output of V3 Is the 15-mc carrier modulated by the
preknock pulse and the video.

6) The carrier Is necessa ry to convey the MTI video through
the quartz-delay line.

7) The rf amplifier V4 reproduces the signa l from V3 with
fidelity and matches the Impedance of the coaxial line .

B) Amplifier V l /A l 6  amplifies the modulator carrier to a
level great enough to excite the input crystal of the quartz-
delay cell.

9) The output of Vl/A 1b is fed to the delay and nondelay
cha nnels.

b. The Mu delay channel retards the modulated input for 1, 000
microseconds .

1) Quartz-delay ceU Zi provides the necessary delay.

2) The signa l undergoes approximately 65 decibels of
attenuation in Zl .

3) Tube V3/A16 is an rf amplifier designed for maximum gain
at 15 megacycles per second .

4) Cathode follower V2/A 16 acts as a buffer and impedance-
matching device between the delay-cell amplifier and the

• delay amplifier.

5) The 0-to- 20 db attenuator , which can be cha nged in steps
of five db, provides a means of equalizing the output
amplitudes of the delay and nondelay amplifiers.
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6) Stages VI to V4/A3l are voltage amplifiers whose gain is
controlled by an AGC voltage.

7) Power amplifie r VS amplifies the signa l and applies it to
CR1 and CR2.

8) CR1 and CR2 detect the delay video and the preknock pulse
which ride on a negative, four-volt level.

9) The output from CR1 and CR2 is applied to delay line Zl/A29 ,
delay ICC amplifier V2, and the autosync channel.

10) Should the output level change, AGC amplifier V2/A29
would alter the AGC voltage to the grid of VI/A3 1 and bring
the output level ixick to a negatIve, 4 volts.

11) 1~~lay line Zl/A29 provides a means for making the output-
time relationship of the delay and nondelay channels equal.

12) The output of ZI is applied to the lower end of R26 (fig 6-2).

c. The MTI nondelay channel introd uces attenuation and amplification
to the nondelay video by an amount equa l to that which the delay
video receives .

1) The first four stages are voltage amplifiers that perfo rm
the same function as the first four stages in the delay
amplifier.

2) The power amplifier Is conventiona l in design. Its output is
fed to CR1 and CR2/A30.

3) Crysta ls CR1 and CR2 detect the signal and feed it to the
upper end of R25 in the mixing network (fIg 6-2).

4) The output level is a positIve, 4 volts.

5) Should the level at the bottom of R26 or the top of R25
change, cancellation would no longer take place, and the
resultant signal would be fed to the nondelay AGC amplifier.
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6) The output of V8/A29 would then cause a gain deviation in
Vi which would bring the output level of the nondelay
amplifier to a potential equal to tha t of the delay channel.

7) The gain of the two channels would then be equal.

8) The noixiela y output is applied to the MTI video channel.

d. The MTI video channel is arra nged so tha t the posit ive and
negative video Is ampltfL ed and appea rs as a composite ,

• negative signa l at the output .

1) Since echoes from fixed targets a lways return with the same
amplitude and time relationship, they are canceled.

2) Moving-ta rget return echoes , resulting from amplitude and
time variations , give both positive and negative video .

3) Tube V6/ A 29 is a conventiona l video a mplifier which
ampli fies both the positive and negative video.

4) Crysta l CR1! A29 passes the nega tive v ideo and rejects the
positive.

5) The input signa l to V7 is attenuated so that the output
amplitude of CR1 and CR2 will be equal.

6) Tube V7 invert s the output of V6.

7) Crystal CR2 passes the negative portion of the V7 output .

8) The negative MTI video is presented to the switcher-mixer
channel.

e. The autosync channe l insures transmitter triggering at precise
interva ls.

1) Amplifier V3 accepts the output signa l from the delay
ampli fier.
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2) The bias on V3 is such tha t only the positive preknoc k is
passed; the negative v ideo is blocked .

3) Autosync amplifier V4 amplifies the signal and presents it
to VS.

4) Cathode follower VS matches the impedance of the coaxial
line used to convey the autosync pulse to V 1/125 .

5) Wt~~n the AUTO-IN’! switc h is in the AUTO position ,
amplifier Vl/A25 inverts the pulse and applies it to V2JA2 5.

f. The test-pulse channe l provides a positive pulse which is used
for M1’L adjustment .

1) Test-pulse driver V3A invert s the sync pulse and applies
it to the plate of V3B as a trigger pulse.

2) Tube V3B is a blocking oscillator with a positive output
approximately 6 volt s in amplitude and 7 to 9 microseconds
in duration.

3) The output is applied to modulator V3/A26 when the TEST
PU LSE switch Is in the ON position.

2. The MTI Modulator Channel Circuit Operation (fig 6- l.~~

a. The preknock pulse is applied to amplifier Vi.

1) The unbypassed cathode resistor provides degeneration to
obtain high- frequency response.

~!~~ TRUCTOR’S NOT E: Rev iew the use of degenerati~~
~o obta in high- fre~quency response. ]

2) The gain of VI is app roximately one .

3) Crystal CR 1 is a clamping diode that eliminates the pip at
the trailing edge of the preknock pulse.
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4) The negative pulse is applied to the suppressor grid of V3.

h. The 15-mc carrier is generated by oscillator V2.

1) Impeda nce ZI in the grid circuit of V2 determines the
output frequency.

2) Feedback Is obtained by inductive coupling between the two
sections of the inductor.

3) Necessary bias is maIntained by the charge on CS.

4) Capacitor Cb Is a plate-bypass capacitor.
5) The output , take n From the cathode, is coupled through C9

to the control grid of mod u lator V3.
c. Modulator V3 functions to modulate the carrier with the

negative preknoc k pulse and the positive MTI video .

frI~TRUCTOR’s NOTE: The stude nts have had ye
Jlitt le on modulation up to this po int. A thorough
[~~y~ew should be pvesentcd at this time. - _______

1) The MTL video is applied to the suppressor grid of V3
through R 13. TEST PULSE switc h S..  C~’. and the pa rallel
combination of CS and Rl9 .

2) Voltage divider R22 and R23 supplies bias (or the
suppressor grid .

3) Resistors R24 and R30 provide a fixed bias for the contro lgrid.

4) The output is coupled th rough CII  to the grid of V4.

d. Tube V4 is an rf amplifier with excellent frequency response.
1) impeda nce Z2 in the grid circuit and Z3 in the plate circuit ,

together with the Interelectrode and distributed capacitances,are tuned to 15 megacycles per second.
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2) Resistor R28 broadens the frequency response of 23.

3) The tap on Z3 matches the impedance of the coaxia l line .

4) The output is fed to amplifier V 1/A 1b.

e. Tube V 1/A l6 is an impeda nce-coupled ri amplifier.

1) The inpu t signa l is developed across R I .

2) Resistor R3 broadens the frequency response of Li .

3) The output is coupled th rough CS to the delay channel and
the top of R5.

4) The output to the dela y channel Is taken front the top of RS.

5) Resistors R5 and R~ attenuate the signa l to the nonde la y
amplifier by 41 decIbels.

-
~~~ 3. The MTI Delay Channel Circuit Operation~jf ig 6

a. The qua rtz-dela y cell ZI receIves the output of V I ,A lb .

~NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: This is the first dela y~~fl
~ iis type to whic h the students have been exposed.j

1) The modulated carrier is applied to the Input crystal of the
dela y cell.

2) The inpu t crysta l transform s the electrical signa l into a
mechanical vib ratIon .

3) The mechanica l vibrations are transferred to the qua rtz -
dela y cell by physical contact .

4) The vibrations travel through the quartz disk and strike a
polished surfa ce.
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5) The surface reflects the vibrations to a second surface ,
and so on , until they reach the fina l sur ~~ce 1, OIX) micro-
seconds after entry.

6) A second crystal is in physical contact with the fina l
surface.

7) The c rysta l converts the mechanical v ibrations hack into
an electrical signal.

b. Tube V3 is a conventiona l rf amplifier.

1) The inpu t signal from the delay line is developed across
R 19 and LI.

2) Resistor R25 and C9 provide the cathode bias.

3) Resistor R27 and ClO are a plate-decoupling network.

4) The output , which is coupled through C l i . is fed to the
control grids of V2A and V2B.

c. Cathode follower V2, a dual triode connected in pa rallel , isolates
the dela y cell from the delay amplifier .

1) Capacitor C7 and resistor R24 decouple the plate circuit .

2) Cathode resistor R22 is pa railed by R23 and the 0-to- 20 db
atte nuator.

~) The a ttenuator compe nsates for gain varianons between the
delay and nondela y channels.

d . Stages Vi through V4 are identical voltage amplifiers (fig 6- 13).

1) The input to V I is coupled through Cl to the control grid .

2) The AGC voltage is applied to VI from the j unct ion of R2
and R4 .
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3) Resistor 83 and capacitor C3 provide cathode bias.

4) Resistor R7 and capacitor C4 form the plate-decoupling
network.

5) The output of V h s  coupled through C5, developed ac ross
ZI , and applied to the control grid of V2.

6) Stages V2 . V3, and V4 operate in a manner identical to
tha t of VI except that no AGC voltage ts applied to them.

e. Power amplifier VS boosts the signa l to the des i red level of
operation.

1) Resistor 816 and capacItor CIS establish cathod e bias.

2) Resistor Ri S and capacitor C16 decouple the plate and
screen grid.

3) Resistor R7 broadens the frequency response of the
primary of TI .

4) The center-tapped seconda ry of Ti feeds the it~’I-wav e
rec t ifier composed of CR1 and CR2.

5) The l5-mc carrie r is filtered by LI , C18, and C6.

6) The output , riding at a negative, 4v level , is applied to
Z 1 A29, the junction of R8 and R9, and the autosync-
pulse channel.

Delay AGC amplifier V2 functions to maintain the output of the
dela y amplifier at the negative, 4v level.

1) The voltage at the junc tion of R8 and 89 is indicated on
t\fl’I meter Ml /A49 .

2) if this level deviates , the change is felt at the grid of V2A .
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3) If the output level dec reases (becomes more positive),
V2A increases conduction.

a) Tube current for V 2A flows through common-cathode
resistor R7.

b) The resulting bias on V28 decreases conduction in the
B-section, and the voltage at the junction of Ri and
R2 goes in a positive direction.

c) This rise is coupled to the grid of Vi causing
amplification in Vi to Inc rease.

d) The over-all amplification is increased , and the output-
level returns to a negative , 4 volts.

4) The output level is dete rmined by the setting of R3.

5) Tube ViA prevents the level of the AGC voltage from
rising above ground .

g. Delay line Z1/A29 compensates for circuit delay (fig 6- 15).

1) The autosync pulse is delayed somewhat in the autosync-
pulse channel.

2) Without compensation for this delay, the delay video would
a lways precede the nondelay video.

4. The MTI Nondelay Channel Circuit Operation (fig 6- 14).

a. The input from the MTI modulator undergoes an additional
24 decibels of attenuation in the network of Ri , R2 , and R3.

1) With the 41 dec ibels of attenuation in the modulator channel,
the tota l Is 65 decibels which is equa l to that received by
the delay video.

2) The nondelay video is coupled through Cl to the grid of Vi.
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b. Amp (ifiers VI through VS are identical in operation to the first
five stages in the delay amplifier.

c. The AGC amplifier V8 functions much the same as the delay
AGC amplifier.

1) The input to V8 is taken from the junction of R25 and R26
(fig 6- 16).

2) Resistor R43 is set so that the level of the nondelay output
is equal in amplitude and opposite in polarity to the output
of the delay cha nnel.

3) If the output level changes, the nondej .ay AGC amplifier
alters the bias on the first stage of the nondelay amplifier to
compensate for the change.

d. The output is applied to one end of R25 (fig 6-16).

5. The delay and nondelay video are compared across R25 and K26.

a. Fixed-target video will cancel.

b. Moving-target video will not cancel, and it is passed to the MTI
video channel.

SUMMARY:

1. The 15-mc carrier, generated in the MTI modulator channel , is used
to convey the video through the delay cell.

2. The MTI delay channel provides the 1, 000-microsecond delay for the
delay video.

3. The delay AGC amplifier maintains the output level of the delay
channel at negative, four volts.

4. The nondelay channel attenuates and amplifies the video by an amount
equal to that received in the delay channel.
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5. The nondelay AGC amplifier holds the output of the nondelay channel
at the same level as tha t of the delay channel.

COMMON TROUB LES:

Symptoms Probable Cause

MTI does not function properly. Improper operating procedure.

MTI system out of adjustment.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Explain to the students tha t
cont ra ry to popula r belief , the re is no reason why
the MTI system should not work. All tha t it takes
is a little time and patience.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

MOVING-TARGET INDICATOR
(Pa rt I)

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

Equipment will be energized with all time delays expired.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: Multimeter and test amplifier.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLES:

There will be no preliminary troubles for this exercise.

DEMONSTRATION:

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Because of the time involve
in making the MTI adjustments , the class will be
split into two groups . The first group will proceed
is outlined in this exercise excluding the review
activities. The second group will be concerned only
vith the activities listed as location and review.
rhe two groups will be alternated so tha t maximum
time can be given to each student for adjustment

m d  troubleshooting of the Mu system.

1. Locate and Review the Following:

(~~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Both groups will be together
Ifor this function.

a. ACQ if amplifie r ,

b. MTI modulator ,

c. MTI delay cha nnel,
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d. MTI nondelay channel,

e. MTL video chann el ,

C. Autosync c hannel , and

g. l est- pul se chann el.

2. Pr~~~m i c ,i~~~~A ct i v iUes .

Have students perfor m MTI field adjustment s .

h. if t im e permits . place defective t uIx~s (o r chassis) in the MTI
niixi u lator , delay, nondelay, and video channels.

3. S~~t ude~ y G roup Activi t ies .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTI~ : Since the secondary grou~~wil l  be mainl y concerned with revi ew activities , it is
of the utmos t importance that the instructor promot
inte rest along these tines.

Make sure the student so engaged understa nds
what he has learned in the past. Budget your
time between g~~ups . 

_____ _______________

a. Have students review the block diagra m of the AA FCS M33.

h . Follow up with the complete block diagram of the acquisit ion
radar.

c Have students conduct a troubleshooting discussion along the
same lines as those used in the conference. This discussion
should cover most of the c i rcui t ry  presented thus far in the
course .

~NSTRU~ TOR ‘S NOTE: Supervise student discuss
~scLosely as possible to prevent idle chit-cha t.

1)8
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LESSON PLAN

MOVING -TA RGET iNDiCATOR SYSTEM
(!a_rt II)

~~JBCTIVE:

To present the function and the operation of the:

1. MTI video channel ,

2. Autosync channel , and

3. MTL test-pulse channel.

INTRO DUCT ION:

it was shown, in the preceding lesson how the iS-mc carrier wasmodula ted by the preknock and v ideo and how the dela y and nondela y videowere obtained. The student will learn In this lesson how the dela y and non -delay video are compa red, how the Ml’! video is p roduced, and wha t happensto the video after it has been produced.

PRESENTATION:

I . MTI System Block Diagram (fig 6-2).

[~~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: The block-diagram dtscusi~~~Li ~~ d be as complete as time permits. J
a. The Ml’! modulator channel produces a iS-tuc carrier which ismodulated by the preknoc k and video With in the channel.

b. The dela y channel delays the modulated signal for 1, 000mic roseconds,

1) The signa l undergoes approxir ately 65 db of attenuation inthe d.lay channel,
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2) The delay amplifier is controlled so that the output is riding
at a negative 4v level.

3) The output Is fed to the variable delay line and the autosync
channel.

- 
c. The nondela y cha nnel attenuates and amplifies the signa l by an

amount equa l to that received by the signal in the delay cha nnel.

1) The output is held at a positive , 4v level.

2) The rectified signa l is fed to the video channel.

d . In the MTI video channel , the video from the delay and nondelay
channels is compared,

I) Fixed-target video cancels .

2) Moving-target video does not cancel.

3) The output , negative Ml’! video, is fed to the switcher-
mixer ,

e. The autosync channel sepa rates the delayed preknoc k from the
delayed video.

I) The first stage is biased at cutoff so tha t only the positive
preknock Is passed while the video is blocked.

2) The preknoc k at the output of the autosync channel is called
the autosync pulse and is used to synchronize the synchro-
n ize r.

C. The MTI test-pulse channel produces a pulse used in the
alinement of the Ml’! system .

2. MTI Video Channel Deta i led 9peration (fig 6-16).

a. The Ml’! video channel receives the delay and nondelay video
which are mixed across R25 and R26 (fig 6-16).
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b. Because of the amplitude and phase relationship, the fi xed -
ta rget returns cancel while moving-target video is applied to
the grid of V6.

c. Video amplifier V6 amplifies the MTI video and applies ~t to
CR1 and the grid circuit of V7.

I) The unbypassed cathode resistor provides degeneration for
maximum frequency response .

2) Crysta l CR1 passes all negative video signals.

d. Tube V7 amplifies and inverts the signa l from VO.
1) Resistors R32 and R33 attenuate the input by an amount

equa l to the gain of V6.

2) This makes sure that the output of V7 is of the same
amplitud e as tha t of V6.

3) Crystal CR2 rejects positive signals and passes negative
video f rom V7.

e. The output , negative video , is presented to the switcher-
mixer.

3. Autosync-Channel Circu~~9perat ion (fig 6-15).

a. Tube V3 receives the positive, prekn ock pulse and the negative .
delay video at the control grid.

1) Voltage divider R I l  and R l2  establish a fixed bias which
holds V3 nea r cutoff .

2) Only the positive , preknoc k pulse is amplified; the delay
video is blocked.

3) The signaL is coupled through C3 to the control grid of V4.

b. Amp lifier stage V4 provides a very fine control over the trigger
time of the sync h ronizer.

1) When the preknock pulse has progressed to this point in the
circuit, it has a slight slope in the leading edge.
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2) The instant at which the leading edge of the signa l reaches
an amplitude great enough to trigger the synchronizer is
determined by the value of plate-load resistance.

3) Time balance control R15 Is adjusted so that the synchronize r
is triggered at the desired time.

c. Tube VS is a dua l triode connected to operate as a cathode
follower.

I) Bias is developed by voltage divider R18 and R20.

2) Resistor R2 1 and capacitor C5A form the plate-decoupling
circuit ,

3) The output is developed across R22 .

d. Tube Vl/A25 amplifies and invert s the pulse and applies it to
blocking oscillator V2/A25 .

1) Resistor R3 and capacitor C2 provide cathode bias.

2) Resistor R2 and capacitor CIA compose the screen-
decoupling network.

3) Winding 1-2 of Ti serves as the pla te load and couples the
signal to the remaining windings of Ti.

4) Resistor R4 and capacitor C3A are the plate-decoupling
network.

4. Test-Pulse Channel Circuit Operation (fig 6- 11).

a. Tube V3A receives the sync pulse at its control grid.

1) Bias is obtained from the junction of R13 and R 14.

2) The negative output Is applied to the plate circuit of V3B.
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b. Blocking oscillator V3B provides an output pulse used for
adjustment of the Ml’! system.

1) Plate voltage is applied when the TEST PU LSE switch S2
is in the ON position.

2) Fixed bias Is obtained from voltage divider R19 and R20 . . -

3) Resistor RI S  dampens any oscillations that tend to occur in
the unused winding of Ti.

4) Capacitor Cl and resistor Rl6 fo rm a plite’ bypass capacitor.

5) The output, developed across cathode resistor Rl8, is
applied to the grid of V3/A26 when TEST PULSE swt tv h S2
is in the ON position .

SUMMARY:

1. Fixed -target video wi ll emerge from the delay and nondela y channels
at the same inst ant.

2. BeIng equal in amplitude and opposite in pola r ity, fixed - target returns
cancel.

3. Moving-target video, having time and amplitude va riations, is passed
to the Ml’I video channel ,

4, All MTI video presented to the switcher-mixer appea rs as negative
signals at the output of the M’FI v ideo channel.

5. The autosync channel trt.~~ers the synchronizer at equal intervals.

COMMON TROUBLES:

See lesson plan 17, “Movtng”ra rget indicator (P~rt I).”
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PRACTICA L EXERCISE

MOVING-TARGET INDICATOR
(?art~~

PROCEDURE:

Refer to practical exercise Moving-Ta rget Indicator (tart I), ” for abreakdown of activities, However , during this period , the two groups asindicated in “MTI (Pa rt fl’ will be reversed. The previous primary groupwill proceed with the activities listed as seconda ry and vice-versa . Followthe exercise in its entirety , including the location of component pa rts. Besure that the student understa nds that only repetition can result in completeunderstanding.
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LESSON PLAN

PLAN- POSITION INDICATOR
(Part I)

OBJECTIVE:

To present the function and operation of the:

1. 4-kc oscillator,

2. ACQ azimuth resolver,

3. Resolver amplifier , and

4. Ring demodulators.

INTRODUCTION:

Ever since the beginning of the course , the rotating sweep of the PPI has
been taken for granted . It would be impossible to display the video without
sweeps on the indicators. This is the first of two lessons which will cover
the sweep circuits from the 4-icc oscillator to the electron beam striking the
face of the cathode-ray indicator .

PRESENTATION:

1. Acquisition Presentation System Block Diagram (fig 7-1).

a. The sweeps on the PPI’s may display 60, 000 or 120, 000 yards
of range.

1) The two PPI’s are .identical and interchangeable.

2) The sweeps start from the center of the PPI tube and
progress to the outer edge.

3) The sweep is initiated by the preknock pulse.
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4) Sweep rotation is in synchronism with the acquisition
antenna .

b. The 4-kc oscillator produces a signa l whic h is applied to the
acquisition-azimuth resolver and one of the line-slew resolvers
in addition to being used as a reference voltage. —

I) Tube VI is a push-pull oscillator that generates a constant -
amplitude 4-icc signal.

2) Push-pull power amplifier V2 and V3 isolate the load from
vi ,

c. The acquisition-azimuth resolver B2 is located in the antenna -
drive unit of the acquisition antenna assembly .

1) To rotate the sweeps of the WI’s, it is necessa ry to have
an electrical signal that corresponds to the mechanical
displacement of the antenna .

2) The rotor of the resolver Is geared directly to the antenna .

3) The acquisition-azim uth resolver converts the constant-
— amplitude, 4-icc input into an output signal whose amplitude

varres with the rotation of the antenna .

4) Since there are two stator windings physically displaced
by 90° , two signals wtth a 90° phase shift are developed at
the output of the resolver.

d. The modulated , 4-kc signal from the resolver is amplified by the
resolver amplifier.

1) The resolver amplifier isolates the resolver from its loads.

2) The amplifier consists of two identical cha nnels .

3) The north-south signa l is amplified by VI and V2, and the
east-west signa l is amplified by V3 and V4.
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4) The gain of each channel is app roximately one

5~ The resolver-amplifier output is fed to the t rack-az imuth
resolver , the azimuth-tine resolver, and the demodulators
of each PPI unit ,

e. There are two demodulators for each plan-position indicator.

1) All demodulators are interchangeable with each other.

2) The two Inputs to the ring demodulator , Vi and V2, are the
modula ted , 4-kc signal from the resolver amplifier and a
constant amplitude, 4-kc carrier from the 4-kc oscillator,

3) Tubes VI and V2 detec t the envelope from the mod ulated ,
4-kc signa l and provide two signa ls 180° out of phase with
each other.

4) The 4-kr component is filtered by RC networks in the input
ci rcuit to the cathode followers .

5) The two outputs r ide at a positive , dc level and va ry in
amplitude from +3 to +30 volts .

f. The two sweep-generator chassis, one for each P!’I, are Identical
and interchangeable .

1) Each chassis contains four sweep-generator circuits, one
for each sweep voltage: the north , south, east , and west.

2) Each circuit is identical.

3) When gated by the range gate, each of these stages produces
a t rapezoida l voltage .

4) The amplitude of each sweep voltage is determined by the
instantaneous amplitude of the associated input from the
demodulators,

5) The inpu t amplitude varies in accordance with the rotation
of the acquisition antenna .
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g. Since the output amplitude of the sweep generator Is very low,
the sweep amplifiers amplif y  the sweep signals to a level
great enough to obtain prope r deflection of the electron beam.

I) There are two sweep amplifier chassis for each WI. All
PPI -sweep amplifiers are intercha ngeable.

2) Each chassis conta ins two identical channels .

3) The inputs are 180° out of phase; the two amplifiers feed
two ends of the deflection coil operatin~g in push-pull.

4) Voltage amplifiers Vi and V2 increase the amplitude of the
sweep voltage to a level great enough to operate V4.

5) Tube V3B causes each sweep to start at the same point.

6) Power amplifier V4 is employed to supply the large amount
of current needed for electromagnetic deflection.

7) Negative feedback , from V4 to Vi , is used to insure
linearity .

8) The trapezoida l voltage produces a saw-tooth of current
through the deflection coil.

9) Stages V5, V6, V3A, and V7 function exactly like Vi, V2,
V3B, aix! V4, respectively.

h. The range gate and intensity limiter gate the sweep genera tor
and unbiank the P1’I during sweep time.

1) This cha nnel is located on the video amplifier chassis of
each PPI unit.

2) Tube VI Is a one-shot , cathode-coupled multivibrator
triggered by the preknock pulse.

3) The output-pulse width is controlled by the RANGE switch
on the front of the WI.
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4) The RANGE switc h controls the amoun t of capacity in the
grid circuit of VIB thus controlling the time tha t V 1B is
cut of f .

5) Tube V2A speeds the action of the multivibrator.

6) Two positive outputs are taken from the plate of VIB.

7) One output , the intensity gate, is coupled to the grid of the
IOKP7 PPI tube.

8) The amplitude of the unbianking gate is controlled by
limiter V2B and the intensity control.

9) The othe r output ta ken from V 1B is applied to the control
grid of V3B across d ampe r V3A .

10) Tube V3A clamps the signa l so tha t its positive excursion
never exceeds positive , one volt.

11) Since the gate starts at approximatel y -74 volts , cutoff
limiting occurs in the control-grid circuit of V3B.

12) The output of cathode follower V3B, app roximately positive ,
two volts , is fed to the sweep generators .

( 13) The width of this gate pulse controls the slope of the sweep
voltage that is generated in the sweep generator.

14) The length of the sweep on the PPI tube is determined by
the amplitude of the sweep voltage, and since the amplitude
in either range position remains the same, the sweep length
does not change.

15) Since the slope is longer in the 120, 000-ya rd position, it
will take a longer period of time for the sweep to traverse
from the center of the screen to the edge.
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The indicator , high -voltage power supply provides all the
necessa ry high potentials for the PPI, the Pt , the t rial-fire
indicator, and the tracking indicators .

I) Tubes Vi and V2 make up a conventional voltage divide r.

2) The output of V i and V2 is +8.5 kilovolts.

3) A positive , five kilovolts is tapped off a voltage divider tha t
- - is across the voltage doubler.

4) Tube V3 is a ha ll-wave recti fier giving a positive, 2, 000v
output.

5) Tube V4 is a ha lf-wave rectifier connected in reverse of V3
thus providing a negative 2, 000v output.

2. The 4-kr Oscillator Circuit Operation (tig 7-2) .

a. Oscillator Vi provides the 4-kc signal.

I) The resonant frequency is determined by the value of LI ,
Cl , C2 , and C3.

2) Resistor R2 provides the necessary bias for both tubes.

3) When power is initially applied to VI , one section will
conduct more than the other.

4) For purposes of explanation , it will be assumed tha t VIA
starts with higher tube current.

a) The resulting negative swing in plate voltage will be
coupled .~~ -“x&gh Cl to the grid of VIB.

b) The plate of VIA will then swing positive, and this rise
will be coupled to the grid of ViA through C3.

c) This action will continue until VIA hits maximum
conduction.
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d) At this instant , the current flowing through LI tends to
remain at a constant value.

e) Pin 4 of Li swings negative since no voltage is induced
from windIng 1- 2.

f )  The negative swing at pin 4 of Li ~ind the drop in plate
voltage of V 1B are coupled through C3 to the grid of
VIA.

g) The negative-going grid causes VIA to decrease
conduction, a nd pin I of LI becomes more positive.

h) The positive swing at pin I is coupled through Cl to the
grid of VIB causing heavier conduction.

I) This action will continue until V IB is saturated and
reverses the circuit action .

5) Resistor R5 controls the output amplitude.

b. Power amplifiers V2 and V3 use negative feedback to minimize
distortion of the signal.

I ) Resistors R8 and R13 provide the negative feedback for
V2 and V3, respectively.

2) Resistors RIO and Rl9 are common-cathode resistors for
both tubes,

3) The j ush-puIl output is conve rted to a single-ended signa l
by grounding one side of the secondary of T4.

c. Tube V4 is a dua l triode connected to operate as a cathode
fo llower.

I) LINE ADJ R l 8  is adjusted so tha t the range dot and the ra nge
circle coincide.

2) The output is developed across Rl6 and R 17 in parallel with
L2.
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~ 3. L h I  A~’ tj u i s i t t o u  A.’tn ~uitt Reso1v~~ Fuu~itons us a Vatta bk
F t o i i n ~’ 1 4).

a .  ilti’ 4 k~ st~ na L vu ties tu ~tupLitude with the totat iou of 1h ’
u~’q ulsuI ion .* I% t t ’flIkI

b . Wtit ’,u the r~~o~- 
~t ’VOIV I ’~ 1HO~, ihe 4 - k~ output st~ ua I shit is

1$O” In I~ase.

- t ’ht• tt ~ j  t e~ two r ot or windi n gs physi~’u fly displ~~t’d t~ ~)O’ .

d I ,cause ot th i s  displacement , the two outp ut s t$na Is have a
~JO~’ p a ~~t~

4. I he R~’~ vct Aut p lu t i c  Rc~ vc~ I’Late VoIta~~~’Fh r~fliM~h th e
A~Q( 1S1 I’lON AZIMUtIl S~ AN Switch ~tt~ ?~~~~~~.

j i NS I Rt L ’3’ (~)R s r ~k) IL. : I .~ p Laiu tha t both sect Ions
u’ itk’u t i~ a I

a. Flue u ih — south signa l us ted to V i  and t he’ east - west signal to
V3.

Lu . tube V I is a convent iona l voltag e anq)li f iet - .

Negat ive feedback is taken fr~’m the se’eonda ry of 1~ and app lied
to the g r ki of Vi  th rough R~ and C7 .

d. Power ampt ift e ’ r V .~ p rovides the’ itt essa iv  ~‘%ir t e’nI t ot  proper
°P.t’Ia ttun .

~~ ~~~. Al l  lX ’u ~ t t i t Ia to t ~ t i pe t u i t ’ I ei h a i t v ,  dud On ly th~ N~ i t h - S o t u t t u
Wi I ‘ isi. iu sed çug

a. ‘ t h e  4 — k ~ ca tiler at the’ seconds ry of 2 is approximately twice-- t he’ atupittue k ’ ot the’ mt~tuIated signal.

ti The se’couda i v  voltage ’ ot 12 controL s the conduction ot the’dttit te ’~ .
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c. When pin 4 of T2 is positive, VIB and V2A conduct.

d. When pin 6 of T2 is positive, VIA and V2B conduct.

e. Whe n the modulated signa l and the carrier are in phase , the
operation is as follows:

1) When p in 4 of Ti is positiv e, current f lows from the bottom
of R. ’ to pins 5 to 6 of T2, through V2A , through pins 4 to 5
of T i, and down through R6 (fig 7-7).

2) When p in 6 of Ti is pos itive, current will f low from the
bottom of R7 to pins 5 to 4 of T2, through V2B, through
pins 6 to 5 of Ti, and down through R6 (fig 7-7).

f .  On the second half of the antenna rotation , the modulated andF Carrier signals are 1800 out of phase, and the operation will
be as follows:

1) When pi n 4 of Ti is p ositive, current will flow from pin 6
of T i, through ViA , through pins 6 to 5 of T2, down through
R7 , and up through R6 to pin 5 of TI ( fig 7-7).

2) When p in 6 of Ti is pos itive, curre nt will flow from pin 4
of Ti through V 1B, through pins 4 to 5 of T2, down through
R7 , and up through R6 to pin 5 of Ti (fig 7-7).

g. The voltages developed across R6 and R7 will vary with the
modulated signal and will be 1800 out of phase with each other .

h. Cathode follower V3 develops the north and south signals for
a pplicat ion to the sweep generator.

I. Resistor R8, resistor R9 , capacitor Cl , and capacitor C2
filter out the 4-kc component.

j . The outputs, developed across resistors RiO and R 13, a re fed
to the sweep generators.

1) The two signals ha ve a phase difference of 1800 .
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2) One signal is term ed the north; the other is termed the
south.

SUM?iAARY:

I. P1’! range coverage is eithe r 60, 000 or 120, 000 yards .

2. The acquisition-azimuth resolver converts the mechanical rotation
of the antenna into an electrical signa l corresponding to tha t rotation.

3. The resolver amplifier provides isolation between the resolver and
its loads .

4. The demodulators detect the envelope of the modulated 4-kc signal.

COMMON TROUBLES:

~ymptoms Probable Cause

1. Range dot does not appea r at the LINE ADJ in the 4- kc
same range as the range circle , oscillator misadj usted.

2. Sweep does not describe a PPI out of adjustment.
perfec t circle.

3. Sweeps short on F?!. Gassy 6AQ5 in the 4-kc
oscillator.
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PRACTICA L EXERC ISE

P LA’N- POSLTION INDICATOR
(fart I)

A.AFCS M33 SETUP:

The equipment will be completel y deene rgized .

EQUIPME NT NECESSARY:

1. Multimeter,

2. Test amplifier, and

3. Frequency power meter.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLES:

1. Remove any tube from the STC unit .

2. Remove VS from the switcher-mixer chassis.

3. Turn all ope rating controls to minimum .

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Locate and review the following:

a. 4-kc oscillator ,

b. ACQ resolver ,

c. Resolver amplifier,

d. PPI demodulators,

e. PPI sweep generator ,

215
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f. PP 1 sweep amplifiers ,

g. PI’I range-gate channel ,

h. PPI video amplifier , and

PPL deflection cotis .

2. Locate and explain the following adjustments:

a. Sweep orientation (ACQ azim uth resolver),

b. ACQ ADJ (4-kc oscillator),

c. LINE ADJ (4-kc oscillator),

d. Sweep-amplitude adjustment ,

e. Horizontal and vertica l ba lance adjustment s,

f .  Range-gate adjustment ,

g. Focus adjustment . and

h. Positioning adjustment .

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Monitor signals as pa rt 01
-he above demonstration. Show un moduiated and
nodula ted, 4-kc at terminals Nos . lOt and 101,
respectively.

Emphasize the importance of syn~p~oms.

3. E~~monstrate complete PPI adj ustments .

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

Primary .

a. Replace VI in the 4-kc oscillator with a defective tube .

b. Turn ACQ ADJ (4-kc oscillator) to minimum .

216
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c. Open termina l No. 93 (fIg 7-4) , in the rada r cabinet .

d. Have each student perform PPI adjustments .

INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Make note of those students
who do not have time to complete field adjustments.
Be sure that all students have completed the full
adjustment procedure by the end of “ Plan-Position
Indicator (Part II) . ’~

2. Review.

a. Have students make power and frequency measurements on the
ACQ transmitter.

b. Place a trouble in the computer dc an ;p li fier.

c. Select troubles from pr imary troubles included in the practical
exercises on the ACQ modulator , ACQ receiver , and ACQ AFC.
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LESSON PLA N

PLAN- POSITION INDICATOR
(Part l~)

OBJECTIVE

To present the function and operation of the :

1. PPI sweep generators ,

2. Sweep amplifiers .

3. Ra nge gate and intensity limite r, and

4. Indicator , high-voltage power supply.

INTRODUCTION:

In the prec eding lesson , it was shown how the 4-kc signal is generated
and modulated with a voltage tha t varies in amplitude in accordance with the
rotation of the acq uisition antenna . The method of extracting the modulatton
envelope was also discussed . In this lesson , the student will lea rn the use
of the modulation envelope and the remaining circuitry of the plan-position
indicato rs.

PRESENTATION:

I. Pla n-position indicator bloc k diag ra m (fIg 7- 1).

NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: A thorough review of the
PPI system on a bloc k diagra m will help the studen
o retain more of the information presented . The
ime consumed in review should be scheduled in
ccorda nce with tha t needed for the presentation

)f the subject matter listed in the objectives.

a. The 4-kc oscillator generates a signal which is used as a carrier
signal for antenna-position da ta , reference , and in the designa-
tion circuits.
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b. The acquisition-azimuth resolver modulates the 4-kc signa l in
accordance with the position of the acquisition antenna .

c. The resolver amplifier isolates the resolver from its loads.

d. The demodulators extract the envelopes from the outputs of the
resolver amplifier.

e. The sweep-generator outputs are controlled in amplitude by the
output of the demodulators .

f. The sweep amplifiers bring the signal power up to a level
sufficient to give proper sweep deflection.

2. The sweep genera tors are identical , and only the south sweep
genera tor will be dtscussed (fig 7-8).

a. In the absence of a gate pulse, V2B is conducting heavily, and
C4 has little cha rge.

b. When the positive, gate pulse is applied, V28 cuts off , and C4
begins to cha rge .

I) The voltage appearing at the grid of VI (in the sweep
amplifier) is between the grid and ground .

2) Therefore , the voltage at the grid of Vi is the gate pulse
plus the cha rge on C4.

3) The signa l fed to the sweep amplifier is trapezoidal in shape .

3. The sweep amplifiers amplify the trapezoida l input causing a saw-
tooth of current to pass through the deflection coils (fig 7-9).

a. The cathode of VI is retu rned to ground through the cathode
resistor of V4 and provides negative feedback.

b. The signal from the plate of V2 is coupled through CS and R9 to
the grid of V4.
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c. Tube V3B keeps the grid at a constant negative level so the sweep
will start at the center of the PPI.

d. Tube V4 is held at cutoff between sweeps by voltage divider R33.
Rb , and R l2.

e. The output of V4 , the south sweep voltage, is applied to pin 1
of the defl ection coil.

f. Caut ion should be exercised when troubleshooting this circuit.

I) Because of feedback , a signal is seen at pin 5 of the tube
socket of Vi even with the tube removed .

2) A comparison of signals at identical points of various
cha nnels is recommended when troubleshooting.

4. The range gate and intensity limiter provide the gate pulse for the
sweep generator and an unbianking pulse for the P1’I (fig 7- 11).

a. Whe n preknock is applied . VI A starts conducting, and the plate
voltage drops .

1) The drop in plate voltage is applied through cathod e follower
V2A to the grid of VIB.

2) Tube V1B decreases conduction and finally cuts off.

3) The length of time VI B is cutoff is determ ined by the cha rge
time of C3 or C4, depending on the setting of RA NGE
switch Sl.

b. d amper V3A holds the top of the waveshape at a few volts
positive.

c. The output is fed through cathode follower V3B to the sweep
generators .

d. Tube V2B clamps the signa l fed to the contro l grid of the PPI at
a potential determined by the setting of R7.
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5. The indicator , high-voltage power supply provides operating potentials
to all the cathode-ray tubes (fig 19-83) .

-> a. Tubes Vi and V2 and capacitors Cl and C2 form a voltage doubler

I) On the first , positive half-cycle, C2 charged through Vi to
approximately the voltage across the seconda ry of T3.

2) On the negative ha lf-cycle, Cl charges to the transformer
voltage through V2.

3) On the thi rd, positive half-cycle, the secondaries of T3 and
CI are in series and aiding, and the charge on C2 rises to
the transformer voltage plus the cha rge on Cl.

b. The +8, 500v output is developed across the parallel combination
of Ri and R2 in series with R6.

c. The +5, 000v output is developed across R6.

d. Capacitors C4 and C5 and resistor R7 filter the +2, 000v output
of half-wave rectifier V3.

e. The filter circui t for V4, which provides the negative 2, 000v
output , is composed of C6, C7, and R14.

SUMMARY:

1. The sweep generator produces a trapezoidal sweep voltage whose
amplitude varies directly with the rotation of the antenna .

2. The sweep amplifiers provide the necessa ry current for electro-
magnetic deflection.

3. The range gate starts at preknock time and controls the slope of the
trapezoidal sweep voltage.

4. The cathode-ray PPI tube receives an unbianking pulse from the
range gate and intensity limiter.

221 
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COMMON TROUBLES:

Symptoms Probable Cause

1. No sweep on WI. Frayed or damaged cable
conveying range gate to sweep
generator.

2. Short or distorted sweep Gassy 6ARS in the sweep
on PPI . amp lifier.

3. Fuse XF l9/A15, 3-amp Short in T2 or T3. high -voltage
(slo-blo) , blows , power supply.

222
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PRACTICA L EXERCISE

PLAN- PC~ ITION INDICATOR
(P~ir t  11)

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

The equipment w i l l  be completely deenergized.

EQUIPMENT NECES SARY:
S 

1. Mu ltj mett ’ r,

2. Test amplifier , and

3. Frequency power meter.

PREUMI NA RY TROUBL ES:

1. Replace V2 in the pulse synchronize r with a defective tu be.

2. Turn the ACQ antenna off.

3. Open the interlock located behind the resolver-amplifier access door.

DE MO~~ TRAT 1oN:

I . Locate and review the following i tems:

a. 4-kc oscillator,

b. ACQ resolver ,

c. Resolver amplifier ,

d. PPI demodulators,

e. PPI sweep genera to r ,
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f. PPI sweep amplifiers,

g. PPI range-gate generator ,

h. PPI video amplifier ,

j . PPI deflection coils , and

j. indicator , high-voltage power supply.

2. Demonstrate the removal and replacement of the PPI tube.

~INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Caution the students about
~the danger of mishandling of the PPI tube.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

Prima ry.

a. Students who have not made PPI adjustments will do so at this
time.

b. Remove termina l No. 106 in the radar cabinet .

c. Reverse the connections of term inals Nos. 101 and 102 (sweeps
rotate backwards).

d. Remove Vi and V2 from any WI sweep demodulator.

e. Remove a tube from the PPI sweep generator.

f. Remove a tube from the PPI sweep amplifier.

g. Remove Vi from the PPI video amplifier.

2. Review.

a. Use any troubles listed as primary troubles in previous practical
exercises wh ich will not interfere with primary activities in this
exercise.
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b. Spend some time on chassis location.

c. Have students conduct schematic troubleshooting practice.

•
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LESSON PLAN

TARGET DESIG NA TO R BLOCK DIAGRA M (fIg 8- 1)

OBjECTIVE:

To present the function and the operation of thc entire target-designator
sys eni on a block level.

lN1~RODUCTlON:

During the course to date , the studcnt has learned how the search video
is oNa tned and presented on the PPI and precision Indicators . There are many
radars tha t display accurate sea rch information ,  The greatest advantage tha t
the AAF CS M33 has ove r these older systems Is complete integration between
the acq uis it ion and track rada rs. This lesson will cover , on a bloc k level ,
the system used for int egrating the two rada rs.

PR ESENTAT IO N:

I . In the ta rget designator there are six inputs to the mixer channel.

a. The acquisition- range ma rk (QRMK) appea rs an the ra nge circle.

h. The acquthltton-ai.tmuth mark (QAMK) appears as the flashing
azimuth line.

c. The acquisition-track ra nge mark (QTRM I() appears as the arc
port ion of the electronic cross .

d. The t rack-azimuth gate (TAGA) allow s the arc portion of thc
electronic cross to appear for 100 .

e. The track-az imuth ma rk (TAMK) appcars as the radia l line of
the electronic cross.

f. The track-range gate (TRG A) allows the radial line to appea r for
5, 000 yards .

22b
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g. The gated marks are mix ed with the video In the video-and-mark
mixer and presented to the PP1 and precision Indicators .

2. The m ixe r channel is a part of the vtdeo-aud-mark mixer chassis
(fig 9- 1).

a. Arc coincidence tube Vi receives the acquisition-track ra nge
mark and the track-azimuth gate.

1) Vi is allowed to conduct for a 10° portion of the track -
azimuth gate.

2) The QTRMK is passed during the conduction tim e of VI.

b. Radial-line, coincidence tube V2 is presented with the track-
azimuth mark and the track-range gate.

I) The track-range gate allows V2 to conduct for a period
corresponding to 5, 000 yards.

2) The track-azim uth mark Is passed during the conduction
period of V2.

c. Clipper amplifier V3 mixes the gated QTRMK and the gated
TAMK and presents them to V4.

d. Amplifier V4 mixes the QTRMK and the TAMK with the QRM K
and the QAMK .

e. Clipper amplifier V6 keeps the ma rks from attaining an amplitude
that would cause blossoming of the WI’s.

f. The ma rks are m ixed with the video in the grid circuit of V7 and
• presented to the video amplifiers of the PPI and precision

indicators .

3. The range-sweep cha nnel is gated by either the track- or acquisition-
range gate to produce the vertical range sweep.

a. When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the ACQ position, the
acquisition-range gate (QRGA) is applied to VIA.
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b. ViA is cut off during the time of the gate and a llows a capacitor
to charge.

c. The sha rp leading edge of the gate is applied to the grid of V2
a long with the charge on the capacitor which results in a
t rapezoidal waveshape .

d. The output of V2 is a negative, trapezoidal waveshape with a
sharp spike on the leading edge caused by the feedback circuit
of V4 and V5.

e. V3 amplifies the signa l to bring it up to the proper level for
power amplification.

f .  Clampe r VIB insures the starting of each sweep from the same
level.

g. Power amplifiers V4 and V5 are connected in parallel to provide
enough current to deflect the electron beam from the bottom to
the top of the CRT.

h. When the TRACK ACQ switc h is in the TRACK position, circuit
action is the same except that the track- range gate replaces the
acquisition-range gate .

4. The azim uth-sweep channel causes the electron beam to be deflected
from the left edge to the right edge of the cathode-ray tube during
the azimuth gate.

a. When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the TRACK position, the E-W
signal from the track resolver is applied to the azimuth-sweep
channel.

b. When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the ACQ position, the
designa ted E-W signal from the TCC line resolver is applied to
the azimuth-sweep channel.

c. The 4-kc carrier is always applied to the azimuth-sweep channel.

d. The r ing demodulator composed of Vi and V2 works exactly as
do the ring demodulators of the PPI.
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e. Limiters V3A and V3B clip most of the positive portion of the
input to V4 and V5.

f. V4 and V5 use cutoff limiting.

g. The plate waveforms of V4 and VS are thus squared off on both
the positive and negative excursions.

It. The electron beam will be deflected only when the magnetic field
set up by the deflection coil Is expanding or contracting.

I. The magnetic field will vary only when the current through the
deflection coil is fluctuating.

J. The current through the deflection coil will change in magnitude
during the slope between the positive and negative excursions
and the extreme negative and positive portions of the signal at
the plates of V4 and VS.

k. During normal operation, the electron beam will be deflected
from left to right with the P1 tube blanked during the portion in
which the electron beam would sweep from right to left.

5. The unblanking channel serves to intensify the sweeps during the
period in which the range gate and the azimuth gate are in coincidence.

a. The acquisition- range gate and the acquisition-azimuth gate
(QAGA) will be applied when the TRACK ACQ switch is in the
ACQ position.

b. The track- range gate and the track-azimuth gate will be applied
when the TRACK ACQ switch is in the TRACK position.

c. V3A and V3B work together to produce a series of positive, 30-
microsecond pulses.

d. The positive pulses will be applied to the control grid of the
cathode-ray tube only when both V3A and V3B are cut off.

e. Both triodes are cut of f  when range-gate pulses occur during the
azimuth gate.
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SUMMARY:

1. The mixer channe l combines with the video the marks that appea r as
the flashing azimuth line, the range circ le, and the elect ronic cross.

2. The output of the video-and-mark mixe r is applied to the video
amplifiers of the PPI and P1.

3. The P1 ra nge-sweep channel produces a series of trapezoida l sweep
voltages 30 microseconds or 5, 000 yards in duration.

4. The P1 azimuth-sweep channel produces a sweep current through thedeflection coil for a duration corresponding to 30° of antenna rotation.

S. The undesired secondary azimut h sweep Is eliminated because the
precision indicator CRT is cut off.

6. The P1 is unbianked only during the period in which the range gate andthe azimuth gate coincide.

7. When the TRAC K ACQ switch is in the TRACK position, the track-range gate and the track-ra nge ma rk are applied .

8. When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the ACQ position , the acquisition -range gate and the acquistt ion-azj mut~ gate are applied.

9. The video amplifier , conventiona l in design, feeds the video and marksdirectly to the cathode of the CRT .
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PRACTICA L EXERC~~E

TARGET DESIGNATOR BLOC K DIAGRAM

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

Equipment will be completely deenergized.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY:

1. Multimeter ,

2. Test amplifier, and

3. Null-voltage test set.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLES:

1. Turn all operating controls to minimum.

2. Remove ACQ receiver crystal.

3. Replace Vi in any of the 150v regulators with a defective tube .

DEMONSTRAT ION:

1. Locate and review the following:

a. TCC line-slew resolver,

b. TC line-slew resolver,

c. TCC line resolver,

d. TC line resolver ,

e. Track-azimuth resolver ,

f. Track-mark generator ,
231
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g. Acquisttj on-rna~~ genera tor ,

h. ACQ ra nge computer and ra nge pot R6 . and

i. ACQ -range controis

[~INSTR UCTOR’S NOTE: As each of th e above i~~ ]
~~ vered, trace signals through the block dtagramj

2. Have the students locate and monitor the following items .

a. ACQ Ra nge Computer.

1) QRMK .

2) QR GA.

3) DC input to the range computer from the range potentiometer.
b. ACQ Mark Generator.

1) QAMK .

2) QAGA.

3) Resolver inputs.

C. Track- Mark Generato r.

1) TAMK .

2) TRGA .

3) Resolver inputs.

d. Track- Range Compute r.

1) TRMK .

2) TR GA.
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3. Have the students designateand track targets.

NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: For this exercise the class
vill be split into two groups as soon as the prel imina ry
roubles are cleared from the equipment. While one
ialf of the class is worki ng with the subject matter ,
he other half should be empl~yed with review activities.

SUGGESTED TROUB LES:

1. Prima ry.

There will be no primary trouble for this exercise.

2. RevIew.

a. Have the students perform the daily computer checks.

b. Replace one of the dc amplifiers with a defective chassis.

c. Misadjust one of the computer power supplies .

d. Have the students make checks with the null-voltage test set .
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LESSON PLAN

TARGET DESIGNATOR
(Part 1)

~~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Thi s conference will be
~oncluded at the end of the third period . The
~rema ining period will be open time.

OBJECTIVE:

To present the function and the operation of the:

1. Line resolvers ,

2. Line-slew resolvers , and

3. Track-azimuth resolver.

INTRODUCTION:

Integ ration of the track and acquisition radars necessita tes the use of
some system in which the azimuth of both radars can be compa red . Since the
two are separated by such a great dista nce, it is muc h easier to convert the
mechanical displacement of the antenna into an electrica l signa l tha t is easily
conveyed to the desired location. In the AAFCS M33, resolvers are used to
convert angular differences into electrica l signa ls.

PRESENTATION:

1. Designator Control System Detailed Block Diagram (fig 9-1).

~NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: This is the first of t~i
~ onfe rences in which the complete block diagram
~ f the designator control system will be covered.

a. The line-slew resolvers control the position of the steady
steerable azimuth line .
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1) The 4 kL line signa l is fed into the. line slew resolvt r at
the tact ical cont rol console .

2) The steady steerable az imuth line will  appea r on the PP1’s
at a position corresponding to the resultant of the setting s
of both line-slew resolv ers.

3) The output of the line-slew resolvers is fed to both PPI’ s
and is applied to the demodulators when the asso~ i~i ted
RING DEPRESS switch is activated .

b. The line resolvers control the position of the flashing ~ut m u t h
line.

i) The modulated , 4-kc signa l from the acquis i t ion-az imuth
resolver is applied to the line resolver at the trackuig
console.

2) The output is fed to the acquisit ion-mark generator and to
the azimuth-sweep channel of the precision indic.itor .

c. The t r ack-az imuth  resolver controls the position of the electronic
c ross in azimuth.

I) The track-azimuth resolver is geared to the t ra ck antenna .

2) The inpu t is a modulated , 4-k c signa l from the acquisition-
azimuth resolver.

3) When the two antenna s have the same angula r disp lacement,
the E-W output will be zero.

4) The output will also reach a null point when there is a 1800

diffe rence between the azimuth of the two resolvers .

5) The output is fed to the track-ma rk genera tor and the
a zimuth-sweep channel of the precision indi cator.

d. The track- and acquisition-mark generators are identica l and
i ntercha ngeable.
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2. Line Resolvers Circuit Operation (fig 9-2) .

~NSTRUcTOR’S NOT E: A good dea l of ti me should ]
Ibe spent in circuit tracing. The student must know j
~he tie-in between the distribution schematics. ~_J

a . The line resolver Bl0/ B3 1 receives the N-S and E-W signals
f rom the acquisition-azimuth resolver.

1) The output of the two line resolvers , Bl0/ B3 1 and B3/C4 ,
will correspond to the angu la r displacement of the acquisit ion
ante nna minus the sum of the settings of Bl0/B3 1 and B3/C4 .

2) BlO and B3 are mechanicall y independent of one another;
thus , the position of the flashing azimuth line can be
cont rolled from either the track ing console or the tactical
control console.

b. The line and line-slew resolvers , although electricall y independ -
ent , are mechanically coupled together.

3. Line-Slew Resolvers Circuit Operation (fIg 9-2) .

a . The line-slew resolvers provid e a constant-amplitude input to
the demodulator when the RING DEPRESS switch is operated .

1) Since the output of the line-slew resolvers is not varying
in amplitude , the sweep on the PPI will maintain a steady
position.

2) The flashing and steady steerable azimuth lines will occur
at the same azimuth because the line and line-slew resolvers
at each console are mechanically connected.

b. Capacitors Cl , C2, C3, a nd C4 (fig 7-5) provide a load for
resolver B9/B31 when it is not in use.

4. Track-Azimuth Resolver Circuit Ope ration ( fig 9- 2).

a. The track-azimuth resolver has an output that correspond s to
the differences In azimuth of the two antennas plus 180° .
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I) The rotor of the track-az imuth resolver is directl y gearedto the track antenna .

2) The output has two null points one of which is eliminatedin the ma rk genera tor.

b. The radial line is developed as a result of the nu ll which occurswhen the antennas are in angula r coincidence.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SUMMARY:

1. The line-slew resolvers control the position of the steady steerableazimuth line .

2. The line resolvers control the position of the flashing azimuth line.
3. The track-azimuth resolver controls the positjo~ of the electroniccross In azimuth.

COMMON TRO UBLES

!y~nptoms Pro1~ible Cause
No steady steerable azimuth line. Cathode follower V4 in the 4-kc

oscilla tor is fau lty.

Note: No fu rther troubles are commonly encountered .
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PRACTICA L EXERCIS E

TARGET DESIGNATOR
( Part I)

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

The equipment will be completely deenergi zed.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY:

1. Multimeter ,

2. Test amplifier , and

3. Frequency power meter.

PREUMINARY TROUBLES:

1. Place a defective tube in the resolver amphf~er

2. Remove the range gate from one of the PPI’s.

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Locate and review the function of the following:

a. TCC and TC line-slew resolvers,

b. TCC and TC line resolvers ,

c. Track-azimuth resolver,

d. Track-mark generator ,

e. ACQ mark generator , and

f. ACQ range computer.
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2. Remove V4 in the 4— kc oscillator and point out the symptom s .

3. Use the test a mplif i er  to show the meth xl of checking out a resolver
ci rcui t .

IrNSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: An ac iuet& ’r can also lx~

4. Demoust rat e t h e  adj us~ meut of the t rack — a ‘a mii th  resolver .

iNSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Each stud ent w i l l  adjust
the t r ack—azim uth resolver.

S. E~~monst rate the adjust ment of the line and linc — slew resolve rs.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1.

a. Open te rmina l No. lt, 1 (fig 9-2).

h. Misadjust the line-slew resolver.

t .  Misadj ust a line resolver.

d. Misadj ust the t r ack-az imuth  resolver.

2. Review.

a. Have the students take the power and frequency measurements
of the acquisition t ransm it ter .

b. Adj ust the preselector.
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LESSON PLA N

TARG ET DESIGNATOR
(Part II)

~~ J~~CTI V~~

To present the functio n and the operation of the:

1. Track-ma rk gene rator, and

2 . Acquisition-ma rk generator .

LNTRODUCTION:

In the prec eding lesson , it was shown how the angular position of each
antenna was converted to an elec t rica l signal. To displa y th is informat ion on
the PPI and precision indicators , the electrica l sig na l is used to trigger
ci rcuits which produce the track-az imuth ma rk and gate and the acquis i t ion-
azimuth ma rk and gate. It is the null point of the electrical signal which
contains the desired i nfo nn ation. The mark generators detec t the desired
null point and e l iminate  the undesired po rtion.

PRESENTAT ION:

I!NSTRUcTOR S NOTE: The block-diagram discussto
Ineed not be as complete as that given in the preceding
~.1 iscussion . The portion concerning the mark genera-
~~rs should be stressed.

1. Designator Control-System Detailed Block Diagra m (fig 9-I ) .

a. The line-slew resolvers contro l the position of the steady
steerable azimut h line.

b. The line resolve rs control the position of the flashing azimuth
line.
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c. The track-azimuth resolver controls the position of the
elec t ronic cross in azimuth.

d. The track- and acquisition-mark generators are identical and
inte rchangeable, and only the track-mark generator will be
discussed .

1) The N-S signal and the 4-kc carrier are mixed across R20
and fed to amplifier V3A .

2) The N-S signa l undergoes a 1800 phase shift on the second
half of the acquisition-antenna rotation.

3) When the two signals are in phase , they add .

4) When the two signa ls are out of phase, they subt ract.

5) The resultant 4-kc signa l, appearing at the grid of V3A,
varies in a sine-wave patt ern once for each rotation of the
acquisition antenna .

6) The output of V3A , varying at the rate of the acquisition-
antenna rotation , is fed to the 0.8° and 40° detectors .

7) The E-W signa l is applied to VIA .

8) The output of VIA , as a result of limiting action , is constant
except at the null points .

9) The limiting action of V 1A limits the signa l to a point at
which the null dip corresponds to 400 .

10) V4 detects the 40° dip and clips a portion of the positive
half of the input from V3A.

11) The null points ride on the sine wave at the cathode of V3B.

12) The input stage of the mixer channel is biased so that only
300 of the null waveshape, riding on the positive half of the
sine wave , is used.
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13) The 0. 8° limiter furthe r limits the 40° null.

14) The 0. 80 detect or detects the null and clips a port ion of Ilit
positive half of the sine wave.

15) The output is fed to the suppressor grid of coincidence tube
V7.

16) The preknoc k pulse is applied to the control grid and is
developed in the plate ci rcuit only du ring the period when
the 0. 80  null is riding on the positive portion of the sine
wave .

17) Dering the time of the 0. 8° nu ll , many prekn ock pulses are
app lied to Vti .

18) The purpose of V~ is to trigger VS only once during the
0.8° null.

19) VS generates the 735-microsecond, azimuth ma rk that
eventuall y appears as the radial line of the electronic c ross.

20) The mark output of the acquisition-ma rk generator appea t-s
as the flashing azimuth line.

2. Mark-Generator Circuit Operation (fig 9-3) .

a. The track-ma rk generator is located on the precision indicator
at the t racking console.

b. The acquisition-mark generator is located on the precision
indicato r at the tactical control console .

c. The N-S signal and the 4-kc carrier are m ixed across R20 and
coupled through C14 to V3A.

1) Rl3  and Rl S  comprise a voltage divide r which supplies bias
to the grid of V3A .
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2) The output of V3A, a 4-kc signa l varying in amplitude in
accordance with the rotation of the acquisition antenna , is
coupled through C13 to the cathodes of V2A and V4A.

(INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: Review modulation. Us~
Icha rt to show how the two signals are mixed. ]

d. The 40° lImiter , VIA employs grid and cutoff limiting to clip
the positive and negative excursions of the E-W input.

1) The length of the V-shaped dips at the plate of V iA is equa l
to 40° of antenna rotation.

2) The output is fed to V1B and V4B.

e. V4 B detects the envelope of the negative portion of the output of
VI A.

1) The env elope , at the plate of V4B, appears as a series of
positive,V-shaped 40° pulses.

2) These pulses are fed to the grid of V3B.

f . V4A detects the sine-wave envelope of the output from V3A.

1) The detected signa l completes one cycle for each revolution
of the acquisition antenna .

2) The positive alternation is clipped because of the cathode
potential of V4A .

g. The 40° pulses and the sine-wave output of V4A are combined
in the grid circuit of V3B.

1) C5 filters out the 4-kc component.

2) The 40° pulses occur at the extreme positive and negative
portions of each sine wave .

3) Only the 40° pulse riding on the positive portion is used as
the azimuth gate.
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h. The 0 . 80  limiter VIB further limits the 40° notch.

I) Cutoff and grid limiting are used to accomplish this  purpose .

2) The output Is fed to detector V2B.

I. The 0.8° detector V2 serves the same purpose as the 400
detector V4.

1) V2B detec ts the 0. 8° notches.

2) V2A detects the envelope of the signal from V3A.

3) The output of V2A and V2B Is app Lied to the suppressor grid
of V7.

j. V7 draws plate current only while the 0. 8° not ch is riding on

L 

the positive alternation.

1) The preknoc k pulse Is applied to the control grid .

2) Severa l preknoc lc pulses are coupled to VS during the 0. 8°
notch.

k. The 20, 000-microsecond multivibrator V6 is triggered by the
first preknoc k pulse from V?

1) Befo re the multivibrator unde rgoes a complete cycle , the
0.8° notch has ended .

2) The differentiated outpu t is used to tr igger mult ivibrat or VS.

1. Muftivibr ator VS produces the 735-microsecond , positive
azimut h mark.

~~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Explain in detail the use~~iJ
~oth the track- and acquisition-ma rk generators.

over the complete adjustment procedure ,
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SUMMARY:

1. The track-azimuth gate controls the length of the arc portion of the
electronic cross and gates the precision indicator in azimuth.

2. The track-azimuth mark appea rs as the radia l line of the electronic
cross.

3. The acquisition-azimuth gate gates the presiclon-indicator azimuth
sweep when the selector swItch S i t s  in the ACQ position.

4. The acquisition-azimuth mark appea rs as the flashing azimuth line.

COMMON TROUBLES:

Symptoms Probable Cause

No radia l line . Frayed c- damaged cable
coupling track-azim ut h mark
to video-and -mark mixer.
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PRACTICA L EXERCI SE

TARGET DESIGNATOR
LPartlO

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

The equipment will be completely deenergtzed .

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: Multimeter and test amplifier.

PRELIMiNARY TROUBLES:

1. Place a bad tube in the trigger generator.

2. Replace V6 in the switcher-mixer with a bad tube.

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Locate and review the following:

a. Line-slew resolvers ,

b. Line resolvers,

c. Track-azimuth resolver ,

d. Track-mark generator ,

e. ACQ mark generator , and

f. ACQ range computer.

2. Review the use of the multimeter to check the azimuth gate.

3. Have one of the students pull each tube in the mark generator , one
at a time, and explain the resulting symptoms.
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4~ Onmonstrate the mark generator adjustments .

5. Have each student make the adjustments.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1, Prima ry.

a. Remove tubes from the mark generators and replace them with
de~~ctj ve tubes.

b. Short QAMIC at the output of the mark generator.

c. Open terminal No. 144 in TCC (fig 9-2).

d. Open terminal No, 66 In TC (ftg 9-2).

2. Review.

a. Place defective tube in AFC LPSA.

b. Replace V6 in the AFC unit with a defective tube .

c. Place weak tube in the if preamplifier.

d. Have students complete as many as possible of the daily checksthat do not interfere with prima ry activities.
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LESSON PLAN

TARGET DESIGNATOR
~~~~~~~~~~ t III)

~~ JECTIVE:

To present the function and operation of the :

1. Acquisition-range control system , and

2. Acquisition- ra nge computer.

Thfl’RODUCT ION:

The range of the desired target can be designated from eithe r console .
The acquisition-range control provides a system for positioning ,th rough
electrical means, the unused handwheel and the range potentiometer , at anyti me the other handwheel is mov ed . The acquisition-ra nge computer , con-t rolled by the setting of the range potentiomete r, yield s the acquisition - rangemark and the acquisition-r ange gate . The acquisit ion-range mark appears
as the range circle. The acquisition-ra nge gate is used to gate the ra ngesweep of the precision indicators.

PRESENTATION:

1. Ta rget Designator Block Diagram.

INSTRUCTOR ’S NOTE: This is the thir d coverage
of the block diagram. Although the major units
should be covered, only the block diagra m of the
Icquisition - rauge control and range computer need
e covered in detail.

a. The line-slew resolvers control the position of the stea dy
steerable azimuth line.

b. The line resolvers contro ’ the postt~on of the fl~sh~ng aaimuth
line.
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c. The track-azimuth resolver controls the position of the electronic
cross in azimuth.

d. The tra ck-  and acquisition-mark generators are identical and
interchangeable.

1) The ACQ azimuth mark appears as the flashing azimuth line.

2) The ACQ azimuth gate is used for unbianking of the precision
indicators.

3) The track-azimuth mark appears as the radial line of the
elect ronic cross.

4) The trac k -az imuth gate gates the ACQ track ra nge mark to
produce the arc of the electronic cross and gates the range
sweep of the precision indicator.

e. The purpose of the acquisition- range control channel is to pro-
vide control of the range circle and the acquisition- range gate
f rom either the t rackin g console or tactical control console
(TCC) (fig 9- 1).

1) The acquisition range is controlled by the setting of range
pot R9 .

2) The output of control transformer RI I is zero when the
angula r difference of the two resolvers is zero.

3) When Ku is deenergized . control of the acquisition range
is at the tracking console.

4) When K u is energized, control is at the TCC .

5) If the tracking console has control and its handwheel is
turned , the setting of the range pot and the roto r of the
control transformer change position because of the direct
gea ring.
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a) Since the two resolvers are not in coincidence at this
ti me, a 4(X)-cycle output is applied from Bil , throu gh
the range coupling network , to Rq. the LPSA.

b) The output of Rq is fed through contacts of 1(11 to motor
tachometer V2.

c) B2 cha nges the position of rotor of BI until it is in
coincidence with the rotor of Bil .

d) Whe n the two rotors are in coincidence , circuit actio n
ceases .

6) When control is at the TCC and its handwheel is turned , therotor of BI ts displaced.

a) B!! will have a 400-cycle output fed to Rq
b) The output of Rq is fed, through contacts of Ku , to

motor tachometer B12.

c) B 12 cha nges the setting of the range pot and the rotor
of B!! until there is no output from Bil , at which time
circ uit action ceases.

f . The acquisition- range channel generates the acquisition-ra ngemark and the acquisition- range gate (fig 9-1).

1) The acquisition -ra nge mark appears at the ra nge circle onthe PPI .

2) The acquistt ion~ range gate is used to gate the range sweepof the precision indicator.

3) Clamper VIB holds the plate voltage of the pha ntastron atthe setting of the range pot.

4) Isolation diode ViA prevents the phantastron-plate wave-shape from entering the preknock distribution circuits .
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5) The leading edge of the negative phantastron output occurs
at preknock time.

6) The trailing edge occurs at a time determined by the setting
of the range pot.

7) The phantastron pulse is differentiated in the grid circuit
of V3B.

8) The negative pip, corresponding to the trailing edge of the
output from V2 , t r iggers the gate multivibrator V4.

9) Cathode follower VSB matches the impeda nce of the coaxial
cable used to convey the positive , 30-mic rosecond ra nge
gate.

10) The positive gate is applied to V5A and brings it out of
cutoff.

ii) When V5A conducts, ZI , the 15-microsecond , qua rter-cycle
oscilla tor conducts .

12) The resulting negative waveshape at the grid of VÔA causes
it to cut of f , and the output is a positive waveshape, flat on
top with a slight slope on the tra ilin~: ~~~~

13) V6B incorporates saturation I i it ttng , ~nd its output is a
reasonably good. negative, square wave.

14) The output of V6B is differentiated in the input circuit to V7.

15) The negative pip at the grid of V7 is cut off owing to the
very large cathode resistance.

16) The output of V7, a negative pip, occurs 15 microseconds
after the leading edge of the range gate .

17) Trans former T2 inverts the negative,0. 5-microsecond pip
and feeds it to the acquisition - range ma rk distribution.
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2. Acquisition Range Control Circuit Operation (fig 9-5).

a. Operation with control at the tracking console.

aNSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: This is an excellent
opportunity to present a thorough review of
serv o loops. Trace out the excitation distri-
Ipution.

1) Relay Ku is deenergized .

2) When the RANGE CIRCLE handwheel is rotated, the range-
in-ya rds counter , the acquisition range pot , the rotors of
motor tachometer B12, and the roiJr of control transformer
B!! are rotated by direct gearing.

3) A signa l will be applied from the rotor of 811 through R8 ,
the LPSA, and contacts 10 and 3 of Ku , to motor tachometer
B2.

4) B2 has excitation applied through contacts 8 and 12 of K u .

5) B2 will drive until the rotor of control-transmitter BI equals
the angular displacement of the rotor of Bi l .

b. Control is established at the TCC when S1/C14 is opera ted and
applies ground to relay K u .

1) K!! is held in the energized position because of the ground
applied through its own contacts 5 and 11 and pushbutton
S10/B31.

2) When the RANG E CIRCLE handwheel at the TCC is rotated,
the rotor of B1/C14 is displaced .

3) An output will be applied from B!!, through R8 , LPSA Rq,
and contacts 10 and 4 of K!!, to motor tachometer B 12.

4) Excitation is applied to B12 through contacts 7 and 12 of K!!.
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5) B 12 wil l  d n y C  the acqtit sl; ton range pot . con; rol ira u s  to t flfl’ I
1311 . t ic.  unt i l  the rotor disp lacenieuit of H I I equals th e
anguL a r tt i~p Lacement of the i~ior o 1. 

H I

3. Acq i s a t o n  Rau ~g~’ Un it Cii \ ’Lit l  Oj !erat t n t ~t t ~ s 9— (~ and ~ ~
‘)

a . rhc’ acquisi t io n range un it has two inputs.

I )  I’he p reknoc k pulse

2) Thc ’ de c out rol Voltage from i he i.ange potent tome; ei.

b. C laL upe t~ V 113 controls the plate potent Ia I of V2 .

1) The cathode of V I I I  Is at a p otetu Ia I dck ’rnttned Lw (he seutug
of the ra nge pot .

2) At any insta u t  that the p late voltage of V2 c’xcec’d s the ca I hoth ’potent Ia I or V I H, V lB wi ll conduct and th e ~~~~~ I Ti’i%t

through R~ w i l l  hold the pl ate of V2 at the potent Ia I at  th e
cathode of V I I) .

c . V IA isoLates the preknoc k dist r ilxit ion cir cui t s  from the
pha nt a st ron .

— — d. Pikinta st ton V 2 produces at the cat htxk a n egative Wit veshape
with sha Vp leading and tra i l ing edges.

I) Aft er the sha i~p negat ive drop, the pul se tkv tea  ses towa rdzet.o and ends in a sharp rise .

2) The puls e is Ini t i at ed by the pr eknoc k puls e and ends at a
time d~t~ rm I ned by the setting of the t a  ngt’ pot

e. VJA speeds the recovery net ion of the phi; ntss; ron ci re u i l to
i nsure read I ness t~~ r the next cycle .

f . The pt~; nit; st t~on output is d ifferent iated in the gr itt c l iv nit ofV313.

I) (‘2 and U I Q cons I t i t le  the di ffer cntit i t in,g cir cu it
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2) A degenerative feedback is applied from plate to grid ,
through C5 and R17, to sha rpen the resulting pulses.

3) CR1 passes only the negative pip from the plate of V3B,
which occurs at the trailing edge of the phantastron pulse ,
and prevent s feedback from V4 to V3B.

g. V4 is the range-gate multivibrator.

1) The output, a positive, 30-microsecond pulse, is taken from
the plate of V4A.

2) The setting of R20 controls the pulse width.

h. The output of V4 is fed through cathode follower V5B to the range-
gate distribution circuits and to driver V5A.

i. V5A acts as a switch that allows Z! to charge or discha rge.

1) VSA is normally cut off by the potential at the grid taken
from the junction of R36 and R37.

2) When the gate pulse is applied , V5A allows ZI to discharge.

3) The output of ZI , taken across the inductance, will swing
through only one quarter of an oscillation owing to the grid
current ’s shorting out the inductance when the grid of V6A
swings positive .

j. The large negative pulse at the grid of V6A drives it into cutoff
and squa res the plate waveshape somewhat.

k. The positive pulse at the grid drives V6B to saturation.

1) The negative-plate waveshape is a square wave.

2) Voltage divider R4 1 and R42 normally holds V6B cut off.

1. The negative pulse, 15 microseconds in duration , is diff erentiated
in the input circuit to V7.
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1) C16 and R46 compose the differentiating network.

2) This produces , at the g rid , a negative pip occurring at the
ti me of the leading edge of the ra nge gate.

3) The positive pip will occur 15 mic roseconds later or in the
middle of the range gate .

4) V7 is held nea r cutoff because of the la rge cathode
resistance.

5) The negative pip at the grid is therefore limited.

6) The positive pip at the grid is amplified .

7) The negative pip at the plate is inverted by transfo rmer T2
and is fed to the dist ribution circuits as a positive , .0. 5-
mic rosecond, acquisition-range mark.

SUMMARY:

1. The acquisition-range control channel permits contro l of the
acquisition - range gate and ma rk from either the tracking console
or the tactical cont rol console .

2. The acquisition-range ga te gates the precision-indicator range sweep
when the selector switc h is in the ACQ position.

3. The acquisition-range mark appears as the range circle.

COMMON TROUBLES:

Symptoms Probable Cause

1 . No range sweep on P1 and no Defective V4 in ACQ ra nge
range circle , computer.

2. No ra nge circle or range Low preknoc k or no preknoc k
ci rcle for only a portion of because of frayed cabling to
the PPI range. ACQ range computer or to open

plate resistor in preknock cathode
follower.
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PRACTICAL EXERCIS E

TARGET DESIGNATOR
(Part III)

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

The equipm ent will be completely deene rgized .

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: Multtmete r and test amplifier.

P R E U MI N A R Y  TROUBLES:

1. Replace V3 in the t rack-mark generator with a bad tube.

2. Remove V3 in the 30-second delay timer.

3. Open termina l No. 159 In the rada r cabinet (fIg 19-62).

DEMONST RAT iON:

Locate and review the following Items.

I . ACQ Range Control.

a. BI , contro l transmitter.

b. B2, ACQ range motor.

c. Si , RANGE CIRCLE pushbutton .

d. B!!, control transformer.

e. B12, ACQ range motor .

f. 23, range-coupling unit.

g. Rq. ACQ range LPSA.
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h. SlO, RANGE CIRCLE pushbutton.

1. Relay .K 11.

2. ACQ Range Compute r.

a. Remove Ji , J2 , and J3 from the ACQ range computer and note
the symptoms.

b. Monitor the signals at Ji and J3.

c. Demonstrate the ACQ range computer adjustment.

d. Demonstrate the ACQ range control adjustment.

e. Show students the use of the RING DEPRESS switch f or  trouble
isolation.

~INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Each student will
Iperform adj ustments. I

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

Prima ry.

a. Open termina l No. 139 in TCC .

b. Open termina l No. 188 in TC.

c. Remove termina l No. 18 in the radar cabinet.

d. Remove VI in the LPSA Rq.

e. Remove, one at a time, various tubes from the ACQ range
computer.

2. Review.

a. Some time will be spent on chassis location and genera l review .
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b. t~~ily computer checks will be reviewed .

c. Place troubles in ACQ transmitter and receiver.

I
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LESSON PLAN

TARGET DESIGNATOR
(~~~ Iv)

OBJECTIVE:

To present the function and operation of the:

I . Ta rget-designator block diagram ,

2. Track-range gate cathod e follower,

3. Video-and-mark channel , and

4. QTRMK channel.

INTRODUCTION:

In the past few lessons , all the marks and gates that are necessa ry for PPIand precision- indicator display have been generated . The control circuits
for these marks and gates have also been covered. In this lesson , the
student will learn how the marks and gates are both mixed together and with
the video.

PRESENTATION:

1. Target Designator Block Diagram.

a. There are six inputs to the mixer channel (fig 9- 1).

1) The acquisition-ra nge mark appears as the range circle.

2) The acquisition-azimuth mark appears as the flashing
azimuth line .

3) The ACQ track range mark appears as the arc portion of the
electronic cross.
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4) The track-azimuth gate allows the arc portion of the
electronic cross to appear for 10° .

5) The track-azimuth mark appears as the radia l line of the
electronic cross.

6) The track-range gate allows the radial line to appear for
5, 000 yards . ¶

7) The gated marks are mixed with the video in the video-and-
ma rk mixer and presented to the PPI and precision
indicators .

b. The mixer channel forms a part of the video-and-mark mixer
chassis (fig 9-i) .

1) Arc coincidence tube Vi receives the ACQ trac k range mark
and the track-azimuth gate .

a) VI is allowed to conduct for a 100 portion of the track-
azimuth gate.

b) The QTRMK Is passed during the conduction time of Vi .

2) Radial line, coincidence tube V2 is presented with the track-
azimuth mark and the track-range gate.

a) The track-range gate allows V2 to conduct for a period
corresponding to 5, 000 yards .

b) The track-azimuth mark is passed during the conduction
period of V2.

3) Clipper amplifier V3 mixes the gated QTRMK and the gated
TAMI( and presents them to V4.

4) Amplifie r V4 mixes the QTRMI( and the TAMK with the
QRMK and the QAMX .

5) Clipper amplifier V6 keeps the marks from attaining an
amplitude that would cause blossoming of the PPI’s.
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6) The marks are mixed with the video in the grid circuit of
V7 and presented to the video amplifiers of the PPI and
precision indicators.

c. The range-sweep channel is ga ted by either the track- or
acquisition-range gate to produce the vertical range sweep
(fig 10- 1).

(L~TRUCTOR ’S NOTE: The precision-indicatorl
j sweep circuits will be covered on a block level
[~~~iis lesson. —

1) When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the A.CQ position, the
acquisition-ra nge gate is applied to VIA.

2) VIA is cutoff during the time of the gate and allows a
capacitor to cha rge.

3) The sharp leading edge of the gate is applied to the grid of
V2 along with the cha rge on the capacitor resulting in a
trapezoida l waveshape.

4) The output of V2 is a negative, trapezoidal waveshape with
a sha rp spike on the leading edge caused by the feedback
circuit of V4 and VS.

5) V3 amplifies the signal to bring it up to the level for proper
amplification.

6) Clamper ViB insures the starting of each sweep from the
same level.

7) Power amplifiers V4 and V5 are connected in pa rallel to
provide enough current to deflect the electron beam from
the bottom to the top of the CRT.

8) When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the TRACK position,
circuit action Is the same except that the track-range gate
replaces the acquisition - range gate.
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d. The azimuth-sweep channel causes the electron bea m to be
deflected from the left edge to the right edge of the cathode- ray
tube during the azimuth gate .

i) When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the TRACK position, the
E-W signa l from the track resolver is applied to the azimuth-
sweep channel.

2) When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the ACQ position , the
designated E-W signa l from the TCC line resolver is
applied to the azimuth-sweep channel.

3) The 4-kc carrier is always applied to the azimuth-sweep
channel.

4) The ring demodulator , composed of Vi and V2, works
exactly as the ring demodulators of the PPI.

5) Limiters V3A and V3B clip most of the positive portion of
the input to V4 and V5.

6) V4 and VS use cutoff limiting .

7) The plate waveforms of V4 and V5 are thus squa red off on
both the positive and negative excursions.

8) The electron beam is deflected only when the magnetic field
set up by the deflection coi l is expanding or contracting.

9) The magnetic field varies only when the current through the
deflection coil is fluctuating .

10) The current through the deflection coil changes in magnitud e
during the slope between the extreme negative and positive
portions of the signal at the plates of V4 and VS.

11) During normal operation , the electron beam is deflected
from left to right with the P1 tube blanked during the portion
in which the electron beam would sweep from r ight to left.
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e. The unbianking channe l serves to intensify the sweeps during the
period In which the range gate and the azimuth gate are In
coincidence.

1) The acquisition -range gate and the acquisition-azimuth gate
are applied when the TRACK ACQ switch is In the ACQ
position.

2) The track-range gate and the track-azimuth gate are applied
when the TRACK ACQ switch is in the TRACK position.

3) V3A and V3B work together to produce a series of positive ,
30-microsecond pulses.

4) The positive pulses are applied to the control grid of the
cathode-ray tube only when both V3A and V3B are cutoff.

5) Both triodes are cut off when range-gate pulses occur during
the azimuth gate.

2. Track-Range Gate Cathode Follower Circ uit Operation (fIg 15-6).

a. Cathode follower V4A receives the output of the 5, 000-yard
multivibrator.

1) The output is developed across the cathode resistor R38.

2) C14 and R37 form a plate-decoupling network.

3) Bias is developed across the voltage divider consisting of
R33 and R34.

b. The output is coupled to the precision indicators , the video-and-
mark m ixer, and the trial-fire indicator.

~NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Show the students where 1
lthe ACQ track range niark originates (on the nextj
~page, fig 15-7) . 

. i
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3. Mixer-Channel Circuit Operation (fig 9-8j.

a. Arc-coinc idence tube Vi allows the QTRMK to pass for 10°.

1) The QTRMK is continuously applied to the control grid of
Vi.

2) The TAGA is applied to the suppressor grid of Vi.

3) Width control R2 is set so tha t Vi has plate current flowing
for 10° .

4) CR1 prevents any feedback from getting to the plate of Vi.

b. Radia l line, coincidence tube V2 allows a 30-mic rosecond portion
of the track-azimuth mark to be passed.

1) The track-azimuth mark is applied to the suppressor grid .

2) The track-range gate , applied to the control grid , allows
the tube to conduct for ~O microseconds.

3) CR2 provides Isolation for V2 from any feed back signals.

c. V3 limits the mixed outputs of Vi and V2 eliminating any
tendency of the PPI to blossom at the junct ion of the arc and
radial line.

1) R23 and R26 provide enough bias to hold V3 at the proper
level for cutoff limiting.

2) CR3 holds the output of V3 at ground potential.

3) CR4 isolates V3 from unwanted feedback signals.

d. V4 receives the gated QTRMK and TAMK from V3, the QRMK
from CR5, and QAMK from CR6.

1) CR5 and CR6 prevent feedback to the acquisition-ra nge
computer and the acquisition-mark generator.
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2) The ma rks are mixed across R30 and applied to the grid of
V4 through Cl3.

3) Dugene rat ion introd uced by R35 improves the frequency
response.

e. The output of V4 is applied to limiter V6.

1) Vb is biased ~car L utoff to provide cutoff limiting which
prevents blossoming of the PPI at any point where the ma rks
coincide.

2) R50 is adjusted for proper intensity of the marks on the PPI.

3) The output signals are mixed with the video in the input
ci rcuit to V7.

SUMMARY:

1. The mixer channel combines with the video the marks tha t appear
as the flashing azimuth line, range circle, and electronic cross.

2 . The output of the video-and-mark mixer is applied to the video
amplifi ers of the PPI and P1.

3. The video amplifier, conventio nal in design, feeds the video and
marks di rectly to the cathode of the CRT.

~jSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Review the use of each
Imark and gate during the summary.

COMMON TROUBLES:

Symptoms Probable Cause

1. Loss of radia l line from V2 , v ideo-and-mark mixer ,
electronic c ross. defective.

2. Loss of arc from electronic VI , video-and-mark mixer,
cross. defective.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

TARGET DESIGNATOR
(Part IV)

AAFCS M33 SETUP: I
The equipment will be completely deenergized .

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY:

1. Test amplifier ,

2. Multimeter ,

3. Frcquency power meter, and

4. Null-voltage test set.

PRELIMINARY TROUBLES:

1. Open the low-voltage in~~rlock.

2. Misadjust the 320v power supply.

3. Place bad tube in the series regulator.

4. Turn all operating controls to minimum.

5. Extract pick-up probe to A’~C mixer .

6. Turn capsule voltage to minim um .

DEMONSTRATION:

i. Locate and review the following:

a. Line-slew resolvers ,
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b. Line resolvers ,

c. Track-azimuth resolver,

d. Track-mark generator ,

e. ACQ mark generator ,

f. ACQ range computer ,

g. Track- range computer , and

h. Video -and-ma rk mixer.

2. Monitor all the signal inputs to the video-and-mark mixer.

3. Remove tubes from video-and-mark mixer and note symptoms.

4. Remove track- range gate cathode fo l lower fr~x~i the t rack-ra nge
computer and note symptoms.

SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Primary .

a. Place troubles in the video-and-mark mixer.

b. Place troubles in the TRGA cathode followe r and QTRMK channel.

c. Place trouble s In any of the following :

1) The mark generators ,

2) The 4-kc oscillator,

3) The ACQ ra nge computer , and

4) The designator resolver circuits.
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~tsSTRlJCTOR’5 NOT E: This exercise will 1serve as a review of the designation-controif
j

2. Review.

a. Measure frequency and power with the frequency power meter.

b. Ha ve students perfo rm computer dail y checks.

c . Make various checks with null-voltage test set.

d. Misadjust computer power supplies .

e. Place a faulty dc amplifier in the com puter .

f. Show students how to balance the Computer modu lators .
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LESSON PLA N

DESIG NATION- PRECISIO N INDICATOR

OBJ ECTIVE:

To present the function and operation of the:

1. Mixer-channel block diagram ,

2. Precision-IndIcator block diagram ,

3. Precision-indicator range-sweep cha nnel ,

4. PrecIsion -indicator azimuth-sweep cha nnel , and

5. Unblanking channel.

INTRODUCTION:

In previous lessons, the operation of the various circuits which generate
the marks and gates needed for the designation system were covered . Befo re
the marks can be displayed on the precision indicator , there must be sweep
voltages generated to displace the electron beam . The sweep must move from
left to right , representing the azimuth sweep of the antenna , and from the
bottom to the top, corresponding to range . In this lesson, the range- and
azimuth- sweep circuits will be covered in detail.

PRESENTATIO N:

I . Target Designator Block Diagram (figs 9- 1 and 10-

~INSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: This is the second coveragej
lof this block. Emphasis should be placed on the
~weep circuits.

a. There are six inputs to the mixer channel (fig 9- 1).

I) The acquisition-range mark appea rs as the range circ le .
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2) The acquisition-azimuth mark appears as the flashing
azimuth line .

3) The ACQ track range mark appears as the arc portion of the
electronic cross.

4) The track-azimuth gate allows the arc portion of the
electronic cross to appear for 10°.

5) The track-azimuth mark appears as the radial line of the
electronic cross.

6) The track-range gate allows the radial line to appear for
5, 000 yards .

7) The gated marks are mixed with the video in the video-and-
mark mixer and presented to the PPI and prec ision mdicators .

b. The mixer channel forms a part of the video-and-mark mixer
chassis.

i) Arc-coincidence tube Vi receives the acquisition-track
range mark and the track-azimuth gate.

a) Vi is allowed to conduct for a 10° portion of the track-
azimuth gate.

b) The QTRMK is passed during the conduction time of
Vi.

2) Radial line, coincidence tube V2 is presented with the
track-azimuth mark and the track-range gate.

a) The tr4ck- range gate allows V2 to conduct for a period
corresponding to 5, 000 yards.

b) The track-azimuth mark is passed duri ng the conduction
period of V2.
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3) Clipper amplifier V3 mixes the gated QTRMK and the ga ted• TAMK and presents them to V4.

4) Amplifier V4 mixes the QTRMK and the TAMK with the
QRM K and the QAMK .

5) Clipper amplifier V6 keeps the marks from attaining an
amplitude tha t would cause blossoming of the PPI ’s.

6) The marks are mixed with the video In the grid circuit of
• V7 and presented to the video amplifiers of the PPI and

precision Ind icators.

c. The range-sweep channel is gated by either the track- or ACQ-
range gate to produce the vertical range sweep (fig 10- 1).

1) When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the ACQ position, the
acquisition-range gate is applied to ViA.

2) VIA is cutoff during the time of the gate and allows a
capacitor to charge.

~) The sharp leading edge of the gate is applied to the grid of
V2 along with the charge on the capacitor and results in a
trapezoida l waveshape.

4) The output of V2 is a negative, trapezoida l waveshape with
a sharp spike on the leading edge caused by the feedback
circuit of V4 and VS.

5) V3 amplifies the signal to bring it up to the proper level
for power amplification .

6) Clamper VIB insures the start ing of each sweep from the
same level.

7) Power amplifiers V4 and VS are connected in pa rallel to
provide enough current to deflec t the electron beam from
the bottom to the top of the CRT.
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8) When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the TRACK position,
circuit action is the same except tha t the track-ra nge gate
replaces the acquisition- range gate.

d. The azimuth-sweep channel causes the electron beam to be
def lected from the left edge to the right edge of the cathode-ray
tube during the azimut h gate .

1) When the TRACK ACQ switch is In the TRACK position,
the E-W signal from the track resolver is applied to the
azimuth-sweep channel.

2) When the TRACK ACQ switch Is in the ACQ position , the
designated E-W signa l from the TCC line resolver is applied
to the azimuth-sweep channel.

3) The 4-kc carrier is always applied to the azimuth-sweep
channel.

4) The ring demodulator composed of VI and V2 works exactly
like the ring demodulators of the PP1.

5) Limiters V3A and V3B clip most of the positive portion of
the Input to V4 and VS.

6) V4 and VS use cutoff limiting.

7) The waveform at the plates of V4 and V5 is thus squared off
on both the positive and negative excursions.

8) The elect ron beam is deflected only when the magnetic field
Set up by the deflection coil is expanding or contracting.

9) The magnetic field varies only when the current through
the deflection coil is fluctuating.

10) The current through the deflection coil changes in magnitude
during the slope of the positive and negative excursions
between the extreme negative and positive portions of the
signal at the plates of V4 and V5.
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11) During normal operation the electron beam is deflected
from left to right , and the P1 tube is blanked during the
portion in which the electron beam would sweep from
right to left.

e. The unblanking channe l serves to intensif y the sweeps during
th e period in which the ra nge gate and the azimuth ga te are in
coincidence.

1) The acquisition-range gate and the acquisition-azimuth
ga te will be applied when the TRACK ACQ switch is in the
ACQ position.

2) The track-range gate and the track-azimuth gate will be
applied when the TRACK ACQ switc h is in the TRACK
position.

3) V3A and V3B work together to produce a series of positive ,
30-microsecond pulses.

4) The positive pulses are applied to the cont rol grid of the
cathode- ray tube only when both V3A and V3B are cut off.

5) Both triodes are cut of f  when range-gate pulses occur
during the azimuth gate .

2. Ra nge-Sweep Channel Circuit Operation (fig 10- 2).

a. The positive , 30-microsecond range gate is applied to sweep-
generator ViA.

1) Normally ViA is conducting heavily, and the cha rge across
Cl is very low.

2) When the gate is applied to the cathode , VIA cuts off,

3) When VIA is cut off , Cl sta rts to cha rge.

4) In addition to the cha rge on Cl , a small portion of the gate
pulse Is developed across R4.
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b. The signa l applied to the grid of V2 is a trapezoidal wavesha pe.

1) Degeneration, to maintain the proper waveshape , is provided
by parallel cathode resistors R23 and R27 which also serve
as common-cathode resistors for V4 and VS.

2) The output is coupled to V3 through C3.

C.  V3 is a conventional voltage amplifier.

d. d ampe r VIB maintains the signal at a constant reference level.

e. Power amp lifiers V4 and VS are connected in parallel.

1) The plate load for both tubes is the deflection coil of the
P1 tube.

2) A feedback to V2 is developed by R23 and R27 .

3) In addition to the feedback, R17 prov ides cathode bias for
V2.

4) At the leading edge of the t rapezoida l voltage , the high-
frequency component effectively shorts out R 17 through C6.

5) During this time V2 has very high gain that causes a sha rp
drop in the plate voltage of V2.

6) The shorting effect of C6 is quic k ly removed , and the plate
voltage of V2 quickly rises and then dec reases proportionally
with the cha rge on CI.

7) This produces a sharp spike in the leading portion of the
of the trapezoidal waveshape.

8) The spike is desired to overcome the Inductive effect of the
deflection coil which opposes a change in current.

9) R25 provides an additional feedback voltage.
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3. Azimuth-Sweep Channel Circuit Operation (fIg 10-2).

a. Ring demodula tor Vi and V2 receives the modulated E-W signal
and the 4-kc carrier.

1) The carrier acts as a switch to control the conduction of
Vi and V2.

2) When pin 4 is positive w ith respect to pin 6, VIA and V2B
conduct.

3) When pin 6 is positive with respect to pin 4, V1B and V2A
conduct.

4) Circuit action with the modulated signal is identical to the
ring demodulators of the PPI’s, and reference should be
made to the presentation system lesson plan for detailed —

explanation (Plan-Position Indicator (Part I)).

b. A push-pull signal is fed across limiters V3A and V3B to the
grids of V4 and VS.

1) V3A and V3B are held at cutoff by a negative voltage taken
from the junction of RI and R u .

2) Limiters V3A and V3B conduct when the plates become more
positive than the cathode and square off the positive portion
of the inputs to V4 and VS.

3) V4 and VS employ cutoff limiting and limit the negative
portion of the input signals .

4) The current through the deflection coil will vary only during
the switc hover period between the positive and negative
excursions when the voltage is changing rapidly .

5) R 17 le positioned for the correct starting point of the
horizonta l sweep.

6) The undesired right-to-left sweep is eliminated since the
P1 tube Is blanked out at that time.
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4. Unblanking-Cha nnel Circuit Operation (fig 10-3).

a. V3A and V3B work together to produce a series of 30-
microsecond, unbianking pulses for the duration of the azimuth
gate .

b. V3A conducts in the absence of the azimuth gate.

1) In the absence of the gate, the cathode is sufficiently
negative to allow heavy conduction through V3A.

2) The plate of V3A is connected direct ly to the grid of V3B.

3) When V3A conducts , plate current flows from the top of R4 ,
through R5 and R7 , to ground (fig 10-3).

4) This provides a negative bias to the grid of V3B and cuts it
off.

5) No unbianking pulses are coupled through C4 to the CRT
while V3B is cutoff.

c. When the azimuth gate is applied , V3A is cut off .

1) The plate of V3A is at a more positive potential at this time .

2) V3B will conduct heavily because of the increased positive
potentia l at the grid .

3) The plate voltage of V3B becomes less positive, but no
signal is fed to the grid of the CRT since the plate voltage
is not changing rapidly.

4) With V3B conducting, the range gate is applied to the cathode.

5) The range ga te cuts V3B off for 30 mic roseconds.

6) The result is a series of positive , 30-microsecond pulses
to the grid of the CRT.
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d. intensity control R5 establishes the level at which the unblanking
pulses ride.

~~STRUCTOR’S NOTE: Outline the adjustmentsl
~p~ocedure for the precision indicator.

5. Video Am plifier Review (fig 10-3).

a. The input contains the video and components of the range circle ,
the flashing azimuth line, and the electronic cross.

b. V2 is a conventiona l video amplifier.

1) Rg is the gain potentiometer on the front of the precision
Indicator.

2) The output , negative video and marks, is fed directly to the
cathode of the cathode-ray tube.

SUMMARY:

1. The range-sweep channel produces a series of tra pezoida l sweep
voltages 30 microseconds or 5, 000 yards in duration.

2. The azimuth-sweep channel produces a sweep current through the
deflection coil for a duration corresponding to 300 of antenna rotation.

3. The undesired secondary azimuth sweep is eliminated by the precision
indicator CRT ’s being cut off.

4. The P1 is unbianked only during the period in which the range gate
and the azimuth gate coinc ide.

5. When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the TRACK position, the track-
range gate and the track-range mark are applied.

6. When the TRACK ACQ switch is in the ACQ position, the acquisition-
range gate and the acquisition-azimuth gate are applied.
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COMMON TROUBLES:

Symptom Probable Cause

No range sweep on P1. Resistor R26 of the range-sweep
generator open .
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PRACTICAL EXE RCISE

DESIGNATION-PRECISION INDICATOR

A.AFCS M33 SETUP:

The equipment will be completely dee~:1gtzed .

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY: Test amplifier and multimeter.

PR E LIMINARY TROUBLES:

1. Open the low-voltage interlock.

2. Remove ACQ receiver crystal.

3. Remove rube from STC unit.

DEMONSTRATION:

1. Locate and review the following:

a. Range-sweep channel,

b. Azimuth-sweep channel,

c. Unblanking channel, and

d. Video amplifier.

2. MonItor signals throughout the precision indicator.

3. Demonstrate the precision-indicator field adjustments .

4. Have each student perform the adjustments.
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SUGGESTED TROUBLES:

1. Pri rr.a~y~

Place troubles in each of the following channels:

a. Range sweep,

b. Azimuth ,

c. Range gate , and

d. Video.

2. RevIew.

Review activities are to he selected at random from previousexercises.

(~~~TRUCT OR ’s NOTE: The review activitiei]
~selected should not interfere with the primary j
~ ctivities of this exercise. J
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LESSON PLAN

ACQUISITION RADAR REV IEW

OBJECTIVE:

To present a review of the function of all major units in the acquisition
radar.

INTRODUCTION:

Before studying the track radar system, it is best to review and tie-in
all the information gathered up to this point. The purpose of this lesson is
to sum up the data and troubleshooting procedures which have been covered
to date .

PRESENrATION:

1I~~ TRUCTO!~ S NOTE: Troubleshooting procedures~
twill be covered for each block.

1. AcquisitIon Radar Simplified Block Diagram (fig 1-1).

a. Synchronizer-System Outputs.

1) The sync pulse triggers the transmitter.

2) The prekuock pulse establishes a timing reference f or the
range and sweep circuits.

3) The test pulse is used for the allnement of the moving-
target Indicator.

b. Transmitter Characteristics.

1) The peak power output is approximately one megawatt.

2) The pulse width Is 1. 3 mIcroseconds.
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3) The prf is 1, 000 pulses per second .

4) The frequency range is from 3, 100 to 3. 500 megacyc lea . I
c. Composition of the RF System.

1) A wavegulde .

2) A thçlsx.ar.

3) A directiona l coupler.

4) A pillbox radiator.

d. The Receiver.

1) Converts the return echo to an If signal.

2) Employs AFC to mainta in the intenu ediate frequency at
60 mc per second.

3) Amplifies and detects the If signal.

4) Uses MTI to show only moving ta rgets and to eliminate
ground c lutter.

e. Acquisition - Presentation System.

1) The resolver channe l converts the mechanica l rotation of
the antenna int o an elect rical signal that is used to rotate
the sweep on the PPI In synchronism with the antenna.

2) The PPI shows all targets in the surrounding area to a
maximum range of 120, 000 ya rds.

3) The precision Indicator shows an enlarged view of a 5, 000-
yard by 30° segment of the WI presentation.
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2. Pulse-Synchronize r~Cha racteristlcs.

a. The synchronizer pulse is a 20v , 2-mic rosecond , positive
pulse.

b. The preknock pulse is a 25v, 2-microsecond, positive pulse.

c. The test pulse Is a 6v, 7- to 9-microsecond, positive pulse.

d. The pulse repetition rate is 1, 000 pulses per second .

3. The Transmitter-System Functiona l Block (fIg 4).
‘~~~~0

a. The trigger generato r , triggered by the synchronizer pulse,
has an output of sufficient amplitude to trigger the mod u lator.

b. The modula to r , when triggered, allows the pulse-forming network
to discha rge through the pulse transformer.

c. The pulse transformer steps up the pulse amplitude to 38- 45 kv .

d. The magnetron oscillates during pulse time and feeds the rf
burst of energy to the rf system .

4. RF System Functiona l Bloc k (fig 5- 1).

a. The waveguide couples the rf ene rgy to the plilbox radiator.

b. The AFC sampler couples a sample of the radiated pulse to the
AFC mixer.

c. The ATR tubes prevent the return echo from being absorbed by
the magnet ron.

d. The TR tube prevents the transmitted pulse from saturating
the receiver.

•. The directiona l coupler is used for maki ng power , frequency,
and standing-wave ratio measur ements.
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f. The rota ry joint permits tra nsfer of energy through the wave-guide while the antenna is rotating.

g. The pi.ibox ra diator fo rms the rf energy into a beam which isnarrow In azimuth and broad In elevatio n and rad iates it intospace.

5. ecelver ~System Functiona l Bloc k (fig 6).

a. The pres etector passes the desired signal whi le reflecting allothers.

b. The signa l mixer mixes the return signi 1 with the input from thelocal oscillator to produce the 60-mc inter med iate fr equenc y.

c. The if amplifier channel ampl ifies and detec ts the if signal.

1) The It prea mplifier boosts the signa l to esta blish a high
signa l-to-no ise ratio and overcome cable losses.

2) The attenuator compensa tes for gain variation s In the
receiver system.

3) The if amplifie r has a gain of approx imately 1. 000, 000.

a) Negative , bypass video is fed to the switcher-mix er.

b) Positive, MTI video is sent to the ca rrier generato r.

d. The MTI channe l consists of the following:

1) The carri er generator which modula tes the carrier wit h theif signa l and the prek noc k pulse.

2) The delay-c ell ampli fier which send s one output to the
dela y line and the other to the nondelay amplifier , and

3) The video-and- synchron ize r unit which compares the
outputs of the delay and nondelay channels to produce moving-ta rget video.
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e. The switcher-mixe r selects either the MTI or bypass video for
eventua l application to the screens .

f. The sensitivity time control reduces the receiver gatn..for
close-in targets thus reducing the blossoming effect at the center
of the PPI’s.

g. The automatic frequency control provides continuous frequency
correction for the loca l oscillator and the preselector.

6. AcquIsition-Presentation System Functiona l Block (fig 7).

a. The 4-kc oscillator produces a signa l which is applied to the
acqutsiflon-azimuth resolver and one of the line-slew resolvers
in addition to being used as a reference voltage.

b. The acquisition-azimuth resolver converts the constant amplitude ,
4-kr input Int o an output whose amplitude va ries with the rotation
of the antenna .

c. The modulated , 4-kc signa l from the resolver is amplified by
the resolver ampli fier.

d. There are two demodulators for each plan-position indicator
which detect the envelope of the moduLated , 4-kc signal.

e. The two sweep-generator chassis when gated by the range gate
produce four trapezoida l voltages.

f. Since the output amplitude of the sweep generator is very low,
the sweep amplifiers amplify the sweep signals to a level great
enough to obtain proper deflection of the electron beam.

g. The range gate and intensity limiter gate the sweep generator
and unblank the PPI during sweep time .
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7. s*gnat toi~ System (fig 9).

a. The Resolver Channel.

1) Provides an elect rical signa l which causes the WI sweepsto rotate in synchronism with the acquisition antenna .

2) Output, are also used to control the position of both thesteady and flashing steerab le azimuth lines.

3) Determine, the azimuth at which the electronic cross willappea r on both PPI’s.

b. ~~ q~Jisition-Mar~ Generator.

I) Receives the preknock pulse, the acquisition N-S and E-Wresolver signals, and the 4-kr carrier.

2) The two output signa ls are the acqutsit 1on-ax~mu~ mark andthe acquisition-az~rnu~ ga te.

a) The acquisition-azj rn~~ ma rk appears as the flashingsteerable azimuth line .

b) The acquistuofl-az~mu~ gate is used to unbiank theprecision indicators when the TRACK ACQ switc h isin the ACQ position.

c. The Track-Ma rk Generator.

1) Receives the N-S and E-W resolver signals from the track-azimuth resolver.

2) The two ma rk generators are identical and intercisingeable.
3) The outputs of the track-m ark generator are the track-azimuth ma rk and gate.

a) The track-azimuth mark appea rs as the radia l line of theelectronic cross.
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b) The track-azimuth gate gates the track- range mark
to produce the 10 arc of the electronic cross, and it
Is used for unblanking of the precision Indicators when
the TRACK AOQ switch is In the TRACK position.

d. The acquisition- range computer. Outputs are the acquisition-
rang. mark and th. acquisition- range gate.

1) The acquisition-range mark appears as the ra nge circ le.

2) Th. acquisition-rang, gate serves to unbiank the precision
indicators when the TRACK-ACQ switch is in the ACQ
position.

e. There are six inputs to the mixer channel.

1) The acquisition-range mark appears as the range circ le.

2) Th. acquisition-azim uth mark appea rs as the flashing
azimuth line .

3) The ACQ track ra nge mark appea rs as the arc portion of
the electronic cross.

4) The track-azimuth gate allows the arc portion of the
electronic cross to appear for 10 .

5) The track-azimuth mark appears as the radial line of the
electronic cross.

6) The track-range gate allows the radial line to appea r for
5, 000 yards.

7) The gst.d marks are mixed with the video In the video-and -
mark mixer and presented to the PPI and precision Indicators .

f. The Precision Indicato r. (fIg 10).

1) Permit coordinated action between the acquisition and
track radars.
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2) The point about which the sector of display Is centered
depends upon the position of the associat ed TRACK ACQ
switch.

3) The range-sweep channel is gated by either the track or
ACQ range gate to produce the vert ical range sWeep.

4) The azimuth-sweep channel causes the electron beam to be
deflected from the left edge to the right of the cathode-ray
tube during the azimuth gate.

5) Tb. unbianking channel serves to intensify the sweep. duringthe period In which the range gate and the azimuth gate are
in coincidence.
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.1
PRACTICA L EXERCISE

ACQUISiTION RADAR REVIEW

NSTRUCTOR’S NOTE: Practical exercises
brough 26 wIll be used as a source for aU
ictivities under the heading ot

1. Prelim Ina ry troubl es,

2. PrIma ry trouble s, and

3. Review troubles and activities.

AA FCS M33 SETUP:

The equipment will be completely deenergized.

EQUIPMENT NECESSARY:

1. Test amplIfier ,

2. Multimeter , and

3. Null-voltage test set.

DEMONSTRAT ION:

There will be no demonstrat ion .
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SUGGESTED TROUBL ES:

1. Prima ry.

Refer to practic al exerciseS 1 through 26.

2. Review.

Refe r to prac tical exerciseS 1 through 25.

Army, Fort Bliss, Texas
HumR RO 108313
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